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Purgative Method in Shang Han Lun
Engin CAN1, Ming Zhao Cheng2
1

Everwell Clinic, London. 2Middlesex University

1. Introduction
Purgative method (Xia Fa ̢ϟ⊩) was one of eight
methods ˄ܿ⊩˅in Shang Han Lun ˄Ӹᆦ䆎 Treatise
on Cold Damage and Miscellaneous Disease˅by Zhang
Zhong-jing ˄ᓴӆ᱃˅ in the East Han Dynasty (3rd
century AD).
This method functions in relieving constipation and
eliminating indigested food-excessive heat from the
gastrointestinal tract, and was mainly used for treatment of
the yang ming fu zheng (the yang brightness fu-organ
syndrome).
Under this method in Shang Han Lun, there are 5
main formulae for different indications in yang ming fu
zheng (䰇ᯢ㜥䆕 yang brightness fu-organ syndrome) ̢
they are Tiaowei Chengqi Tang (䇗㚗ᡓ⇨∸ StomachRegulating Purgative Decoction), Xiao Chengqi Tang
˄ᇣᡓ⇨∸ Minor Purgative Decoction˅, Da Chengqi
Tang ˄ᡓ⇨∸ Major Purgative Decoction˅, Maziren
Wan ˄咏ᄤҕЌ Hemp Seed Pill˅ and Guan Chang Fa
˄☠㙴⊩ Enema for Constipation˅. There are also a
number of formulae that combine purgative method with
other methods. In this article, we will discuss the 5
formulae listed above, and then another 3 formulae that
combine purgative with other methods.

2. Stomach-Regulating Purgative Decoction
(䇗㚗ᡓ⇨∸)
In Chinese, Tiaowei (䇗㚗) here means regulating the
stomach; Chengqi ( ᡓ ⇨ ) means to continue the
downward movement of the stomach qi, so that all
blockages are smoothly open and stagnated qi and food in
the stomach are moved down to the intestines then to be
passed out – in effect meaning purgative. Tang means
decoction.
This formula consists of Dahuang (咘 Radix et
Rhizoma Rhei) 4 Liang /12g, Mangxiao ( 㡦 ⸱ Natrii
Sulphas) Half Sheng /9g and Zhi Gancao (♭⫬㤝 Radix
Glycyrrhizae Praeparata) 2 Liang /6g. As Mangxiao is a
mineral and legally not allowed to be used by herbalists in
the UK, we may use Yuliren˄䚕ᴢҕ Semen Pruni) 9g as
its replacement.
Among these herbs, Dahuang is king in the formula.
It is the main herb for purging pathogenic factors from the
stomach and intestine; Mangxiao/Yuliren acts as the
minster of the formula. It clears away heat from yang
ming and softening hard masses; Gancao buffers the harsh
purging effects of Dahuang and Mangxiao, harmonizes
and protects the stomach-qi and co-ordinate all the
ingredients. These 3 ingredients work together to purge
the heat accumulated in yang ming fu-organ and at the
same time protects the stomach.

The main applications of this formula were described
in Clauses 207,248 and 249 of Shang Han Lun. The main
indications are Zao (Dryness ➹) and Shi˄hardness ᅲ˅
in yang ming fu-organ, as its main function is to purge
pathogenic
dryness-heat
accumulated
in
the
gastrointestinal tract by laxative action, treating fever with
perspiration, constipation, abdominal distention and
restlessness.
Today this formula can be used to treat constipation,
abdominal fullness, or painful swelling of mouth, teeth
and throat due to domination of heat –dryness in the
stomach and intestine, particularly in people who have a
habit of having too much spicy junk food.

3. Minor Purgative Decoction˄ᇣᡓ⇨∸˅
In Chinese, `Xiao ÿ ᇣ means Minor or Small;
`Chengqi ÿ ᡓ ⇨ here means the same as in Tiaowei
Chengqi Tang (䇗㚗ᡓ⇨∸). This formula consists of
Dahuang (咘 Radix et Rhizoma Rhei) 4 Liang /12g,
Houpo (८ᴈ Cortex Magnoliar Officinalis) 2 Liang/6g
and Zhishi ( ᶇ ᅲ Fructus Aurantii Immaturus) 3 big
pieces/9g.
Among them, Dahuang is used to purge and eliminate
pathogenic factors from the gastrointestinal tract; Houpo
functions in promoting qi flow and to relieve abdominal
distension; and Zhishi is good at removing stagnation of qi.
Working together, the 3 herbs of the formulae relieve
accumulation of heat in the gastrointestinal tract in a not
too harsh manner.
The main applications of this formula were described
in Clauses 213,214 and 250 of Shang Han Lun. The main
indications for it are Pi (stuffiness ⮲) and Man˄fullness
⒵˅in yang ming fu-organ. It was used for treatment of
the yang ming fu zheng due to damages to fluids (such as
inappropriate treatments by sweating, vomiting and
purging) leading to hard feces and pathogenic heat in the
gastrointestinal tract, manifested as constipation, delirium,
profuse perspiration and heat fecaloma etc. We often use
this formula to treat constipation, indigestion and retention
of food marked by abdominal distension or pain, anorexia,
and simple or paralytic intestinal obstructions.

4. Major Purgative Decoction˄ᡓ⇨∸˅
In Chinese `Da’ means Major or Big, here it means
bigger dosage and more powerful. `Chengqi’ means as
same as in the above 2 formulae. The formula consists of
Dahuang (Radix et Rhizoma Rhei) 4 Liang/12g, Houpu
(Cortex Magnoliar Officinalis) half Jin/24g. Zhishi
(Fructus Aurantii Immaturus) 5 pieces/15g and Mangxiao
(Natrii Sulphas)3g /Yuliren˄䚕ᴢҕ Semen Pruni) 9g We
can see that the ingredients of Da Chengqi Tang are
effectively a combination of Tiaowei Chengqi Tang plus
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Xiao Chengqi Tang, with increased dosages of Houpu and
Zhishi, decrease dosage of Mangxiao and taking away Zhi
Gancao
As a result of these modifications, the effect of Da
Chengqi Tang is much stronger than both Tiaowei
Chengqi Tang and Xiao Chengqi Tang. In Da Chengqi
Tang, as in Xiao Cheng Qi Tang, Dahuang is used to purge
and eliminate pathogenic factors from the gastrointestinal
tract; Houpo functions in promoting qi flow and to relieve
abdominal distension; and Zhishi is good at removing
stagnation of qi. Mangxiao, or Yuliren, as in Tiaowei
Chengqi Tang, is to clears away heat from yang ming and
softening hard masses. The removing of Zhi Gancao
means that its slowing and moderating effects are not
needed, therefore the purging effect becomes more
powerful. Working together, the 4 ingredients can
effectively and quickly expel pathogenically accumulated
heat from yang ming fu-organ, i.e. the gastrointestinal
tract. It loosens the bowls and promotes the downward
movement of stomach qi.
In Shang Han Lun, Da Chengqi Tang is used for
treatment of serious cases of the yang ming fu syndrome
manifested as serious constipation, even no stool for 5-6
days or 10 days; abdominal distension and pain, tidal fever
in afternoon; delirium and coma, speaking to himself as if
he sees a ghost, unconscious to people around him and
subconsciously touches on his clothes and bed; starring
eyesight, light reaction disappearance etc.
These
symptoms were described in Clauses 212,215, 217, 220,
238,239, 241, 242, 252, 253, 254, 255 and 256 of Shang
Han Lun. The main indications for it are Pi (stuffiness ⮲),
Man˄fullness ⒵˅, Zao (Dryness ➹) and Shi˄hardness
ᅲ ˅ in yang ming fu ̢ a combination of Tiaowei
Chengqi Tang and Xiao Cheng Qi Tang. Today we often
use this formula for treatments of infectious or non
infectious febrile diseases in the climax stage marked by
constipation due to accumulation of heat and paralytic or
simple intestinal obstructions. Modern researches have
found that this formula has the functions of relieving
inflammation, anti-bacteria, promoting blood circulation
of intestines, stimulating intestinal peristalsis, purging
stool, tranquilizing the mind, bring down fever, etc. As
this is a very powerful formula, it is not to be used in
pregnant women or patients with general weakness. Once
the condition is improved and the gastrointestinal tract is
moving, then the use of Da Chengqi Tang should stop.

5. Hemp Seed Pill˄咏ᄤҕЌ˅
This formula consists of Maziren (Fructus Cannabis)
2 Sheng/12g, Baishao (Radix Paeoniae Alba) half Jin/24g,
Zhishi (Fructus Aurantii Immaturus) half Jin/24g, and
Dahuang (Radix et Rhizoma Rhei) 1 Jin/48g, Houpu
(Cortex Magnoliar Officinalis) 1 Chi/30g, Xingren
(Semen Armeniacae Amarum) 1 Sheng/18g. Grind all the
above ingredients into powder and make pills (Wan Ќ)
with honey. 9 g of pills are to be taken each time, 1 ̢ 2
times per day. Among the ingredients, Maziren, Baishao
and honey have functions to lubricate and moisturize the
intestine, promote bowel movement and nourish the
spleen-yin. In TCM theory the lung and large intestine has
an interior-exterior relationship, so here Xingren is used to
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regulate the lung qi indirectly to lubricate the large
intestine and relieve constipation. Dahuang, Houpu and
Zhishi, as in Xiao Cheng Qi Tang, promote bowels
movement and remove pathogenic factors from the
stomach and intestine. All herbs working together, this
formula functions in moisturizing the intestines to relieve
constipation. As the formula is made into pills with
slowing and moisturizing ingredients, its purging effect is
slower than any Chengqi Tang discussed above, but at the
same time this formula protects the genuine qi of body. In
Shang Han Lun, this formula is used to treat pi yue zheng
(㜒㑺䆕 spleen constrained syndrome), as described in
Clause 247: ĀFu yang mai (anterior tibial artery) pulse is
floating and hesitant. A floating pulse indicates strong
stomach qi, whereas a hesitant pulse indicates frequent
urination (it is one of causes leading to constipation in
TCM theory). This combination of floating and hesitation
pulses indicates hard feces and it name pi yue zheng.
Maziren Wan should be the chief formula.” Today we
often use Maziren Wan for treatments of habitual
constipation, or the constipation caused by intestinal
dryness duo to over-sweating during febrile diseases
marked by rabbit-stool like feces, or hemorrhoid with
constipation, etc. This pill, as it is mild, can also be used in
pregnant women as well the elderly and weak patients.

6. Enema for Constipation˄☠㙴⊩˅
This is described in Clause 233 “in yang ming disease,
the patient sweats. If using diaphoresis to treat it, the
patient will has spontaneous perspiration. If at the same
time, the patient’s urination is normal, then exhaustion of
body fluid will occur. In this situation, although there are
hard feces, no purgative method should be used. If the
patient has an urge to defecate, an enema method should
be used. Honey or root of cucumber, or pig bile can be
used as medicine of enema.”
Now Guan Chang Fa is commonly used in
constipations of elderly patients who are weak. It is also
used in some people’s health maintenance - as in colon
irrigation. There is a danger though that some people do
not use it properly, even in situations where they have
normal bowels movements.
The above 5 formulae are the common formulae in
the application of purgative methods described in Shang
Han Lun.
Using purgative method is appropriate for yang ming
fu zheng, but in Shang Han Lun, purgative method is also
used in non yang ming conditions, It also used in
combination with other methods, as there are conditions in
the course of a disease that appears that yang ming fu
zheng is with other syndromes. In Shang Han Lun, some
of these combinations were described. Due to limited
space, we just discuss the following 3 examples.

7. Peach Seed Purgative Decoction (ḗḌᡓ⇨
∸)
This formula is used for tai yang xu xue zheng (䰇
㪘㸔䆕 blood accumulation syndrome) in the bladder, one
of the two tai yang fu zheng. This syndrome is described
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in Clause 106, that þBefore tai yang bing (the greater
yang disease) is cleared, pathogenic heat congeals in the
urinary bladder. The patient behaves in a manic way. If the
patient urinate blood, then the condition will be cleared
away with the blood. When the exterior is not clear, it is
not appropriate to purge. Clearing the exterior should be
the priority. When the exterior is cleared, but the patient
still feels tight and spasm in the lower abdomen, then
purgative method should be used and Taohe Chengqi Tang
is appropriate.”
This formula consists of Taohe (Semen Persicae) 50
pieces /10g with tip and skin removed, Dahuang (Radix et
Rhizoma Rhei) 4 Liang/12g, Guizhi (Ramulus Cinnamomi)
2 Liang/6g, Zhi Gancao (Radix Glycyrrhiae) 2 Liang/ 6g,
Mangxiao (Natrii Sulfate) 2 Liang/6g. Modern researches
have shown that the formula has the functions in
promoting blood circulation of intestine, stimulating
intestinal peristalsis, purging stool, tranquilizing the mind
and bring down fever. We still use this formula today for
treating infectious and non-infectious febrile diseases
marked by blood accumulation syndrome, or simple
intestinal obstruction, epilepsy and depression.

8. Major Chest Bind Decoction (䱋㛌∸)
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action. Today we often use it for treatments of hepatitis,
cholecystitis and cholelithiasis.
There are other formulae in Shang Han Lun that are
also purgative and have not been discussed in the paper,
for example, Da Xianxiong Wan (䱋㛌Ќ which has
different ingredients to Da Xianxiong Tang)in Clause 131,
San Wu Bai San ( ϝ ⠽ ⱑ ᬷ )in Clause141, Dahuang
Huanglian Xiexin Tang (咘咘䖲⋏ᖗ∸)in Clause 154
and 164, Di Dang Tang ˄ᢉᔧ∸˅in Clause 125 and Di
Dang Wan ˄ᢉᔧЌ which has the same ingredients as Di
Dang Tang˅in Clause 126, Shi Zao Tang (कᵷ∸) in
Clause 152, Da Chaihu Tang (  ᷈ 㚵 ∸ which has
different ingredients to Xiao Chaihu Tang)in Clause 103
and 165, Chaihu Jia Mangxiao Tang (᷈㚵ࡴ㡦⸱∸)in
Clause 104, Chaihu Jia Longgu Muli Tang (᷈㚵ࡴ啭偼⠵
㲢∸) in Clause 107 and Guizhi Jia Dahuang Tang (Ḗᵱ
ࡴ咘∸) in Clause279. Practitioners who are interested
in these formulae can refer to Shang Han Lun to learn
more about them.

10. Summary
Purgative method was one of the eight methods in
Shang Han Lun, mainly used for treatment of yang ming
fu zheng (䰇ᯢ㜥䆕 yang brightness fu-organ syndrome).
5 formulae are discussed: Tiaowei Chengqi Tang (䇗㚗ᡓ
⇨ ∸ Stomach-Regulating Purgative Decoction), Xiao
Chengqi Tang ˄ᇣᡓ⇨∸ Minor Purgative Decoction˅,
Da Chengqi Tang ˄  ᡓ ⇨ ∸ Major Purgative
Decoction ˅ , Maziren Wan ˄ 咏 ᄤ ҕ Ќ Hemp Seed
Pill ˅ and Guan Chang Fa ˄ ☠ 㙴 ⊩ Enema for
Constipation. Additionally, in Shang Han Lun, purgative
method was also used in non yang ming conditions, as
well as in combination with other methods in many
formulae to treat different conditions. Practitioners should
learn the principles and use the formulae with flexibility
and innovation in modern day practice.

This formula is for re shi jie xiong zheng (⛁ᅲ㒧㛌
䆕 chest bind syndrome due to excessive heat). It is
recorded in Clauses 132,133,134,135,136 and 137. In
clause 135, it states that þShang Han for 6 to 7 days, jie
xiong caused by excessive heat with deep and tense pulse
and epigastric pain, and abdominal wall is as hard as a
stone on palpation. This should be treated with Da
Xianxiong Tang’.
This formula is composed of Dahuang (Radix et
Rhizoma Rhei) 6 Liang/10g, Mangxiao (Natrii Sulfate) 1
Sheng/10g, Gansui (Radix Euphorbiae Kansui) 1
Qianbi/1.5g. Modern researches have shown that this
formula has efficacies of strong purgation and diuretic,
anti-inflammation and anti-sepsis. We sometimes use it for
treatments of inflammatory hydrothorax and ascites, but it
is not advisable to use it in the UK as in this formulas
there is a mineral (Mangxiao) and a very powerful herb References:
(Gansui) in the formula.
[1] World Federation of Chinese Medicine Societies
(2008) International Standard Chinese –English
9. Virgate Wormwood Decoction (㤉䰜㪓∸)
Basic Nomenclature of Chinese Medicine. People’s
This formula is for shi re fa huang (⛁থ咘 yang
Medical Publishing House.
jaundice caused by damp heat). It was recorded in Clause [2] Huang H (2005) Introduction to Treatise on
236,260 and 261.In Clause 236, it states that ĀJaundice
Exogenous Febrile Diseases. Shanghai TCM
will not result in yang ming bing (the yang brightness
University Press.
disease) if there is fever and perspiration, as interior heat
[3] Zhang E (1990) Prescriptions of TCM. Shanghai
would leak out by sweat. If there is perspiration only on
TCM University Press.
the head above the neck but not the body, with dysuria and
[4]
Zhang E (1989) Research in Classical Formulas.
thirst, it indicates concretion of the interior heat and the
Yellow River Press.
skin will be yellow. This should be treated with
Yingchenhao Tang.”
[5] Li P (1985) Textbook of Shang Han Lun for TCM
The formula contains Yinchenghao (Herba
Universities. Shanghai Science and Technology Press.
Artemisiae Scopariae) 6 Liang/18g, Zhizi (Fructus
Gardeniae) 14 pieces/10g, Dahuang (Radix et Rhizoma
Rhei) 2Liang/6g. This formula is effective in normalizing
the functions of the liver and gallbladder by cholagogic
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Ѣ㚒∈ˈ䇗㒣ᔧҹ⒟㸹㚒∈Ўᴀ⊩Ǆ
՟བˈᇍ㒣∈ܜᳳϔ䆕ˈٙ⇣ೈ㒩᳜㒣ⱘᇥϢ㚒∈ⱘ݇
㋏ˈ䕼䆕ゟ⊩㒚ᖂᯢњǄҪҹĀܜᳳ㒣ᴹ㗙ˈ݊㒣⫮āϢ

ཇᄤ᳜㒣Ўކ㛝᠔ЏৌǄ✊㙱Ў㮣㸔П㛣ˈᑊϢކ㛝Ⳍ䖲ˈ
᠔ҹކ㛝ПⲯܙϢ৺ˈ䰸Ϣܜ㚒ǃৢ㜒㚗ⱘ࣪⫳᳝݇
ˈ᳝䌪Ѣ㙱П㮣㸔Ϣ⭣⊘ࡳ㛑Ǆǉཇ⾥Ǌ䇗㒣㆛㟦
㙱ǃᶨ㙱ㄝ⊏⊩ᮍ䴶ⱘ䆎䗄ˈഛ᳝⣀ࠄП໘Ǆ

Āܜᳳ㒣ᴹˈাϔǃѠ⚍㗙āЎऎ߿㰮ᅲⱘ䕼䆕㽕⚍Ǆࠡ㗙⮙
ᴎЎĀ㚒Ё∈☿ᯎāˈሲᅲ䆕˗ৢ㗙⮙ᴎЎĀ㚒Ё☿ᯎ㗠䰈

2.1 ⭣㙱㾷䚕 ⣀᪙䕏♉

∈ѣāˈሲ㰮䆕Ǆᅲ䆕ҹ⏙☿ЎЏˈ㰮䆕ҹ⒟∈Ў㽕˗ߚ߿߯
ゟ⏙㒣ᬷϢϸഄ∸ˈѠᮍ⫮☿⊏ׅ㸔⛁㗠㒣ܜᳳˈԚϔЎ∈᳝
ԭˈϔЎ∈ϡ䎇ˈ㗠݊ゟ⊩ঞ䘷㥃㒘ᮍгϡϔḋǄ

㙱㮣㸔ˈЏ⭣⊘ˈ୰ᴵ䖒ˈᙊᡥ䚕ˈ݊ԧЎ㸔ˈ݊⫼Ў
⇨ˈ㗠ཛҎ㸔⇨Ўᙷᇸ⫮Ǆ⭣㙱㾷䚕ˈ߭㙱⇨ᴵ䖒ˈ⭣⊘᳝

⏙㒣ᬷЏ⊏∈☿ⲯׅ᠔㟈ⱘ㒣ᴹܜᳳ㗠䞣П䆕ˈٙ⇣䅸

ᴗˈ㸔㸠䗮⬙ˈ⇨㸔᮶䗮߭㒣∈ᅝˈे᳝ϡ䇗ˈѺᯧ⊏

Ў˖Ā☿ϡৃӏ᳝݊ԭˈ㗠∈ᮁϡৃՓПϡ䎇ˈ⊏П⊩Ԛᇥ⏙

⭫Ǆǉཇ⾥ǊЁ㟦㙱⊩ᑨ⫼ᑓ⊯ˈ⡍⚍ᰃ㥃ੇ㊒⚐ˈ↣ᮍЁ

݊⛁ˈϡᖙ⊘☿гǄāᬙᮍЁҹЍⲂǃഄ偼Ⲃㄝ⏙☿ЎЏˈ㗠

⭣㙱㥃ϔ㠀ҙ⫼ϔੇˈ߭ϸੇˈϝੇ㗙ᏆЎᇥ㾕˗㥃⫼䞣

ᇥԤ⫳ഄˈⱑ㡡ҹ⒟䰈ݏ㸔Ǆ䖛⫮П☿ᕫ⏙ˈ߭㸔⛁ᑇˈ∈㞾

䕏ˈᇥ߭Ѩߚˈ߭ϔ䪅ˈᛣপ݊⇨㗠䕏ᡩˈ℆݊䕏ᡀϞ

ϡ⊘ˈ㒣ᳳ㞾ℷˈ᠔ҹ䇈˖Āℸᮍ㱑✊ᰃ⏙☿Пકˈ✊ҡᰃ⒟

䖒ˈԧ⦄њٙ⇣㟦㙱⣀᪙䕏♉ⱘ⡍⚍Ǆ

∈Пੇˈ☿⊘㗠∈ϡϢˈ⊘ׅᤳ㗠ⲞгǄā

՟བˈᇍ㒣∈ৢܜ᮴ᅮᳳϔ䆕ˈٙ⇣ᣛߎˈϡৃ䇃ҹЎ⇨

ϸഄ∸Џ⊏㚒Ё☿ᯎ㗠䰈∈ѣ᠔㟈ⱘܜᳳ㒣ᴹাϔǃѠ⚍

㸔П㰮ˈ㗠ᰃ⬅Ѣ㙱⇨䚕㒧᠔㟈ǄĀ㒣∈ߎ䇌㚒ˈ㗠㙱Ў

㗙Ǆٙ⇣䅸Ў˖Ā⊏П⊩ϡᖙ⊘☿ˈাϧ㸹∈ˈ∈᮶䎇㗠☿㞾

㚒Пᄤˈ㙱䚕߭㚒Ѻ䚕˗㚒䚕㗠⇨ᖙϡᅷˈࠡৢПᮁ

⍜ǄāᬙᮍЁ⫼⫳ഄǃܗখǃⱑ㡡ǃ呺ހㄝࠖ⒟䰈ݏ㸔П

㓁ˈℷ㚒П䗮䯁㘇ǄāⲪ㙱ৌ㸔⍋㗠Џ⭣⊘ˈ㚒Џ㚲ᅿ

કˈҹ䖒ࠄĀ∈ⲯ☿㞾ᑇāǃ䰈㸔⫳㗠㒣㞾䇗ⱘⳂⱘǄℸᮍ᠔

㗠㮣㊒⎆ˈ㙱㚒ϔԧˈ㊒㸔ৠ⑤Ǆ㚒㰮߭㙱༅ݏ㗠ৃ㟈㙱

⫼䇌㥃ˈ㒃ᰃ㸹∈ПੇǄ

⇨䚕㒧˗ডПˈ㙱䚕জৃᤳঞѢ㚒ˈℸᄤ↡Ⳍ݇гǄҞ㙱䚕

ҢҹϞѠᮍⱘߚᵤৃⶹˈٙ⇣䇗㒣䞡㾚ֱᡸ㚒∈ˈेՓ㚒

ঞ㚒ˈ㙱⇨䚕㒧߭⭣⊘༅ৌ㗠㸔⍋༅䇗ˈ㚒⇨䚕߭㊒㸔༅࣪

Ё∈☿ϸᯎⱘᚙމϟˈϡԚϡ⊘݊∈ˈ㗠Ϩ⏙㚒☿ⱘৠᯊˈ

㗠㚲ᅿ༅ˈݏᬙ㒣ᴹᮁ㓁ǃࠡৢϡᅮᳳǄḍ䖭ḋⱘ⮙⧚ᴎ

䜡ܹᇥ䞣⒟㸹㚒∈Пੇˈҹ㒣∈ПᴀǄ

䕀ˈٙ⇣ᦤߎ˖Ā⊏⊩ᅰ㟦㙱П䚕ˈेᓔ㚒П䚕гǄ㙱㚒П
䚕᮶ᓔˈ㗠㒣∈㞾᳝ϔᅮПᳳǄā߯ゟᅮ㒣∸ҹ㟦㙱ᓔ

1.2 ᔎໂ㚒䰇

䞡⏽⍺

㚒ǄԚ݊㒘ᮍˈ߭佪⫼㦳ϱᄤǃ❳ഄǃᔧᔦǃⱑ㡡ҹ⒟㚒ݏ
㙱Ǆٙ⇣ᇞĀ㢹℆䗮ПˈᖙܙܜПāП⧚ˈ㸹Ⲟ㙱㚒㊒㸔

䇗㒣㱑ҹ⒟∈ЎЏˈ✊䰈ϡৃ᮴䰇Ǆٙ⇣䞡㾚ᔎໂ㚒䰇ˈৠ

ⱘ⸔Ϟˈ䜡ӡ⭣㙱㾷䚕П᷈㚵ˈҙ⫼Ѩߚˈপ݊䕏⏙Ϟ

ᯊҪ䅸ЎĀ☿㹄㱑ᇣࠖ㗠ৃࡽˈ⛁㥃⫼ˈᖙ᳝➹П㰲ˈϡ

छǃᅷ䗣⭣䖒ПᗻˈҢ㗠䖒ࠄᆧ⭣Ѣ㸹ǃᓔ䚕㗠ϡӸℷⱘⳂ

↨⏽⫬Пકгāˈ᠔ҹҪ䇗㒣ᮍⱘ⫼㥃Ёˈ୰⏽⍺฿㊒П

ⱘǄℷབٙ⇣ᮍৢ⊼ѥ˖Āϡ⊏П⊏ˈℷѢ⊏гǄā㢹ᮍ
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ৃҹⳟߎ䖭ϔ⡍⚍Ǆ
՟བˈٙ⇣Ā㒣ࠡ⊘∈āᴵⱘ䆎䗄Ёᣛߎ˖Ā㜒ሲ
ˈ㜒㰮߭ϡᅲˈϡᅲ߭⫮āˈ᠔ҹĀ㒣∈ᇚࡼ㗠
㜒ܜϡ˗㜒㒣᠔㒳П㸔ˈ℆⌕⊼Ѣ㸔⍋㗠⇨ЬПāˈᬙ

2.2 ݏ㸔ᶨ㙱 ᔦ㡡Ўܜ

Ā∈⊘ܜ㗠ৢ㸠㒣гāǄ䇈ᯢ㜒⇨㰮ᔅˈ䖤࣪༅ᐌˈ⢃㸔
⍋ᰃ㒣ࠡ⊘∈䆕ⱘЏ㽕⮙ᴎǄজ㚒Џᇕ㮣ˈ㚒䰇㰮㹄ˈ߭ᇕ

ǉཇ⾥Ǌ䇗㒣㆛ 15 ᮍЁˈ⫼ⱑ㡡᳝ 12 ᮍˈ⫼ᔧᔦ᳝ 9 ᮍˈ

㮣༅㘠˗Ϩ㚒Ў∈☿Пᅙˈ☿┰∈Ёˈ㢹ⳳ☿ϡ䎇ˈ߭Ϟϡ

ᔦǃ㡡ᑊ⫼᳝ 8 ᮍˈৃ㾕ᔦǃ㡡ٙ⇣䇗㒣ᮍЁऴ᳝Ⳍᔧ䞡㽕

㛑⏽✺㜒䰇ˈϟϡ㛑ᨘ㊒ࠊ∈ˈѺৃথЎ㒣ࠡ⊘∈П䆕Ǆ䩜

ⱘԡ㕂ˈेՓ᳝㙱䚕⮛⢊ᯊˈٙ⇣Ѻᐌҹᔦǃ㡡ЎЏҹݏܜ

ᇍ䖭ḋⱘ⮙⧚ᴎࠊˈٙ⇣䆎⊏Ё㱑াѥ˖Ā㸹㜒⇨ҹ㜒

㙱ԧˈՓ㙱ԧᶨ㗠䘖݊ᴵ䖒ПᗻǄ

㸔ˈ߭㸔ᨘѢ⇨ПЁāˈԚҢҪ᠔߯ع∸ܼᮍᴹⳟˈ⹂ᅲ

՟བˈ㸠㒣ৢᇥ㝍⮐⮯ϔ䆕Ёˈٙ⇣䅸Ў㋴ԧ㚒∈ϡ䎇

ԧ⦄њ݊⏽㚒ᱪ㜒ⱘ⊩߭ˈᮍ⫼Ҏখǃ㤃㢧ǃⱑᴃǃ㭣㢵ҕ

㗙ˈ㸠㒣ৢ㚒∈㰮ˈ∈ϡ⎉ˈ㙱⇨䗚Ь㜒ˈⳌѝˈ

㸹⇨ع㜒ǃ߽∈䰸ⱘৠᯊˈԤҹϔੇᏈ៳ˈϨ⫼䞣㟇Ѩ䪅

߭⇨䗚㗠⮯Ǆ㸠㒣ৢᇥ㝍⮐⮯ⱘ⮙ᴎᅲЎ㚒㰮㙱༅ˈݏ㙱

ПϞˈ⏽㚒ᱪˈ㸹ܜҹৢˈ߭㜒⇨᮹⏤ᯎⲯˈ㞾㛑

⇨䚕㒧᠔㟈ˈ⮙ПᴀѢ㚒∈ѣ㰮ˈ݊ᷛЗᰃ㙱⇨䚕㒧ˈٙ⇣

䖤࣪∈˗䙾᮶࣪ˈ߭㒣∈㞾✊䇗㗠㒣ࠡ⊘∈П䆕Ѻ䱣

ℸᦤߎ⊏⊩Āᖙ乏ҹ㟦㙱⇨ЎЏˈ㗠ⲞПҹ㸹㚒Пੇāˈ߯

П⍜䰸Ǆ⬅ℸৃ㾕ˈ⏽㚒ᱪ㜒ᰃٙ⇣䇗㒣ⱘজϔ⊩䮼Ǆ

ゟ䇗㙱∸ˈᮼⲞ㚒㟦㙱ǄᮍЁ䰸⫼ቅ㥃ǃ䰓㛊ǃቅ㨌㙝ǃᏈ
៳ҹ⒟㸹㚒㊒㗠࣪⫳㙱㸔ǃ▵ݏ㙱ԧˈᇸ⫼ᔧᔦǃⱑ

3.2 ع㜒ᅰ㸹 ᖙ⭣ݐᇐ

㡡Ѡ㥃ˈⳈܹ㙱㒣ҹݏ㸔ᶨ㙱ˈՓ㙱㸔ᕫݏ㗠㙱⇨㞾㟦ˈ㸠㒣
ৢᇥ㝍⮐⮯П䆕Ѻ䱣㙱⇨⭣䗮㗠㞾✊⍜䰸Ǆ

ٙ⇣ᇱ䇧˖Ā⮙䍋Ѣ⇨㸔П㹄ˈ㜒㚗П㰮Ǆāᔎ䇗њ㜒

ˈٙ⇣᠔ᢳࠊⱘᅷ䚕䗮㒣∸ǃ乎㒣∸ǃࡴੇಯ⠽∸ǃࡴ

㚗䇗߭䈋⇨ˈⲯܙ㸔⍋⏙ᅕ㗠㒣㸠ϡ༅݊ᐌⱘ䘧⧚Ǆ㗠

ޣಯ⠽∸ㄝˈѺഛ⫼ᔦǃ㡡Ⳍ䜡ҹݏ㸔ᶨ㙱ˈҢ㗠䖒ࠄ㟦㙱䇗

ٙ⇣জ⡍߿䞡㾚㸹⇨ع㜒Ǆǉཇ⾥Ǌ䇗㒣 15 ᮍЁˈҹ㸹⇨

㒣ⱘⳂⱘǄҢٙ⇣䖭㉏㒘ᮍ㾘ᕟЁˈৃҹⳟߎˈᔦǃ㡡Ⳍ䜡З

㥃Ў৯㗙ህ᳝ 4 佪ˈབࡽҭЍǃᅝ㗕∸ǃع∸ǃ⏽㛤࣪

Ўݏ㸔ᶨ㙱⊩Ё ᖙ⫼ПકǄᔧᔦ䕯ǃ㢺ǃ⫬ǃ⏽ˈ݊⇨佭

∸ㄝˈഛҹ㸹⇨ع㜒㥃ЎЏˈབҎখǃ咘㡾ǃⱑᴃǃ㤃㢧ϔ

佹ˈܹ㙱ǃ㜒ǃᖗ㒣ˈ㋏㸔Ё⇨㥃ˈ᳝㸹㸔㸔ПࡳǄᓴ᱃

㉏ˈϨ⫼䞣ഛЎѨ䪅㟇ϔϸǄ㱑ৠЎ㸹⇨㥃ˈԚϡৠᮍ

ኇѥ˖Āᔧᔦˈ݊ੇ⫬㗠䞡ˈᬙϧ㛑㸹㸔ˈ݊⇨䕏㗠䕯ˈᬙজ

Ёˈ߭䗝⫼㥃⠽ঞ݊䜡ӡ⫼ϡϔǄ

㛑㸠㸔ˈ㸹Ё᳝ࡼˈ㸠Ё᳝㸹ˈ䆮㸔ЁП⇨㥃ˈѺ㸔ЁП㥃

՟བˈࡽҭЍᰃ⫼ҹ⊏⭫㒣∈᭄᳜ϔ㸠ˈ⇨㸔㰮ᔅ㗠⮙ᚙ

гǄāᇍ㸔⇨ǃ㙱䚕П䆕ˈᚳᔧᔦݏ㙱Пԧˈ乎㙱Пᗻˈ⇨㸔

ᇮ䕏ˈᬙٙ⇣ҙ⫼ⱑᴃǃ㤃㢧ǃ⫬㤝ǃቅ㥃䇗⧚㜒㚗ˈ䌘⫳

ৠ䇗ˈ᳔ЎⳌᅰǄⱑ㡡䝌ǃ㢺ǃᖂᆦˈѺܹ㙱㜒Ѡ㒣Ǆ݊ੇ䝌

㒣㸔П⑤ˈ䜡ড়㦳ϱǃᴰӆǃⱑ㡡Ⲟ㚒ݏ㙱ˈܼᮍ㋏ЁП

ҹݏ㸔ᶨ㙱ˈЗዛǉݙ㒣ǊĀ㙱℆䝌āǃǉ䞥ंǊĀ㙱П⮙ˈ

કˈᑇ㸹ϡዏǄᅝ㗕∸ᰃٙ⇣ЎĀ㙱ϡ㮣ǃ㜒ϡ㒳āП㗕ᑈ

㸹⫼䝌āПᮼǄ៤᮴Ꮕ᳄˖Ā㡡㥃П䝌ˈᬊᬯ⋹⎆㗠Ⲟ㤷Ǆā

㒣∈㸠㗠䆒ˈ݊⮛⢊㸼⦄ЎĀཛҎ᳝ᑈѨकˈ݁ϗक

݊ᖂᆦПᗻˈϔ߭ৃ⏙ݐ㸔㰮㙱䚕᠔࣪П⛁ˈϨ㛑ⲥࠊᔧᔦ䕯

ቕˈᗑ㗠㸠㒣㗙ˈϟ㋿㸔ഫˈ☿བ㑶㸔⎟ĂĂ䇕ⶹᰃ㸔ዽ

⏽㢇佭Пᗻˈ㗠䰆݊Ѣ㸔㰮⛁ݙПᯊࡽ⛁ࡼ㸔ПᓞǄབℸᔦ㡡

П⏤Тʽā⊏⭫П⊩ˈ䴲㸹㙱㜒⇨㸔ˈ߭㸔ϡ㛑偸ℶǄᬙ

Ⳍ乏ˈ㸹Ёᆧ䇗ˈᆦ⏽䗖Ёˈ᮶✻乒㙱ԧˈজ✻乒ࠄ㙱⫼ˈϡ

ᮍЁҹখǃ㡾ǃᴃǃ㤝㸹݊ع㜒ЎЏˈՓ㜒⇨䎇㗠݊㒳㸔

༅Ўݏ㸔ᶨ㙱П᳔Շ㥃ᇍǄ

Пᴗ˗䕙ҹ❳ഄǃᔧᔦǃቅ㨌㙝ǃ䰓㛊ҹ㸹㙱㚒П㊒㸔ˈ㞾
✊∈ໂ☿ᑇ˗ᇸҹᇣ䞣佭䰘⧚⇨㸔ˈ咥㡹〫ǃ㘇⚁

3. ᱪع㜒

ޝ㸔ℶ㸔ˈབℸ߭㙱㚒䎇ǃ㜒⇨عǃ䚕☿⏙㗠㸔᮴᳝ϡℶǄ
ℸᯊⶹ⫼㸹㥃ˈ㢹ϡ㚰ˈ߭㒱䲒༣ᬜǄ

㜒㛣Џ䖤࣪ǃ㒳㸔ˈѠ㗙ࡳ㛑ⱘℷᐌϢ৺Ѻᰃއᅮཇᄤ⫳⧚

ٙ⇣⮙ᚙП䕏䞡㗠䗝⫼㸹⇨㥃ˈ㗠㸹Ёᆧ䖤ˈᰃٙ⇣

⮙⧚⢊ᗕⱘЏ㽕ॳПϔǄٙ⇣⡍߿ᔎ䇗㸹⇨⏽䰇ˈع㜒ࡽ

ࣴᖗП᠔ǄҪ㸹⇨ع㜒ⱘৠᯊˈᕔᕔ⾦⫼ᇥ䞣⭣⇨ᓔᇐ

䖤ˈҹ֗Փ݊㒳ᨘ㸔㸠ঞ䖤࣪∈ⱘ䞡㽕ᗻˈ䖭ᰃǉཇ⾥Ǌ䇗

ПકˈՓ㸹㗠ϡ㝏ˈ㜒䖤ⲞعǄབࡽҭЍᑇ㸹㜒⇨ⱘ⸔

㒣ⱘজϔ⡍㡆Ǆ

Ϟˈҙ⫼䕯ǃ㢺ǃ⏽ˈ㢇佭ܹ㜒П䰜Ⲃ⧚⇨࣪⯄ˈՓܼᮍ
Āع㜒Ⲟ㚒㗠ϡ⒲ˈ㾷䚕⏙⯄㗠ϡ⊘āǄ㗠ᅝ㗕∸㸹㙱

3.1 Ң㚒⊏㜒 ҹ☿ᱪ
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Gan Mai Da Zao Tang: The Very First Placebo in the World?
Hui Jun Shen
Gan Mai Da Zao Tang (⫬呺ᵷ∸), or Decoction of Licorice
Wheat and Jujuba, is a herbal formula created by Dr Zhang Zhong
Jing in his eminent book Jin Gui Yao Lue (Synopsis of the Golden
Chamber). It is the only formula specifically designed for treating a
condition called Zangzao. It is recorded in Chapter 22: Pulse,
Syndrome and Treatment of Women’s Miscellaneous Conditions as:
“a woman with Zangzao tends to grieve and cry as if she were
haunted. She frequently stretches and yawns. Gan Mai Da Zao
Tang can be used for this case.” The components of the formula are
as recorded in the book:
Gancao ⫬㤝 Radix Glycyrrhizae 3 Liang/9g
Xiaomai ᇣ呺 Fructus Tritici 1 Sheng/30g
Dazao ᵷ Fructus Ziziphi Jujubae 10 Pcs
Administration: Decoct the above 3 herbs in 6 Sheng (1200ml)
of water until 3 Sheng (600ml) remains. Then divide the decoction
into 3 portions; one portion is taken orally when it is warm, 3 times
a day. It can also tonify the spleen-qi.
While many TCM learners are fascinating on how such a simple
small formula can treat Zangzao effectively, I always think this is
very likely an ancient herbal placebo. My thought can be supported
by two basic factors, the nature of its clinical indication and its
three innocuous or even inert components.
1.

The nature of its clinical indication:

Gan Mai Da Zao Tang is the only formula in Jin Gui Yao Lue for
treating Zangzao condition. Zangzao is widely believed to be one of
Dr Zhang Zhong Jing’s descriptions of a psychological disorder
“hysteria”. The other two descriptions are named as Bentun and
Meiheqi. (Can et al, 2008).
Hysteria, in its colloquial use, describes a state of mind, one of
unmanageable fear or emotional excesses. The fear is often caused
by multiple events in one's past that involved some sort of severe
conflict; the fear can be centered on a body part or most commonly
on an imagined problem with that body part. People who are
"hysterical" often lose self-control due to the overwhelming fear.
(Wikipedia.org)
In 1980 the American Psychiatric Association formally
abandoned the diagnosis of hysteria or hysterical neurosis.
(Merskey, 1995) Current psychiatric terminology distinguishes two
types of hysteria: somatoform and dissociative. Dissociative
hysteria presents mental or emotional symptoms only, such as
histrionic personality, hypochondriasis, excessive domination of
particular emotions. On contrast, patients with somatoform
disorders (including conversion disorder, somatization disorder, and
body dysmorphic disorder) exhibits physical symptoms such as low
back pain or limb paralysis without apparent physical cause.
Interestingly, in Jin Gui Yao Lue, Zhang Zhong Jing described
Zangzao with only mental and emotional symptoms (women
tending to grieve and cry as if being haunted), but Bentun and
Meiheqi mostly with physical symptoms.
Many clinical trials have proved that nothing works better than
placebo in treating hysteria, especially dissociative type. Placebo is
Latin for “I will please”. According to Evens (2003), an article in
the Lancet in 1954 summed up the old fashioned view of the
placebo as “a means of reinforcing a patient’s confidences in his
recovery, when the diagnosis is undoubted and no more effective

treatment is possible”. In the eighteenth century, placebo entered
the medical lexicon as a term for fake remedies. When the
physician thought nothing was wrong with a patient, he might
give him a bread pill or some other innocuous substance just to
keep him happy. Merskey (1995) also believes that a true
placebo response would depend on the false belief that a
particular substance or procedure was specifically efficacious. It
may be promoted by emotional support which a physician gives
through attention to the patient.
It is very likely that over 1800 years ago, Zhang Zhong Jing
already knew nothing was physically wrong with a Zangzao
patient and there was no effective remedy for this purely
psychological disorder. He used this simple harmless herbal
formula as a “bread pill” and pretended it was a very effective
remedy. With his fame, it was not difficult to make patients
falsely believe this herbal decoction to be a magic cure. Such
false belief of the patients is exactly placebo effect which can
lead to a true “cure” in hysterical patients.
Although some medical scientists may challenge the placebo
effect on physical conditions, as they believe there is no
evidence on its clinical important effects (Moerman et al, 2002),
it is still widely accepted in neuropsychological field that
placebo is the best effective “treatment” for hysteria.
2.

The components of the formula:

Similarly with many formulae created by Zhang Zhong Jing,
Gan Mai Da Cao Tang is a very simple formula with only three
herbal components. However, what makes this one unique is that
its three components are all very mild, risk-free and innocuous
herbs. In fact, Gan Cao (Licorice) is used in nearly 50% of
Zhang Zhong Jing’s herbal formulae and is the most commonly
used herb in TCM history and nowadays. It is used mostly as a
“modifier” in many herbal formulae, as well as in food receipts.
Xiao Mai (Wheat) and Da Zao (Jujuba, Chinese date) are used
more as food than herbal medicine. None of these three herbs are
used as main (monarch) components in TCM herbal formulae to
treat physical illnesses. It is most likely that Zhang Zhong Jing
tried to use such risk-free and inert substances to pretend to be
very effective herbal remedy for Zangzao patients. If this is the
case, then Gan Mai Da Zao Tang would surely be the ancient
form of placebo.
3.

First placebo in the world?

The word placebo dates back to a Latin translation of the
Bible by Jerome ((Jacobs B, 2000). It was first used in a
medicinal context in the 18th century (Shapiro AK, 1968).
Shapiro may be wrong as he or she looked at the history of
western medicine only. Gan Mai Da Cao Tang is more than 1800
years old, so if it is recognised as an ancient form of placebo,
then it is surely the very first recorded in the world. The
argument is: from medical point of view, can it be recognised as
a form of placebo? Then it will be a matter for medical
historicists to accept it as the first in the world. I would rather
leave this argument to these people.
Reference:
1. Enqin Can (2008) Differentiation and Treatment of
Hysteria in Jin Gui Yao Lue, the Journal of the Association
of Traditional Chinese Medicine, 15 (1): 1
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Abstract: Nausea and Vomiting in Pregnancy (NVP) , or morning sickness is a common clinical condition affecting at least
50% of women in the first trimester of pregnancy. The acupuncture point Pericardium 6 (PC6) is located on the palmar side
of the wrist and is one of the principle points in terms of Chinese medicine for treating all forms of vomiting and nausea. Six
studies were thoroughly examined in the form of a systematic review to investigate the efficacy of PC6 by applying
acupuncture and acupressure to treat NVP. Following the research, PC6 appears to be effective in reducing the symptoms of
nausea and vomiting associated with pregnancy; which suggests that PC6 acupuncture would provide an excellent treatment
for women suffering with NVP.
NVP, or morning sickness as it is frequently called, is a common
clinical condition affecting at least 50% of women in the first
trimester of pregnancy (Pernoll, 2001, p.141). Despite the name
‘morning sickness’ the woman may only present with nausea, or
may have both nausea and vomiting; symptoms may also occur
at any time of the day or night and can vary in both duration and
intensity (Betts, 2006, p.19). Hyperemesis gravidarum is an
extreme form of NVP, which has been described as unrelenting
nausea, and / or vomiting related to pregnancy, eventually
preventing the woman from receiving an adequate diet or
sufficient fluid (HER Foundation, 2006). This type of NVP
occurs in roughly one out of 1000 pregnancies (Pernoll, 2001,
p.142) and can be a highly debilitating condition with serious
consequences for both mother and baby.
The aetiology of NVP is currently unknown, although there are
“endocrinologic, mechanical, allergic, metabolic, genetic and
psychosomatic” (Helmreich et al, 2006, p.412) causal theories
being investigated. Typically, symptoms present between weeks
six and sixteen of pregnancy and are normally at their worst
between weeks eight and twelve. NVP is completely normal and
may even be considered a sign of a healthy pregnancy (Kelly,
2000), despite the unpleasantness and inconvenience for the
mother to be and should not cause any distress to the developing
child as long as the mother ensures she remains well hydrated.
PC6 or Neiguan is an acupuncture point on the Pericardium
meridian. It is found on the flexor aspect of the forearm, 2 cun
proximal to P-7 at the wrist joint and is located between the
tendons of Palmaris longus and flexor carpi radialis (Deadman et
al., 1998, p.376). According to Deadman et al., (1998, p.378)
PC6 is the “pre-eminent point to treat nausea and vomiting due
to any aetiology, including vomiting of pregnancy”.
PC6 has not always been used for treating NVP; classically in
terms of Chinese medicine. In 1988, Kenyon recognized that
PC6 was successful in relieving nausea and vomiting when
combined with acupressure, which then led to further studies
looking at different causes of nausea and vomiting such as
chemotherapy or pregnancy. Prior to the development of PC6,
NVP was addressed by the application of acupuncture points on
the abdomen; however, points above the umbilicus should not be
employed after the first trimester of pregnancy.
The main search for research articles was conducted through the

EBSCO database provided by EBSCOhost, which gave access
to Academic Search Elite, AMED, PubMed, MEDLINE,
CINAHL, ScienceDirect and PsycINFO. A full list of related
terminology was created and then shortlisted to provide a list of
key phrases to make a basis for search terms and MeSH
headings.
A total of six trials were accepted for review, one assessing
acupuncture (Carlsson et al., 2000), four for acupressure
(Bayruther et al., 1994, Özlem and Arslan, 2008, Shin et al.,
2007 and Werntoft and Dykes, 2001) and one reviewing both
acupuncture and acupressure (Habek et al., 2004). Each study
selected had a different methodology, with different faults and
merits.
The age of participants across all studies ranged from 18 to 40.
Generally, the standard inclusion criteria for women, based on
number of weeks of gestation were up to 16 weeks. This is to
be expected, as this is the cut off point for the first trimester of
pregnancy, when NVP tends to subside. However there was one
exception, in the case of Shin et al.’s study (2007) allowing the
range of gestation from 5 – 30 weeks. They rationalized this by
explaining that hyperemesis gravidarum can occur throughout
an entire pregnancy. It is important that they explained this to
avoid skewed data in the analysis section. Size of treatments
varied between 15 (Bayruther et al., 1994) and 75 participants
(Özlem and Arslan, 2008). It is common in acupuncture trials
that sample sizes are often very small; if the number of
participant’s is too low then there will not be wide enough
range of people to answer the research question and make it
applicable to the general population. For a study to be viable in
its own right, and make effect as a piece of research ideally
there needs to be at least 50 participants. (White et al., 2007,
p.138)
Even down to the method of implicating the treatments there
was a great variation; from acupuncture at PC6 being real or
sham to the acupressure at PC6 and at a variety of placebo
points on the arm. Acupressure was administered using bands in
some cases and finger pressure in other, the pressure was
administered by the women themselves, health practitioners in
treatment settings or applied constantly by the bands.
Throughout the studies, a number of different methods to
collect the results were used; several studies used a method
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known as Visual Analogue Scoring (VAS). VAS is a linear scaled
“measurement instrument that tries to measure a characteristic
or attitude that is believed to range across a continuum of values
and cannot easily be directly measured” (Critchton, 2001, p.706).
Another method of scoring results was using the Rhodes Index
of Nausea, Vomiting and Retching (INVR), scores as variables
how frequently someone vomits on a daily basis. Whilst taking
into consideration the volume of vomit and the length of nausea
and retching (HER Foundation, Undated).
The only thing that was consistent throughout the research was
the conclusion that could be drawn from each study. In each case,
the outcome showed that either acupuncture or acupressure at
PC6 was effective for treating NVP than placebo or control
options. In the study that compared acupuncture against
acupressure, acupuncture was more successful that acupressure
at relieving NVP (Habek et al., 2004). Frequently though it was
found that placebo, acupuncture and acupressure did have some
effect on relieving NVP.

acupressure is a very cost effective method of treatment in
comparison to expensive anti-emetic medications that are
currently the main source of treatment for NVP in the UK.
Following the acceptance of PC6 as a treatment method, it is
hoped that in the future further research will be done into the
use of TCM as a whole to treat NVP to include a holistic
diagnosis and a treatment.
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ᴀҎḍЈᑞ㒣偠㋶ᘏ㒧ߎᴹⱘᐌ⫼Јᑞࡴ˖ޣ

ֲˈ㙱ֲˈ㜒ֲ䱤ⱑえǄ
Ё៤㥃˖㚢ܗ佂ᔦ㜒Ќ㸹ЁⲞ⇨Ќˈ݊ЁϸϾ

(1)

咘ˈᔧᔦ˗䩜♌ࡴ㝜ֲ㙱ֲǄ

䜡᳡Ǆ
㤝㥃⌧㓽㉝˖ܮখˈ♦ⱑᴃˈ❳ഄ咘ˈⱑ㡡㥃ˈ咘

(2)
(3)

䰈㰮㸔⛁˖
(4)

⊏⭫ॳ߭˖⒟䰈ݏ㸔ˈ⏙⛁ᅝ㚢Ǆ

(5)

㚒䰈㰮ࡴ❳ഄˈᯅ䖲㤝ˈቅ㤅㨌ˈḥᆘ⫳ˈ咘㊒ˈ呺
ࡴ˗ހ䩜⼲ˈ݇ݙ䮼ˈ⑾ˈ㚒ֲǄ

(6)

ᇣ㝍⮐⮯ࡴⱑ㡡ˈ⫬㤝˗㡒♌䎇ϝ䞠ˈ㜒ֲ㙱ֲǄ

(7)

ᇣ㝍ϟഴࡴ咘㡾ˈछ咏ˈ᷈㚵˗ࡴ㡒♌䎇ϝ䞠ˈⱒ
Ӯˈ㜒ֲǄ

䩜♌পえ˖ॄූˈ᳆∴ˈ⼲ˈ݇ݙ䮼ˈ⑾ˈˈކ
㸔⍋ˈ㝜ֲˈ㙱ֲǄ

㚒䰇㰮ࡴᴰӆˈ㓁ᮁˈ㦳ϱᄤˈḖᵱˈ㡒♌㚒ֲੑ
䮼Ǆ

ࡼϡᅝˈ⚺䑕ᯧᗦˈ⛺㰥༅ˈᖗথ⛁ˈ╂⛁ⲫ∫ˈ֓
⾬㒧Ǆ㟠㑶㢨咘ᇥ㢨ˈ㛝ᓺ⒥᭄Ǆ

㜒㰮ࡴ㤃㢧ˈⱑᴃˈቅ㥃˗ࡴ䩜䎇ϝ䞠ˈ䰈䱉⊝ˈ㡒
♌㜒ֲ㚗ֲǄ

ీ㒚㚲催㗙Ǆ
⮛⢊ԧᕕ˖ཞ߱ᳳ䰈䘧ߎ㸔ˈ㡆剰㑶ˈ㝍⮯ˈ㚢

⇨㰮ࡴ咘㡾ˈܮখˈछ咏ˈ᷈㚵˗ࡴ䩜ⱒӮˈ䎇ϝ
䞠ˈ㡒♌⇨⍋ˈ݇ܗǄ

㡾ˈᔧᔦˈᴰӆˈछ咏ˈⷖҕˈ♭⫬㤝Ǆ

ℸൟᐌ㾕Ѣᙷ᳝ᡫ㊒ᄤᡫԧᡫ䗣ᯢᏺᡫԧ䰇ᗻˈᎼ

㸔㰮ࡴᔧᔦˈ❳ഄˈᶌᴲᄤˈԩ佪Рˈ叵㸔㮸ˈ❳ഄ

(8)

㸔⛁䰈䘧ߎ㸔ࡴᯅ䖲㤝ˈ咘㡽ˈࡴ䩜㸔⍋ˈᬺˈ᳆

Ё៤㥃˖ֱ䰈✢ড়ݏ㸔ᅝ⼲ЌǄ

∴˗㸔ᆦ䰈䘧ߎ㸔ࡴ㡒⚁ˈ䰓㛊ˈ㤚㡹〫ˈࡴ㡒♌

㤝㥃⌧㓽㉝˖⫳ഄ咘ˈ咘㡽ˈⱑ㡡㥃ˈᯅ䖲㤝ˈ呺

ⱒӮˈ䱤ⱑǄ

ˈހቅ㥃ˈ㓁ᮁˈЍখˈ䝌ᵷҕˈ㤃㢧ˈ⫬㤝Ǆ

(9)

ᙊᖗ㒇Ꮒࡴⷖҕˈ䰜Ⲃˈⱑᴃˈ⫳ྰ˗ࡴ䩜ˈ݇ݙ䎇
ϝ䞠ˈЁ㛬ˈ⼲䯭Ǆ
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(10) ㊒⼲㋻ᓴˈ⛺㰥༅ࡴ᷈㚵ˈⱑ㡡ˈ䝌ᵷҕˈᶣᄤ
ҕˈѨੇᄤˈ啭ⴐ㙝Ǆࡴ䩜ⱒӮˈಯ⼲㘾ˈॄූˈݙ
݇ˈ⼲䮼Ǆ

September 2009

(1) ᳝㑺 70%ⱘдᛃᗻ⌕ѻᰃ⬅Ѣᶧ㡆ԧᓖᐌ䘫Ӵ
㋴ᓩ䍋ⱘ[2]Ǆ
(2) ⊠ߚݙ༅䇗˖ॉᎶᮽ㹄ˈ咘ԧࡳ㛑ϡܼǄ
(3) ᄤᅿ⮙ব˖ܜᗻᄤᅿথ㚆⭌ᔶˈᅿ㜨㉬䖲ˈᄤᅿݙ

5. 㽓ए䆞ᮁ⊏⭫ⱘ䅼

㝰⿏ԡ⮛ˈᄤᅿ㙠⯸ˈᅿ乜ᴎ㛑ϡܼǄ
(4) ᄩᳳᛳᶧ˖亢⮍⮙↦ˈᓧᔶԧˈ䯥ሒ♢ˈ㚎♢ˈሓ

5.1 ⭿ܡডᑨᮍ䴶ⱘ㋴˖
䖥ᑈᴹⱘⷨお䆕ᅲˈࡳ⭿ܡ㛑ᓖᐌৃ㛑Ӯᇐ㟈ϔѯཞ

䘧ᛳᶧㄝഛৃ䗮䖛㚢Ⲭᛳᶧ㚢ˈܓ㟈⌕ѻˈ⅏㚢⭌
ᔶܓǄ

[4]

ཛཇ⌕ѻ ˈᇐ㑺᳝ 80%ⱘ⌕ѻ㞾䑿⭿ܡডᑨᓩ
䍋[5]Ǆϡᄩϡ㚆⮛ϧ⾥ए䰶CAREⱘDr. George Ndukwe᳒Ϣ

6. ൟ⮙՟

㕢㡱ࡴહᄺएᄺ䰶⭿ܡᄺᅲ偠ᅸ㘨ড়থᯢ߯䗴њ⊏⭫㞾
䑿⭿ܡডᑨᓩ䍋дᛃᗻ⌕ѻⱘ⊏⭫ᮍḜˈЈᑞϞ᳝Ѩ⾡⭿ܡ
ᓖᐌ⦄䈵ৃҹᇐ㟈⌕ѻ [6] Ǆ
˄1˅㞾䑿ࡳ⭿ܡ㛑㋞х-ᇕ䯁ᡫԧ㔎У
བᵰཛঠᮍⳌԐˈཛཇᗔᄩᮽᳳᇕ䯁ᡫԧ㔎
УˈՓ↡㚢⭿ܡ䆚߿ࡳ㛑Ԣϟˈֱ݊⭿ܡᡸ⫼ޣᔅˈՓ㚮
㚢ফᤳ㗠ᇐ㟈⌕ѻǄ⊏⭫⫼Ⲃϟ⊼ᇘ݊Ϝϝ㗙⎟Ꮘ㒚

⮙՟ϔ˖㜒㚒ϸ㰮ˈԈӸǄ
JANEˈ31 ቕˈᕟᏜǄ᳒ᗔᄩѨˈ݊ЁϔϾᄽᄤ䎇᳜
乎ѻˈϔϾѢ 12 ਼⌕ѻˈϝϾѢ 5-6 ਼ᯊ⌕ѻǄཌྷѢ
᳔ৢϔ⌕ѻѨ਼ৢݡᗔᄩˈᑊঞᯊࠄए䰶ⳟཛѻ⾥ϧ
ᆊˈԚए⫳ਞ䆝ཌྷᗔᄩᳳ䯈᮴⊩خӏԩ䆞ᮁᗻẔᶹˈг≵
᳝ҔМ乘䰆⌕ѻᮑˈᓎ䆂ཌྷ䆩䆩خЁए⊏⭫ˈཌྷ䱣ेህ䆞
Ѣ៥Ǆᔧᯊཌྷ߮߮ᗔᄩ䖥Ѩ਼ˈ⬣ᆦ㙶ˈދ㊒⼲ᓖᐌ㋻ᓴˈ

㚲Ǆ

⛺㰥ϡᅝˈᇣ㝍⮐⮯ˈ㝄䝌⮯ˈᇣ֓乥᭄ˈ䴶㡆ᰘⱑˈ㟠
˄2˅ᡫ⻋㛖ᡫԧ䰇ᗻ˖
ᡫ⻋㛖ᡫԧৃҹᓩ䍋ܼ䑿㚢Ⲭ㸔ㅵ⮝ᣯ㔎㸔ˈ㸔ᷧ

⎵ˈ㢨㢅࠹ˈ㛝≝㒚Ǆ
⊏߭˖ع㜒㸹㚒ˈᱪᅿᅝ㚢ˈݏᖗᅝ⼲Ǆ

ᔶ៤ˈᕅડ㚢Ⲭ㸔կˈ㚢ܓ㔎㸔㔎⇻ˈ㚢Ⲭ㚢ࡳܓ㛑ޣᔅˈ

䩜♌পえ˖ⱒӮˈॄූˈ⼲ˈ݇ݙ䮼ˈ䎇ϝ䞠˗㡒♌

⫳䭓থ㚆䖳㓧ˈ⫮㟇ᇐ㟈⅏㚢⌕ѻˈ㹿⿄Āᡫ⻋㛖㓐ড়

݇⇨ˈܗ⍋ˈ㚒ֲˈੑ䮼Ǆ↣਼ϔˈⳈࠄᗔᄩ 14 ਼ˈ✊

⮛āˈিĀ㸔ᷧ⮙āˈথ⫳ѢཞЁᰮᳳǄ᳝䌘᭭

ৢ↣ಯ਼ϔˈⳈࠄᗔᄩ 29 ਼Ǆ

ᇐˈᄩᳳ᳡⫼ᇣࠖ䞣䰓ৌऍᵫ㙱㋴ৃ᳝ᬜᦤ催ᄩ㚆⥛
[7]

ˈгৃ䜡⫼⭿ܡᡥࠊࠖ㚒Ϟ㝎Ⲃ䋼▔㋴བᔎⱘᵒ㉏⊏⭫Ǆ

˄3˅ᡫ㊒ᄤᡫԧᡫḌᡫԧ䰇ᗻ˖
བᵰཛཇᅿ乜㉬⎆㸔⏙Ёѻ⫳ᡫ㊒ᄤᡫԧˈᇚӮⳈ

Ё㥃˖咘㡾ˈܮখˈ♦ⱑᴃˈᔧᔦˈⱑ㡡ˈḥᆘ⫳ˈ
㓁ᮁˈᴰӆˈ㦳ϱᄤˈ❳ഄ咘ˈ㡒ˈ䰓㛊ˈⷖҕˈ♭⫬
㤝Ǆ↣਼݁ҬˈⳈࠄᗔᄩ਼ܿ˗✊ৢ↣਼ಯҬˈⳈࠄᗔᄩ
12 ਼Ǆৠᯊఅ݊خञ㘠ᎹǄ

ᴔ⅏䖯ܹ䰈䘧ⱘݙ㊒ᄤᇐ㟈ϡᄩˈгৃ⒊࣪Ꮌీ㒚㚲⸈ണ

䩜♌Ё㥃⊏⭫ϸ਼ৢˈϞ⮛⍜༅ˈଃ㾝ᙊᖗ⮆Ǆ

ফ㊒ॉ㚮㚢ˈᕅડⴔᑞ㟈ᮽᳳ⌕ѻ˗㗠ᡫḌᡫԧৃ㒧ড়Ѣ

Ўњए䰶ⷨخおⱘ䳔㽕ˈ㞾ᄩ 6 ਼ྟⳈࠄᄩ 17 ਼ˈ↣ 2-3

ᄩॉ㸼䴶ˈ䰏㊒ᄤこ䗣ॉᄤ៤Ўফ㊒ॉˈгৃⳈᑆᡄᄩ

਼خϔ㸔࣪偠 B 䍙Ẕᶹˈϔߛഛℷᐌˈ㚢ܓথ㚆㡃དǄ

ॉⴔᑞᤳӸᏆⴔᑞⱘ㚮㚢ˈᇐ㟈ϡᄩ⌕ѻǄ⊏⭫⫼Ⲃ䋼

Ԛᔧཌྷᗔᄩ 29 ਼ᯊ䙁ࠄ䔺⽌ˈᇐ㟈Ϲ䞡༈⮯ˈ乍㚠⮐⮯ˈ

▔㋴㉏㥃⠽ˈབᔎⱘᵒ啭ˈഄา㉇ᵒˈ㞾᳜㒣਼ᳳП݁

㙽⮯ˈ㛌⮯ˈ㝍⮯ˈ⛺㰥༅Ǆϡ䖛䍙ໄ⊶Ẕᶹ㚢ܓℷᐌǄ

ྟ᳡ˈⳈࠄᗔᄩ 13 ਼Ǆ

៥ᇚ䩜♌えԡ䇗⧚བϟ˖ⱒӮˈಯ⼲㘾ˈॄූˈ⼲ˈ݇ݙ

˄4˅Ꮌీ㒚㚲छ催˖
㢹ཛཇԧݙᎼీ㒚㚲छ催ˈᇚӮᤳᆇ㚮㚢ˈ䰏ᄩॉ
ⴔᑞˈᇐ㟈ϡᄩᮽᳳ⌕ѻǄ⊏⭫ᮍ⊩᳝˖Ⲃϟ⊼ᇘϜ
ϝ㗙ⱘ⎟Ꮘ㒚㚲ˈ䴭㛝Ⓢ⊼⧗⭿ܡ㲟ⱑˈ䰓ৌऍᵫㄝǄ
˄5˅⬆⢊㝎ᴎ㛑Ԣϟ⬆⢊㝎ࡳ㛑Ѷ䖯˖
䌘᭭䆕ᯢ㑺᳝ 23-35%ᙷ᳝дᛃᗻ⌕ѻⱘཛཇԧݙѻ
⫳ᡫ⬆⢊㝎ᡫԧ[8] ˈ䖭᳝ৃ㛑ᰃ⬆⢊㝎ᴎ㛑㋞хⱘ䈵ᕕǄ⊏
⭫ᐌ⫼⬆⢊㝎㋴Ǆ
5.2 ݊Ҫॳ

䮼ˈ䎇ϝ䞠ˈˈކ㞏Ёˈ乜ⱒࢇˈ㙽Ёֲˈᅫˈ䰓ᰃ
え˗Ё㥃˖ܮখˈ咘㡾ˈⱑ㡡ˈ⫬㤝ˈ᷈㚵ˈ䝌ᵷҕˈ❳ഄ
咘ˈ㦳ϱᄤˈ㓁ᮁˈḥᆘ⫳ˈᴰӆǄ↣᮹ϔҬˈ䖲᳡कǄ
Пৢϔߛℷᐌˈ䎇᳜乎ѻϔعᒋ⬋၈ˈ⦄Ꮖ䖥ϸቕǄ

⮙՟Ѡ˖䰈㰮㸔⛁ˈԈ⯔䰏㚲ᅿ
Natalie, 33 ቕˈ݀ৌ㒣⧚Ǆ᳒䆩ᄩಯᑈˈᗔᄩѨˈ݊
ЁϔЎ㞾✊ᗔᄩˈಯ䗮䖛ҎᎹᥜ㊒ᗔᄩˈԚ䘫ធⱘ
ᰃϔ㚢Ѣᄩб਼ᯊ⌕ѻˈಯ㚢Ѣᄩ䖥Ѩ਼ᯊ⌕ѻǄ᳒خ㸔࣪
偠Ԛᑊᶹߎ᳝⭿ܡডᑨᶧ㡆ԧᓖᐌǄᔧ݊ CARE ϡᄩ
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ϡ㚆⮛ϧ⾥ए䰶 خIVF ⊏⭫ᯊ㹿㤤ࠄ៥䆞᠔ǄЏ䆝㞾߱╂

⮛ˈ㒣䖛ᑈ⊏⭫ᠡᗔᄩⱘཛཇᴹ䆆ˈᰃ⮯ᖗ℆㒱ˈ᳔䅽

ᯊህ᳝⮯㒣ˈϨ䞣᳝⯔㸔ˈ↣㒣㸠ᯊ䳔᳡ℶ⮯㥃ℶ⮯ˈ

Ҏ༅ᳯⱘᰃ㒣ग़ডⱘ㞾✊⌕ѻǄԚϡৃᗱ䆂ⱘᰃ㽓

䆩ᄩࠡ᳒᳡䙓ᄩ㥃ѨᑈǄ㋴ԧᇮˈعԚ㊒⼲य़ᕜˈᎹ

ᮍϔѯᆊˈए⫳ϡӮᇍ䖭ѯ⮙ҎخӏԩẔᶹ⊏⭫ˈⳈࠄ

㐕ᖭˈ༨⊶ѢഄǄ↣਼ࠄع䑿Ёᖗ 3-4 ˈ䖤ࡼ䞣ˈߎ

ཌྷӀ᳔ᇥ㞾✊⌕ѻϝˈཌྷӀଃϔ㛑ⱘخাᰃĀㄝㄝⳟӮ᳝

∫ˈϨ↣佂 5-6 ᵃ㤊੪ଵǄᶹ݊㟠㑶㢨ᇥˈ㛝㒚᭄Ǆ

ҔМথ⫳āǄ᠔ҹˈ↣ᔧཌྷӀ᳝ᑌᗔᄩᯊˈཌྷӀ䛑ϡᕫϡ

⊏⭫ߚϝϾ䰊↉˖

ᖻᖗᖵᖵˈ㋻ᓴ⛺㰥ЁㄝᕙᳳⳐˈᕅડᄩᳳعᒋˈ䖯ϔ

1ˊ᳡⫼IVF㥃⠽ᳳ䯈Ⳉࠄপߎॉᄤࠡˈ⊏⭫ҹ㸹䰈

ℹࡴ䞡њ⌕ѻⱘॅ䰽ᗻǄℸˈ⊏⭫䖭ѯ⮙ҎⱘᭈϾ䖛

ݏ㸔ˈ⌏㸔࣪⯔ЎЏˈҢ㗠ᦤ催ॉᄤ䋼䞣ˈ䇗ᭈ䑿ԧЎЏˈ

Ёˈ㸹㚒ݏ㸔ⱘৠᯊˈϔᅮ㽕㗗㰥⭣㙱⧚⇨ˈݏᖗᅝ⼲ˈ

ЎIVFޚخˈ䩜♌পえ˖ॄූˈˈ݇ݙড়䈋ˈᵶˈ݇

Փ⮙Ҏ㛑㊒⼲ᬒᵒˈ䰡Ԣ⌕ѻॅ䰽ᗻˈ䖒ࠄ䎇᳜ཞǄ
(2) བᵰЈᑞϞ䘛ࠄᄩཛᗔᄩᮽᳳ᳝ᇣ㝍⮐⮯ˈ䰈

ˈܗᄤᅿˈ㸔⍋ˈϝ䰈Ѹˈ⑾ˈˈކ㚒ֲˈ㝜ֲǄᑊఅ
݊ذ佂㤊੪ଵˈޣᇥ䖤ࡼ䞣ˈ㓽ⷁᎹᯊ䯈Ǆ
2ˊᔧপߎॉᄤᑊ㚮㚢⿏ỡৢˈ䩜♌ҹ㸹⇨㸔ˈࡽᄩॉ

䘧⌕㸔⮛⢊ˈ㒭Ϣ⊏⭫Пࠡ㽕ᓎ䆂ཌྷӀخܜẔᶹᥦ䰸ᅿ
ᄩǄ

ⴔᑞЎЏˈপえ˖ⱒӮˈ⼲ˈ݇ݙ䮼ˈ䎇ϝ䞠ˈ㸔⍋ˈ

(3) Ўњ㛑᳝ᬜഄ⊏⭫⮙Ҏˈ៥Ӏϔᅮ㽕ᯢ⹂䕼䆕Ǆ

⑾ˈ㘇え˖ঠ㛥⚍ˈ⊠ߚݙǄᑊఅ݊ذℶخӏԩ䖤ࡼˈⳈࠄ

⊏⭫⌕ѻ᳔䞡㽕ⱘॳ߭ᰃ㽕䆄ԣϡ㛑⧚⇨⌏㸔䖛ˈ᠔᳝

ᗔᄩ 12 ਼ˈሑ䞣ֱᣕ㊒⼲ᬒᵒˈߚܙӥᙃˈ⽕ᓔ䭓䗨䔺

᳝⧚⇨⌏㸔ⱘ㤝㥃䩜♌えԡ䛑㽕ᇣᖗՓ⫼ϡ⫼ˈ㗠Ϩ䩜

亲ᴎᮙ㸠Ǆए䰶㒭㙱㋴㉏ᡫࠖޱ㙠㙝⊼ᇘ咘ԧ䝂ᷧࠖǄ

♌⊩ϔᅮ㽕䕏Ǆ

3ˊᔧ݊៤ࡳᗔᄩৢˈ⊏⭫ҹ㸹㚒ݏ㸔ᅝ㚢ЎЏˈ䩜♌
পえᚙ䱣ᯊ䇗⧚ˈЏえ䗝⫼˖ⱒӮˈॄූˈˈ݇ݙ⑾ˈ

(4) ᇍѢҹ᳝ࠡ⌕ѻ㗙ˈᗔᄩПࠡⱘ乘䰆⊏⭫Ϣᄩᳳ
⊏⭫ৠㄝ䞡㽕Ǆ

㝜ֲˈ䎇ϝ䞠Ǆ↣਼ϔⳈࠄᄩ 12 ਼ˈ✊ৢ↣᳜ϔⳈࠄ

(5) ЈᑞϞ᳝ᯊЁ㽓ए㒧ড়㛑পᕫདⱘ⊏⭫ᬜᵰǄԚ

ᄩ 38 ਼Ǆᄩᳳᴀعᒋˈଃᄩ਼݁ᯊ䰈䘧᳝⚍Ⓢߎ㸔ˈ㡆

ᔧ៥Ӏ⊏⭫䗮䖛ҎᎹᥜ㊒㚮㚢⿏ỡ㗠ᗔᄩⱘᄩཛᯊˈ៥ᓎ

ᱫ㑶ˈԚ᮴㝍⮯㝄⮯ˈᶹ B 䍙ৃ㾕㚢ܓᖗ䏇˗ᄩ 17 ਼ᯊ

䆂ᆊϔᅮ㽕Ḑ䇼ᜢᇣᖗЁ㥃ⱘᑨ⫼ˈ⡍߿ᰃᇍᙷ᳝㞾䑿

জ᳝ᇥ䞣䰈䘧ߎ㸔ˈB 䍙Ẕᶹ㋏Ўᄤᅿᙃ㙝᠔㟈ˈϡ䖛ߎ㸔

⭿ܡ㋞хⱘ⮙ҎˈཌྷӀᐌᐌӮ᳡⫼ࠡ䴶᠔ᦤࠄⱘ䙷ѯ㽓㥃Ǆ

Ѣ 2-3 ݙᕜᖿ⍜༅ˈ㾖ᆳᙃ㙝Ѻ᮴ˈ㚢ܓথ㚆㡃དˈ

ᇍѢ䖭ѯ⮙Ҏˈ៥ᴀҎ䅸Ў᳔དাخ䩜♌⊏⭫ˈ䰸䴲⮙Ҏᇍ

䎇᳜乎ѻϔعᒋཇ၈ˈ⦄Ꮖक᳜Ǆ

Ё㥃ⱘ⫼㒱ᇍഄമֵϡ⿏Ǆ

7. 䅼䆎

খ㗗᭛⤂: 㾕㣅᭛〓.

(1) 㞾✊⌕ѻᅲ䅽Ҏᖗ⮯ˈ⡍߿ᰃᇍѢϔϾᙷ᳝ϡᄩ
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TCM Preventative Treatment
of Recurrent Spontaneous Miscarriage
Li Qin Zhao
Sheffield, UK
Abstract: Miscarriage is a rather common condition for pregnant women, especially in recent years where
miscarriage rates have progressively increased since women trying to conceive late and more and more patients
are seeking IVF treatment. Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM) has demonstrated that it can prevent and treat
recurrent spontaneous miscarriage (RSM) effectively and successfully. In this article, the author analyses the
aetiology and pathology of RSM, discusses the differentiation and general modification according to her
clinical experience. She divides RSM into six patterns: Deficiency of kidney yang and spleen qi; Kidney qi
deficiency with blood stasis; Deficiency of qi and blood; Yin deficiency with blood heat; Damp and heat
stagnated in the uterus and Traumatic injury. She also introduces the modern Western medicine approach on the
diagnosis and treatment of RSM, particularly in the immunological reactions, and reports two case studies.
Key words: Recurrent Spontaneous Miscarriage (RSM); Habitual abortion; Traditional Chinese Medicine
(TCM); In- Vitro Fertilisation (IVF); Intrauterine Insemination (IUI); Immunological reaction

1. Introduction
RSM is a term used when three or more consecutive
miscarriages have occurred. It is also known as Habitual
Abortion. Miscarriage affects around 25% of all pregnancies [1].
Recurrent miscarriage occurs in at least 15% of confirmed
pregnancies during the first trimester (12 weeks) [2]. 21% of IVF
pregnancies are miscarried spontaneously [1], and women around
the age of 40 experience nearly 50% pregnancy loss with IVF
alone [3]. In Western medicine, there are three stages to a
miscarriage or spontaneous miscarriage: threatened miscarriage,
incomplete miscarriage and complete miscarriage. However they
can do little to prevent or treat recurrent miscarriage. On the
contrary, TCM has been treating it for thousands of years, not
only preventing miscarriage but also maintaining the pregnancy
as healthily as it can be to full term, and therefore increase the
live birth rate, giving the baby the best start to life. This theory is
strongly supported empirically by my practice. Here I would like
to discuss every aspect of RSM with all the colleagues.
2. TCM Aetiology and Pathology
According to TCM philosophy, it is not so important what
the diagnosis is in Western medicine, what matters is the process
initially causing all these disorders. Therefore we focus on
determine the underlying causes of RSM. There are six main
factors according to my clinical experience and the TCM
literature that I have read.
(1) Deficiency of kidney and spleen, disharmony of chong and
ren channels
The kidney is considered as ‘the origin of congenital
constitution’, it stores essence, dominates growth, development
and reproduction. The spleen is ‘the material basis of the

acquired constitution’, and ‘the source of qi and blood’. The
chong channel is the sea of blood, and the ren channel is the sea
of yin channels, arising from the uterus in women and is related
to conception. Both of them are responsible for blood supply to
foetus in the uterus. Kidney and spleen deficiency lead to
inadequate essence and blood, a disharmony of chong and ren
channels. As a consequence, the foetus cannot be nourished and
miscarriage occurs.
(2) Deficiency of kidney qi with blood stagnation in the uterus
Women born with a constitution of kidney qi deficiency; or
long term intake of oral contraceptive pills; or more than one
consecutive miscarriage; or many IVF attempts, several strong
hormonal drugs had been used. All of these could impair the
kidney qi, causing kidney qi deficiency and inadequate essence,
blood stagnation in the uterus, the foetus starves for blood supply
and then stop growing, eventually miscarrying.
(3) Deficiency of qi and blood
The spleen and stomach transport and transform the food
we eat into usable nutrients and energies, and are considered as
“the source of qi and blood”. Spleen or stomach deficiency could
cause inadequate blood production and the sinking of qi, and
consequently failing to nourish and hold the foetus. Miscarriage
is the potential result.
(4) Yin deficiency and blood heat
A woman born with a constitution of yin deficiency, or
long term emotional factors such as stress, worry, anxiety, fear,
anger or grief, can cause liver qi stagnation, this eventually turns
to liver fire and blood heat ; or suffers from heat syndromes such
as infection during pregnancy. The heat will attack the foetus in
the uterus and then cause miscarriage.
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Patent herbs: Shou Tai Wan combine Gui Zhi Fu Ling

(5) Damp and heat stagnated in the uterus
Severe endometriosis or fibroids have been inflamed, or
urinary tract infections (UTI) during pregnancy can produce
excessive heat and damp in the body, stagnating in the uterus.
This can affect the development of foetus. It may eventually lead
to miscarriage if it has not been treated properly in time.
(6) External factors-Traumatic injury
Any falls, accidents, impacts, or physical heavy works may
impair the chong and ren channels, causing disharmony of qi and
blood. As a consequence, foetus growth and development may
be affected and threaten the pregnancy.
3. Differentiation and Treatment
Traditionally there are four patterns of miscarriage.
However, I modified them according to my experience and
divided it into six patterns.
(1) Kidney yang and spleen qi deficiency
It is commonly seen in women with Luteal Phase Defect
(LPD), which can cause infertility initially and miscarriage in the
early stage if a pregnancy is achieved.
Signs and symptoms: Pain in the lower back; sinking
sensation in the lower abdomen; vaginal bleeding during early
pregnancy; dizziness; frequent urination and feeling cold; pale
tongue and weak pulse
Treatment principle: Strengthen the kidney yang and
spleen qi; warm up the uterus to calm and nourish the foetus.
Acupuncture points: Baihui (Du20), Geshu (UB17),
Pishu (UB20), Shenshu (UB23), Zusanli (St36), Taixi (Ki3), and
use moxa on Yinbai (Sp1).
Patent herbs: Shou Tai Wan, Nuan Gong Yun Zi Wan, or
Tai Shan Pan Shi San; Bu Shen Gu Chong Wan if the woman has
had previous miscarriages.
Dried herbs or concentrated powders: Tu Si Zi, Xu
Duan, Sang Ji Sheng, Du Zhong, Shu Di Huang, Chao Bai Zhu,
Dang Shen, E Jiao, Ai Ye and Gui Zhi.
(2) Kidney qi deficiency with blood stasis:
It is more likely to occur in women who have autoimmune
disorders or anti-phospholipid syndrome (blood clotting
disorders). Miscarriage could happen at any stage of the
pregnancy.
Signs and symptoms:
Backache or sore back; fatigue; vaginal bleeding or
spotting with dark brown blood; slow developing and growing
foetus; pink tongue with black spots; deep and thready pulse
Treatment principle: Strengthen the kidney qi; invigorate
the blood and dispel blood stasis; nourish the foetus.
Acupuncture points: Baihui (Du20), Geshu (UB17),
Ganshu (UB18), Shenshu (UB23), Xiehai (Sp10), Fuliu (Ki4).
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Wan.
Dried herbs and concentrated powders: Tu Si Zi, Sang
Ji Sheng, Xu Duan, Du Zhong, Ji Xie Teng, Dan Shen, Chuan
Xiong, Huang Qi, Gui Zhi, Mu Dan Pi, Chi Shao Yao.
(3) Qi and blood deficiency:
It often occurs in early pregnancy for women with
hypothyroidism, LPD, or incompetent cervix.
Signs and symptoms: Tired and weak; short of breath;
sinking sensation in the lower abdominal area; bloated stomach;
light bleeding with pink colour; pale complexion; pale tongue;
fine and slippery pulse
Treatment principle: Tonify the Qi and blood, strengthen
the kidney to boost the essence and nourish the foetus.
Acupuncture points: Baihui (Du20), Yintang (EX-HN3),
Neiguan (Pc3), Zusanli (St36) and Moxa on Geshu (UB17),
Ganshu (UB18), Pishu (UB20) and Yinbai (Sp1).
Patent herbs: Tai Yuan Yin, Gui Pi Wan, or Bu Zhong Yi
Qi Wan, or the combination of two of them.
Dried herbs or concentrated powders: Dang Shen, Chao
Bai Zhu, Shu Di Huang, Bai Shao, Huang Qi, Dang Gui, Du
Zhong, Sheng Ma, Sha Ren, Zhi Gan Cao.
(4) Yin deficiency and blood heat:
It is likely to occur in women producing anti-sperm
antibodies, natural killer cells or hyperthyroidism.
Signs and symptoms: Vaginal bleeding in the early
pregnancy with bright red blood; restless foetus; abdominal pain;
constipation; irritation and restlessness; anxiety; disturbed sleep;
hot palms; hectic fevers; night sweats; red tongue with yellow
coating or no coating at all; taut, slippery and rapid pulse
Treatment principle: Nourishes the yin and blood, clears
the heat and calms the foetus.
Acupuncture points: Yintang (EX-HN3), Xiehai (Sp10),
Quchi (LI11), Neiguan (PC6), Shenmen (Ht7), Tai Xi (Ki3);
Taichong (Liv 3), Geshu (UB17), Ganshu (UB18).
Patent herbs: Bao Yin Jian and Yang Xie An Shen Wan.
Dried herbs or concentrated powders: Sheng Di Huang,
Huang Qin, Bai Shao Yao, Han Lian Cao, Mai Men Dong, Shan
Yao, Xu Duan, Dan Shen, E Jiao, Suan Zao Ren, Fu Ling, Gan
Cao.
(5) Heat and damp stagnation in the uterus
This is likely to occur in the second or third trimester after
having been infected.
Signs and symptoms:
Abdominal pain; bloated stomach; fevers; itchy skin;
headaches; restlessness; slow developing foetus (or even stop
growing); dark and red tongue with yellow greasy coating;
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slippery and rapid pulse
Treatment principle:
Clears excess heat and removes the dampness, detoxifies
the blood to nourish the foetus and maintain the pregnancy.
Acupuncture points: Yintang (EX-HN3), Neiguan (PC6),
Quchi (LI 11), Xiehai (Sp10), Zusanli (St36), Yinlingquan (Sp9);
Geshu (UB17), Ganshu (UB18), Pishi (UB20), Taichong (LIV3).
Dried herbs or concentrated powders: Huang Qin, Jin Yin
Hua, Lian Qiao, Chi Shao Yao, Sheng Di Huang, Dan Shen, Mu
Dan Pi, Huang Bai, Fu Ling, Yin Chen.
(6) Traumatic injuries
Signs and symptoms: Lower abdominal pains with
sinking sensation; backaches; restless foetus; vaginal bleeding
for the worst cases; pale complexion; lethargy and weak pulse
Treatment principle: Tonify the Qi and nourishes the
blood; invigorate the kidney; calm the foetus; tranquilise the
spirit; ease the mind.
Acupuncture points: Baihui (DU20), Si Shen Cong (EXHN1), Yintang (EX-HN3), Neiguan (PC6), Zusanli (St36),
Shenmen (Ht7).
Patent herbs: Gui Pi Wan combines Shou Yai Wan.
Dried herbs and concentrated powders: Ren Shen,
Huang Qi, Bai Shao Yao, Gan Cao, Shu Di Huang, E Jiao, Tu Si
Zi, Sang Ji Sheng, Xu Duan, Long Yan Rou, Chao Bai Zhu, Fu
Shen, Du Zhong.
5. General Modifications
It is important to understand the differentiations so we
could treat the patients precisely and effectively. However, it is
often that patients have more complicated conditions clinically.
Therefore, modifications are necessary and can make a
significant impact on the outcome. Here I summarised the
general modifications according to my clinical experience.
1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

For blood deficiency, add Dang Gui, Shu Di Huang, Gou
Qi Zi, He Shou Wu, Ji Xie Teng, and Geshu (UB17) and
Ganshu (UB18) acupuncture points;
For Qi deficiency, add Huang Qi, Dang Shen, Sheng Ma,
Chai Hu, and needling Zusanli (St36), Baihui (Du20), use
moxa on Qihai(Ren6) and Guanyuan(Ren4) acupuncture
points;
For spleen deficiency, add Fu Ling, Shan Yao, Bai Zhu,
and Zusanli (St36), Yilinquan (Sp9) acupuncture points,
use moxa on Pishu (UB20) and Weishu (UB21);
For kidney Yang deficiency, add Du Zhong, Xu Duan, Tu
Si Zi, Gui Zhi, and use moxa on Shenshu (UB23) and
Mingmen (DU4) acupuncture points;
For kidney Yin deficiency, add Shu Di Huang, Han Lian
Cao, Shan Zhu Yu, Sang Shen Zi, Huang Jing, Mai Men
Dong, and Tai Xi (Ki3), Shenmen (Ht7), Shenshu (UB23)
and Neiguan (PC6) acupuncture points;
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6)

For abdominal pains, add Bai Shao Yao, Gan Cao, and use
moxa on Zusanli (St36), Pishu (UB20) and Ganshu (UB18)
acupuncture points;
7) For the sinking sensation in the lower abdomen, add
Huang Qi, Sheng Ma, Chai Hu, and use moxa on Pishu
(UB20), Baihui (DU20), Zu sanli (St36) acupuncture
points.
8) For bleeding due to heat, add Han Lian Cao, Huang Qin,
and Xiehai (Sp10), Dadun (Liv1) and Quchi (LI11)
acupuncture points. For bleeding due to cold, add Ai Ye, E
Jiao, Jing Jie Sui, and use moxa on Baihui (DU20), Yinbai
(Sp1) acupuncture points;
9) For nausea and poor appetite, add Sha Ren, Chen Pi, Bai
Zhu, Sheng Jiang, and Neiguan (Pc6), Zusanli (St36),
Zhongwan (Ren 12) and Shenque (Ren8) acupuncture
points;
10) For stress, anxiety and insomnia, add Chai Hu, Bai Shao
Yao, Suan Zao Ren, Wu Wei Zi, Fu Shen, Long Yan Rou,
Bai Zi Ren, and Baihui (DU20), Si Shen Cong (EX-HN1),
Yintang (EX-HN3), Neiguan (Pc6) and Shenmen (Ht7)
acupuncture points;
6. Western Medicine Approach on Diagnosis and Treatment
6.1 Immunological reactions:
Recent research has been suggested that some cases of
human reproductive failure (RSM and infertility) may be the
consequence of immunological abnormalities [4]. Approximately
80% of miscarriages are caused by immunologic reactions [5]. Dr.
George Ndukwe has developed the reproductive immunology
programme at CARE for RSM in collaboration with the
immunology laboratory at the Chicago Medical School in the
USA. There are five categories of immunologic problems that
can cause pregnancy loss [6].
6.1.1 Autoimmune disorders - lack of the Blocking antibody to
pregnancy
In couples that are a close genetic match, there is a lack of the
Blocking antibody to pregnancy. The embryo or foetus is
rejected and the pregnancy fails. The treatment for this is
Lymphocyte immune therapy (LIT).
6.1.2 Development of antibodies to Phospholipids
Antiphospholipid antibodies can cause placental
thrombosis (thrombophilias), starving the embryo or foetus and
results in miscarriage. This is called Antiphospholipid Syndrome
(APS) or Blood clotting disorder. The use of low doses of
Aspirin and Heparin in the cycle and through pregnancy has
been shown to improve pregnancy outcome [7].
6.1.3 Development of anti-sperm antibodies and anti-nuclear
antibodies
The women develop anti-sperm antibodies which kill the
sperm as it enters vagina, or kills the developing embryo
preventing implantation. Anti-nuclear antibodies can directly
attack the embryo or foetus and cause it to abort. The treatment
for this is steroids such as Prednisolone or Dexamethasone,
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started on day six of the menstrual cycle and continued until at
least 13 weeks of pregnancy.
6.1.4 Elevated Natural Killer (NK) cells and elevated Cell
Designation (CD) cells and Altered Th-1/Th-2 ratios:
All these factors can attack the fertilized eggs or embryos
to prevent implantation, resulted to pregnancy loss.
Possible treatment for this may include LIT, Intravenous
Immunoglobulins (IVIg), Humira, low dose Aspirin or Prozac.
6.1.5 Hypothyroidism and hyperthyroidism:
Approximately 23-35% of women with RSM have antithyroid antibodies [8], which may be indicative of these thyroid
disorders. The medication for this is Thyroxine.
However, this research is still in the experimental stages
and the therapeutic effect has not been clearly established. These
drugs can be very expensive, and there are potentially serious
adverse reactions.
6.2 Other possible causes of RSM
•
•

•

•

70% of defected conceptions are caused by Chromosomal
abnormalities and genetic diseases [2].
Endocrine disorders:
 Premature ovarian failure (POF): high follicle
stimulating hormone (FSH).
 Luteal phase defect (LPD): inadequate progesterone
production.
Uterine problems:
 Uterine abnormalities.
 Uterine adhesion or cervical lesion.
 Endometriosis or fibroids.
 Incompetent cervix.
Maternal infections: Rubella, toxoplasmosis, appendicitis,
pneumonia, or urinary tract infection (UTI).

6. Typical Cases
Case one: Kidney yang and spleen qi deficiency, together with
traumatic injury.
Jane, 31 years old, Solicitor.
She had achieved five pregnancies, one resulting in a child
birth, one miscarried at 12 weeks, and another three miscarried at
5-6 weeks. She conceived again five months later after the last
miscarriage, and went to see the consultant in the Early
Pregnancy Assessment Unit (EPAU) in the hospital. She was told
that they could neither conduct any investigation during
pregnancy, nor offer preventative treatment. Instead, they
advised her to try alternative medicine, so she came to me. She
was five weeks pregnant and felt tired and cold, extremely
stressed and anxious, experienced lower abdominal pain and
backache, frequent urination, pale complexion. She also had a
pale tongue with patched coating, deep and thin pulses.
Treatment principle: strengthen spleen and kidney, warm
uterus and calm feotus, nourish heart and easy mind.
Acupuncture points: Baihui (Du20), Yintang (EX-HN3),
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Neiguan (Pc6), shenmen (Ht7), Zusanli (St36). Moxa on
Guanyuan (Ren4), Qihai (Ren6), Shenshu (UB23) and Mingmen
(Du4). This was taken weekly until 14 weeks pregnant, and then
once every 4 weeks until 29 weeks pregnant.
Herbal prescription: Huang Qi, Dang shen, Chao Bai Zhu,
Dang Gui, Bai Shao Yao, Sang Ji Sheng, Xu Duan, Du Zhong,
Tu Si Zi, Shu Di Huang, Ai Ye, E Jiao, Sha Ren and Zhi Gan
Cao. Six bags a week until 8 weeks pregnant, then four bags a
week until 12 weeks pregnant. Meanwhile, I had also advised her
to work part time only.
She had no complains at all after two weeks of treatment,
apart from feeling a bit tired and nausea. For the purpose of
research in the hospital, she had blood test and ultrasound scan
regularly every 2-3 weeks until 17 weeks pregnant, and had
found that the foetus was developing well all the way through.
Unfortunately, she was involved in a car accident at 29 weeks,
had suffered from severe pain on her neck, back, shoulder and
chest, headache, stomach cramps, anxiety and difficulty sleep.
However, ultrasound scan showed that the baby was fine.
I altered acupuncture points as following: Baihui (Du20),
Sishencong (EX-HN1), Yintang (EX-HN3), Neiguan (Pc6),
Shenmen (Ht7), Zusanli (St36), Taichong (Liv3), Tanzhong
(Ren17), Jingbailao (EX-HN15), Jianzhongshu (SI15), Tianzong
(SI11) and a few Ashi points.
The herbal prescription was: Dang Shen, Huang Qi, Bai
Shao Yao, Gan Cao, Suan Zao Ren, Shu Di Huang, Tu Si Zi, Xu
Duan, Sang Ji Sheng, and Du Zhong. One bag a day for 10 days.
She had been fine ever since, and had delivered a healthy baby
boy naturally in full term. He is now 2 years old.
Case two: Yin deficiency and blood heat, together with blood
stagnation in the uterus.
Natalie, 33 years old, Company Manager.
She had been trying to conceive for four years, had
achieved five pregnancies, including one natural pregnancy and
four IUI pregnancies. Unfortunately, she miscarried one at 9
weeks, and the other four at 4-5 weeks. She had blood tests for
immunological reactions and chromosomal defects, the results
were normal. She was referred to me when she was undergoing
IVF treatment from CARE Fertility hospital.
She always had painful and clotty periods ever since she
was young and had to take painkillers for pain relief. She had
taken contraceptive pill for five years before trying for a family.
She was physically healthy, but mentally very stressed and busy
with her business. She went to the gym 3-4 times weekly, the
excessive exercise leading to profuse sweating. She drank 5-6
cups of tea and coffee each day. She had a red tongue with a thin
coating, thread and rapid pulses.
Following treatments were prescribed:
Before eggs collection, acupuncture was focused on
tonifying qi and nourishing blood, improving eggs quality, and
preparing her body while she was on IVF drugs. The points I
selected were: Yintang (EX-HN3), Neiguan (Pc6), Hegu (LI4),
Tianshu (St25), Guanyun (Ren4), Zigong (EX-CA1), Xiehai
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(Sp10), Sanyijiao (Sp6), Taixi (Ki3), Taichong (Liv3), Shenshu
(UB23), Geshu (UB17). Meanwhile, I advised her stop drinking
tea and coffee, to exercise in moderation, and work less hours.
After the embryos had been transferred, acupuncture points
were altered to support implantation: Baihui (Du20), Neiguan
(Pc6), Shenmen (Ht7), Zusanli (st36), Taixi (Ki3). Auricular
points: Naodian(Brain), Neifenmi (Endocrine). She was
prescribed Clexane injection and Progesterone pessaries from
hospital. I advised her to stop exercising completely for 12
weeks and take it easy.
When she successfully conceived, treatment was focused
on sthengthening kidney qi, nourishing blood and calming feotus
to maintain pregnancy: she had a bit of brownish spotting at 6
weeks for one day, but with no abdominal pain or backache. She
received ultrasound scan the next day and the foetus’ heartbeat
was detected. I modified the acupuncture points again
accordingly during pregnancy. She was fine until 17 weeks when
she experienced light bleeding, which was found to be caused by
a polyp in her uterus. We monitored her closely, the polyp
stopped growing and she had no more bleeding ever since. She
eventually gave birth to a healthy baby daughter in full term, and
the girl is now 10 months old.
7. Discussion
Spontaneous miscarriage can be very devastating and
heart-breaking, especially after a woman has suffered from
fertility difficulties in the past, and gone through years of
treatment to achieve the pregnancy. The most overwhelming loss
women can experience is the occurrence of consecutive
miscarriages, they, in some countries would not be investigated
until they have miscarried at least three times. All they could do
is ‘wait and see what happens’. So, whenever they managed to
conceive, they would have to go through an emotional roller
coaster and wait with tremendous stress and anxiety, worsening
their condition even further and increasing the risk of
miscarriage. Therefore when we treat these patients, it is crucial
that we strengthening kidney and tonifying blood to encourage
their body to be more conceptive and maintain the pregnancy to
full term. Soothing liver qi and nourishing heart blood to ease
their mind must also be considered at all time.
When a pregnant woman experiences lower abdominal
pain or vaginal bleeding during the early stage of pregnancy,
they should be checked to ensure that it is not ectopic pregnancy.
To be able to treat the patients effectively, we must
understand their TCM diagnosis and differentiation. The most
important rule to remember in treating miscarriage is not to
move the qi too forcefully or quicken the blood. Any Chinese
herbs or acupuncture points with those functions should be
carefully used or completely avoided.
For those women who have had previous miscarriages,
receiving TCM treatment to prepare their body before
conception is just as important as the treatment during pregnancy.
It is necessary to sometimes combine Western medicine to
achieve the best possible result. However, when we treat
pregnant women who have conceived through IVF, ICSI or IUI,
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I would suggest that we must be extra cautious about prescribing
Chinese herbs, especially if they have immunological disorders
(which are often prescribed the aforementioned medication). In
these cases, I strongly recommend applying acupuncture only,
unless the patients are absolutely convinced about taking herbs
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Answers to Herbal Garden
1. Mai Men Dong (Mai Dong) 呺䮼ހ
Latin: Radix Ophiopogonis
Common: Ophiopogon Root
Source: The root tuber of Ophiopogon japonicus (Thunb.) Ker-Gawl., family Liliaceae.
2. Xia Ku Cao ᶃ㤝
Latin: Prunella vulgaris Linn.
Common: Spica Prunellae Vulgaris, Selfheal Spike
Source: the spike or whole plant of Prunella vulgaris L., family Labiaceae
3. Wu Jia Pi ѨࡴⲂ
Latin: Cortex Acanthopanacis Radicis
Common: Acanthopanax bark
Source: Root cortex of Acanthopanax gracilistylus or stem cortex of A. giradii, family Araliaceae.
4. Nu Zhen Zi ཇ䋲ᄤ
Latin: Fructus Ligustri Lucidi
Common: Glossy Privet Fruit
Source: Fruit of Ligustrum lucidum Ait., family Oleaceae.
5. He Huan Pi ড়Ⲃ
Latin: Cortex Albiziae
Common: Albizia Bark
Source: Bark of Albizzia julibrissin Durazz. Or A. kalkora (Roxb. ) Prain, family Leguminosae.
6. Dang Gui ᔧᔦ
Latin: Radix Angelicae Sinensis
Common: Chinese Angelica Root
Source: Root of Angelica sinensis (Oliv.) Diels, family Umbelliferae
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Clinical Applications of Yuan points
Yu Han
Chinese healthcare Centre, London
Abstract˖ Yuan points are the locations where Yuan Qi stays rich and flow through. Closely related with
Zang Fu. At clinic, uses of yuan points can help diagnosis and treatment for Zang Fu’s disorders .using
symptoms – differentiation, combining Yuan points and the use of other acupoints together could be very
effective. This article discusses Yuan points and its use clinic and therapy.

“Yuan” means primordial and source, therefore
Yuan points may be interpreted as “Yuan source points”
or “Yuan primordial points”. There are twelve Yuan points
for each of the twelve meridians, located nearby wrists
and ankles. Yuan points are the locations the Zhang Fu
“Yuan Qi” stays rich and flow through. They are special
acupoints ,because “Yuan Qi “from between two kidneys
pass through “San Jiao” distribute to five Zang and six Fu,
then pass through or stays rich in Yuan points where close
to wrists and ankles.
They are:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Tai Yuan (Lung meridians)
He Cu (Large intestine meridians)
Chang Yang (Stomach meridians)
Tai Bai (Spleen meridians)
Shen Men (Heart meridians)
Wan Gu (Small intestine meridians)
Jing Gu (Urine Bladder meridians)
Tai Xi ( Kidney meridians )
Da Ling (Pericardium meridians )
Yang Chi (San Jiao meridians )
Qu xiu (Gall bladder meridians)
Tai Chong ( Liver meridians)

ǉNan Jing · 66 ChaptersǊ ˄Difficult Questions ·
66˅ described that the Yuan Qi originally came from
below the umbilicus between the two kidneys. It is the
root of the life, the origin of Zang Fu of twelve meridians.
The Yuan Qi post kidney travels through ĀSan Jiao”
and the passes through five Zang and six Fu. So Zang
Fu’s diseases can be treated by Yuan Points”
According to ǉNan JingǊ we understand Yuan Qi
are very important. Yuan points regulate the functions of
Zang Fu, they can help the diagnosis and treatment of all
kinds of problems which arise from the Zang Fu.
Clinically, when we use the Yuan points, we should
also take into account to combine with a symptom differentiation which can help decide to select the right
Yuan points. For example to treat headaches if the top of
the head have pain we should use Tai Chang, however if
pain is at the temporal-lateral side of the head then Yang
Chi(San Jiao Yuan point) and Qiu Xiu (Gallbladder Yuan
point) should be selected for treatment.
Sometimes syndrome-differentiation is essential to
finding out the principal symptoms and signs then to
select the related Yuan points to treat. A good doctor

should skilfully to use symptom–differentiation as it is the
most efficient method to improve our quality of treatment.
The acupoints have both local and adjacent
therapeutic properties and remote therapeutic properties.
Some acupoints have special therapeutic properties. The
use of Yuan points in clinic mostly is to treat disorders at
remote areas. For example the He Gu acupoint (Large
intestine Yuan points) located below the wrist can treat
disorder in the face, head, chest, abdomen, toothaches,
dysmenorrhoea etc. and Shen Men (Heart Yuan points)
can be exploited in the treatment of palpitation, irritability
and insomnia ,Tai Xin (kidney Yuan) may be used to treat
ear problems or sore throat due to kidney deficiency.
According to modern studies of the meridian system
and acupoints; histological examination shows that the
area around acupoints has more nerve endings than other
areas; it has also been shown display different receptors
such as muscular spindle, corpuscular lamellose, free
nerve endings and joint receptors.
The studies observed that some Yuan points has very
close relationships to the related organs, for example Tai
Chong (Yuan points of liver) after stimulated by
acupuncture showed that injections with morphine
caused pressure in the gallbladder tract to stopped
increase but instead decreased rapidly.
Another study showed stimulation of Yuan points
can help recovery of EEG in some epileptic patients by
acupuncture of Shen Men (Heart Yuan point) together
with Da ling (P.C. Yuan point) and Yin Xi acupoints.
As we see, both according the traditional theory of TCM
and the modern studies of acupoints all show that Yuan
points are central to the health system, correct
manipulation of Yuan points can be very effective
clinically.

Case Studies
Case One: Balance heart and kidney to treat insomnia
34 years old male PhD final year student, complains
of difficulty going into sleep and/or waking up at early
hours (2 or 3 am) every night and could not go back to
sleep. He is in the process of writing his PhD final papers
and is close to the deadline. The stress induced more
anxious, causing the insomnia to increase in severity. The
patient looks tired, he has darkened rings around the eyes
with tongue red and has very thin pulse. He has lost
weight and appetite, as well as complains of a sore back.
This is a typical insomnia caused by imbalance of heart
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fire and kidney water. Treatment with cupping on the
lower back followed by acupuncturing at Shen Men (heart
Yuan point) Da Ling (pericardium Yuan). Firstly, the
needle was manipulated with twist and rotating technique,
let the “Qi” sensation arrive stronger.
Afterwards Tai Xi (kidney Yuan) point was
manipulated with reinforcing technique. The Tai chong
(liver Yuan) was also selected, as tonifying liver yin can
help kidney water and by using reducing technique can
result in soothing the stagnant Qi in the liver induced by
stress. So Tai Chong manipulated with mild reinforcement
and mild reducing technique. The extraordinary points si
sheng cong just stimulated gently to calm and relax the
spirit. All needles were retained in the acupoints for 30
minutes. The treatment showed effect at once, such the
patient felt the tension on the body is much less and the
sore back is much better. After treatment, patient is able to
go to sleep much easier but still wakes up earlier than
should be. Patient continued with the treatment, receiving
six sessions of treatment in total. The treatments
concluded with normalised sleep pattern, the patient felt
refreshed and was able to complete the PhD papers
successfully.
Case two: Dispersing the stagnant liver energy and
clearing the gallbladder meridians to treat headache
A 51 years old female manager came for
acupuncture with acute severe headache; the onset of
headache happened suddenly, pain was mostly on top of
the head and with a shooting and distending pain over the
right ear. After taking pain killers the patient is still in
severe pain so the patient had to leave a company meeting
to attend for treatment.
The pain was continuous with acute painful
complexions, the patient showed red tongue with yellow
coating and uneven pulse, blood pressure was at 134/86
mmHg. Her period did not come for four months and had
no bowel movement for three days previous. The patient
was in an emotional mood, she has been suffering
headaches for the last 2 year.
Headaches were mainly at the top of the head and
around the right ear. Because of her age, her body is going
through changes, meaning the liver function is not correct
causing liver energy to easily stagnate.
Treatment therefore must disperse the stagnant liver
energy through cleaning the gall bladder meridians.
Treatment with acupuncture to relieve the acute
headaches firstly, then treating the underlying primary
symptoms chronically.
I selected Yuan points Tai Chong, Qiu xiu combined
with Wai Guan and Guan Ming. After needling sensation
appeared the needles were manipulated with reducing
technique and was retained at the acupoint for 30 minutes
in total. During the treatment the patient fell asleep,
headaches were alleviated by 90 %. After further
treatments by herbal remedy, Xie Gan Wan and Huang
Lian Shang Qing tablets to clean the bowels the
headaches stopped completely.
Case three: Tonify Kidney Qi to treat urinery
incontientce

September 2009

The patient is a 69 years old lady complaint for the
past 30 years of leaking urinal bladder especially when
she cough or sneeze, the trousers can get wet, so she often
need to where urine pad when she goes out.
She had four children and suffered from prolapse of
uterus nearly 15 years. Back and knee joint pains for over
10 years. Patient’s tongue is pale and the pulse is very
weak. Benefitting the bladder the kidney Qi is the
principle of the treatment.
The kidney Yuan point Tai xi, Urine bladder Yuan
point Jing Gu was selected with Bai Hui, Guan Yuan, all
reinforce method combined with moxibustion located at
course abdomen for 30 minutes after about 6 sessions of
treatments her urine has no leaking and se do not need to
wear urine pads any more even the uterus prolapse is
improving too.
Case four: Regulate Liver Qi ad Lung Qi to help stop
smoking
The patient is a 40 years old female, smoke 20
cigarettes daily for about ten years. Recently after
becoming unemployed feels depressed and the only
family member she is living with is also a heavy smoker
that is influenced her to smoke more than previous.
The Lung is the respiratory organ, through its
functions of inhale the pure Qi from nature and the
environment to supply the body’s functional activities.
Cigarette smoking affects lung Qi, so the principle of the
treatment is to regulate lungs Qi and by improving and
strengthening Qi so when the patient smokes again they
will feel very uncomfortable. He Gu (large interstine Yuan
point), Kong Zui or Tai Yuan (Yuan point of Lung) and
Pian Li (Lu point of Large intestine) are selected to
regulate the Lung Qi to reinforce the energy of Lung.
Because the patient also felt that depression has caused
her to smoke more, so Tan Zhong and Tai Chong (Yuan
point of Liver) has been selected and along with He
Gu,Tai Chong are known as the “four gates” needing
those points gently use the even method can regulate the
Qi invigorate blood flow and calm the spirit.
Needling Tan Zhong downward and manipulated
with twisting an trembling, effectively make the chest full,
clear and untight which can help the lungs when the Lung
Qi and Liver Qi functions better the patient ‘s depression
also feels better, which gave the patient confidence to stop
smoking.

Conclusion
Yuan points are known as Yuan Qi stays rich and
passes though the points which can reflect the zang fu
needing the Yuan points can regulate the zang fu functions
directly and efficiently. Using symptom– differentiation
can help selection of the acupoints and choose the right
method to manipulate the needle, according to the theory
of TCM, Zang Fu, meridians and surface is the network
and the acupoints are the control keys of which Yuan
points are the most crucial keys.
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Strategies for Pediatric Asthma from Perspective
of Traditional Chinese Medicine
Yang Xiang
Abstract: This paper is an analysis and summary of the mechanisms and therapies used for pediatric asthma from the
perspective of Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM). The author suggests that the main pathology of pediatric asthma is
latent phlegm, Qi deficiency and blood stasis. Latent phlegm is the main cause of pediatric asthma. The deficiency of Qi
is the basic pathological process, while blood stasis is the main pathological process during an attack of pediatric asthma.
Therefore we should take consideration of these three aspects for the therapies of pediatric asthma. The treatment
principle should be to resolve phlegm, tonify Qi and resolve blood stasis. However, the theoretical framework of TCM
and its approach of treatment focus on syndrome (‘Zheng’ in TCM) rather than diseases (‘Bing’ in TCM). Western
medicine, on the contrary, discusses only the treatment of recognized diseases such as asthma. The pathology of asthma
is characterized by a partial obstruction of airflow in the airways. This results from a temporary narrowing by mucosal
swelling. The bronchial narrowing interferes with ventilation and raises the resistance to airflow in the bronchi. This is
more marked by exhalation and causes air to be trapped in the lungs. The narrowed bronchi can no longer be effectively
cleared of mucus by coughing. In allergic asthma, the bronchospasm is caused by an allergic reaction due to immune
hypersensitivity. This is also called araphylactic or Type-I reaction. Only IgE (reaginic) antibodies produce Type-I
reactions. As these antibodies adhere strongly to tissues (and particularly to mast cells in the tissues), they are often
called tissue-sensitizing antibodies. Therefore, the following aspects should be considered for the treatment: (1) herbs
having effect of bronchodilation, (2) herbs having effect of coticosteroid, (3) anti-allergic herbs. The author believes that
combination of TCM and western medicine is the best protocol for pediatric asthma.
Key words: pediatric asthma, differentiation of syndrome in TCM, diagnosis of asthma in western medicine,
therapy, prophylaxis.

1. Introduction

2. Differentiation of Deficiency and Excess

Bronchial asthma is one of the most common
respiratory diseases in pediatric clinic. It is caused by
many factors which stimulate the respiratory tract,
characterized by a narrowing tract.
In allergic asthma, the bronchospasm is caused by an
allergic reaction due to immune hypersensetivity. This is
also called anaphylactic or Type-1 reaction. The pathology
of asthma is characterized by partial obstruction of
airflows in the airways. This is caused by a temporary
narrowing of the bronchi by muscle spasm followed by
mucosal swelling. The bronchial narrowing interferes with
ventilation and raises the resistance to airflow in the
bronchi. This is more marked on exhalation and causes air
to be trapped in the lungs. The narrowed bronchi can no
longer be effectively cleared of mucus by coughing. The
incidence rate of pediatric asthma in Beijing was 5.29% in
1980 [1]. Investigation of epidemiology shows that most
cases of pediatric asthma occur before the age of six, 50%
of them occurring before the age of three.
This disease falls into the categories of “xiao
syndrome” and “chuan syndrome”. It has external and
internal causes. The internal cause is deficiency of lung,
spleen and kidney, and the external cause is six evils and
external agency. The internal cause is caused by Qi
deficiency, latent phlegm and blood stasis blocking the
airways, asthma then occurs [2].
In this paper the author analyzes the causes,
pathology, differentiation of syndrome and disease, and
special herbal prescription, discussing its therapy and
prophylactic.

Generally speaking, most pediatric asthma falls into
the category of excess syndrome in the acute stage, and
deficiency syndrome in the chronic stage. Therefore
herbal therapy for these should focus on tonifying the
deficiency and removing the excess. It is said that there is
evil Qi for excess syndrome, while essence deficiency for
deficiency syndrome. According to the theory of TCM,
asthma caused by the lungs is excess syndrome, and
deficiency syndrome if caused by the kidney. Mr. Jiang
Chunhua [3] said: “there are differentiation between cold,
heat, deficiency, and excess for patients with asthma.
Therefore, the therapy for individual patient is different at
different stage. Only when we catch the main
contradiction, through identification of zheng-syndrome
and heal the root of the disease, we will be able to control
the progress of syndrome and disease.”
We treat the symptoms at the acute stage, while we
treat the root causes at chronic stage. Therefore, we
remove the evil Qi at the acute stage and tonify the
deficiency to prevent a relapse at the chronic stage,
Mr. Wang Lie [4] made a series of clinical
investigations of 1,000 children with asthma. The
investigation showed that the pathology of pediatric
asthma is related to the deficiency of Qi, blood stasis, and
accumulation of phlegm. He concluded the following:
1.) Deficiency of Qi is the basic pathogenesis of a
pediatric asthma attack;
2.) Blood stasis is one of main pathological factors in the
attack of pediatric asthma;
3.) Deficiency of Qi is the cause of catching a cold easily.
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The lung governs Qi circulation and respiration. When the
evil Qi invades our body, causing the dysfunction of lung
Qi, then the Qi, blood and phlegm accumulate inside the
lungs. The dysfunction of lung Qi, rising and descending,
will eventually result in asthma. The author’s clinic
experience shows that the formation and treatment from
the perspective of deficiency, blood stasis and phlegm is
the key.
Identifying phlegm:
1.) The main cause of pediatric asthma is latent phlegm [5].
Therefore the therapy for pediatric asthma is mainly to
resolve phlegm. The main symptoms of cold-phlegm are
cough with white, thin and foamy phlegm. The
corresponding therapy is to warm the lungs and resolve
the phlegm. The selected prescription is Xiao Qing Long
Tang combing with San Zi Yang Qing Tang. When asthma
is relieved, Su Zi Jiang Qi Tang is appropriate [6].
2.) The main symptoms of heat-phlegm are coughing with
thick yellowish phlegm, fever with red face, thirst with a
craving for cold drinks and rough breath. The
corresponding therapy is to clear the heat-phlegm. The
appropriate prescription is modified Ma Xing Shi Gan
Tang. In addition, if there appears to be a fever, headache
or coughing with yellowish thick phlegm, then this is the
sign of an invasion of wind-cold into the exterior and
accumulation
of
heat-phlegm
internally.
The
corresponding therapy should be dispersing wind-cold and
resolving heat-phlegm. The appropriate prescription is
Ding Chuan Tang
In conclusion, therapies on the basis of identifying
phlegm is the key at acute stage
Identifying deficiency:
Mr. Wang emphasises that nourishing the deficiency
during the chronic stage may prevent an asthma attack:
1.) The main symptoms of a deficiency of lung Qi are
shortness of breath, spontaneous perspiration and cold
extremities. The corresponding therapy is to consolidate
superficial resistance and lung Qi. The prescription is
modified Yu Ping Feng San;
2.) The main symptoms of the deficiency of spleen and
stomach are coughing with profuse phlegm, poor appetite,
pale complexion and fatigue. The corresponding therapy is
to strengthen spleen and stomach. The appropriate
prescription is Liu Jun Zi Tang;

stasis and clearing heat-toxin. At the acute stage, the herbs
for resolving blood stasis should be cool in nature; at the
chronic stage, the herbs for resolving blood stasis should
be nourishing in nature. As a consequence, the effect may
be increased.

3. Herbal prescriptions based on disease
differentiation
Xu Ling-tai, a famous doctor in the Qing dynasty,
said: “The most important thing for treating a patient is to
make appropriate diagnoses. There should be one main
prescription for one disease, and one main herb for one
prescription.” Hence, TCM also stresses the importance of
special prescriptions for disease. The following are several
prescriptions for asthma.
Jie Chuan Tang-truncating asthma decoction
(Jiang Chunhua’s prescription) [7]:
Fo Er Cao 15g
Lao Guan Cao 15g
Quan Gua Lou 10g
Fang Feng 10g

Mr. Wang emphasises that, in order to choose herbs
for asthma, we should identify the function, nature, taste
and property of the herbs. For example, Di Long has
functions of resolving blood stasis and relieving spasm;
Huang Qin and Bai Zhu have functions of resolving blood

Bi Cao Gan 15g
Xuan Fu Hua 10g
Jiang Ban Xia 10g
Wu Wei Zi 6g

Function: to descend the uprising Qi, resolve the phlegm
and truncate the asthma
Indication: cough with profuse phlegm, bronchial asthma
etc
Xiao Er Zhi Xiao Tang - anti-asthma decoction for
pediatric asthma (Wang Lie’s prescription):
Di Long 15g
Chuan Xiong 15g
Bai Xian Pi 15g
She Gan 10g
Su Zi 15g

Lu Feng Fang 10g
Ce Bai Ye 15g
Jiang Can 10g
Huang Qin 15g
Liu Ji Lu 10g

Function: to resolve the blood stasis, regulate Qi and
resolve the phlegm.
Indication: bronchial asthma, asthmatic bronchitis,
asthmatic pneumonia.
Asthma-I prescription
(for chronic stage, Ma Lianxiang’s prescription) [8]:
Zhi Ma Huang 6g
Chao Lai Fu Zi 3g
Wu Wei Zi 3g
Fo Er Cao 9g
Hua Ju Hong 5g
Di Long 6g

3.) The symptoms of kidney deficiency are an aversion to
cold, cold legs and feet, watery stool, or enuresis. The
corresponding therapy is to reinforce the kidney. Shen Qi
Wan is appropriate for this condition. In addition, for the
Yin deficiency of the lung, Bai He Gu Jin Tang is more
suitable. For the deficiency of the kidney, Liu Wei Di
Huang Wan should be chosen.
Identifying blood stasis:
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Chao Xing Ren 6g
Chao Ting Li Zi 6g
Gua Lou Pi 6g
Zhu Li Ban Xia 6g
Ku Sheng 6g
(dosage for children
of 3~5years of age)

Function: to disperse the lungs, remove phlegm, descend
the uprising Qi and anti-asthma.
Indication: bronchial asthma at the acute stage.
Asthma ĊPrescription
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(for chronic stage, Ma Lianxiang’s prescription) [8]:
Dang Sheng 6g
Fu Ling 9g
Wu Wei Zi 3g
Chen Yu Rou 6g
Fo Er Cao 9g
Fang Feng 3g

Chao Bai Zhu 6g
Chen Pi 5g
Shen Huang Qi 6g
Jiang Ban Xia 6g
Zi He Che Feng 3g
(take orally twice),

Function: to nourish the lungs and kidney, strengthen the
spleen and resolve the phlegm.
Indication: bronchial asthma at the chronic stage.
The above four herbal prescriptions may be chosen for
children with different cases of asthma.

4. Differentiation between Zheng (syndrome)
and Bing (disease)
Jiang Chunhua advocated that when we treat a
patient, we should combine the differentiation of Bing and
Zheng, treating the symptoms as well as the causes. The
herbal medicine should be prescribed on the basis of the
differentiation of Bing and Zhen, and special prescriptions
used for the disease. He once said: "one kind of disease
should have one main prescription for the condition. One
prescription should have a main herb in it. In practice, the
most effective herbs should be chosen from many
prescriptions. The chosen herbs for anti-asthma should be
confirmed by many doctors in different fields. In this way,
we are able to cure diseases to prevent them from
worsening. The treatment by Chinese herbal prescription
should be on the basis of Zheng-syndrome."
My clinical experience confirms that the method is
one kind of best approach. Pediatric asthma should be
treated from three aspects: deficiency of Qi; blood stasis;
accumulation of phlegm. As for treatment from disease,
diagnoses of asthma holds the same importance as the
treatment from identifying Zheng-syndrome of TCM.
The attack of bronchial asthma is a syndrome of
allergic response caused by inhaling antigens such as
pollen. The pathological processes include small bronchial
spasms, edemas at bronchial membrane, hyper-secretion
of glands and causing secretion blockage. Among them,
the most important factor is allergic response. Therefore
the treatment for asthma should focus on the following
aspects:
1) First, relieving bronchial muscle spasm
2) Second, relieving the blockage due to secretion and
tissue proliferation
3) Third, anti-hypersensitivity
4) These three aspects are based on the herbal
pharmaceutical theory

5. Combinations of herbal systems of emperor,
minister, assistance, and guide, and on the
basis of syndrome and disease
The principle of herbal prescription is on the basis of
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the theory of Neijing. It was stated in ǉSu Wen Zhi Zhen
Yao Da LunǊ that, "the main herb for a condition is the
emperor herb. The secondary herb is the minister herb.
Assisting the minister herb is a guiding herb." In this
statement, the author divides this system into two groups.
The first group is on the basis of Zheng-syndrome; the
second is on the basis of disease. The first is based on
TCM theory to give prescription; the second is based on
disease of Western medicine to give prescription and
combined with the theory of herbal pharmaceutical theory.
We shall give an example to explain the theory. A
child with bronchial asthma at the acute stage is diagnosed
as cold-asthma according to TCM (phlegm stagnated deep
inside the body and cold-wind invades the exterior body,
causing Qi stagnation and blood stasis).
The prescription is as follows:
Emperor herb: Ma Huang, Ku Sheng. Fresh Ma Huang,
whose nature is pungent and warm, focuses on both windcold syndromes and anti-asthma. It is a nice herb from
both sides, i.e. TCM and Western medicine. Therefore Ma
Huang is the emperor herb in this TCM system. If the
wind-cold syndrome is not so serious, the prepared Ma
Huang should be chosen. Ku Sheng, whose nature and
taste is bitter and cold with the function of clearing away
heat-toxin, concentrates on anti-allergy and relieving
asthma. It is the emperor herb in systems on basis on
Western medicine
Minister herb: Gui Zhi, Xing Ren; Di Long, Yu Xing Cao.
Gui Zhi aids the function of Ma Huang, inducing sweating;
it is for wind-cold. Xing Ren aids Ma Huang to relieve
asthma. Di Long has a function of circulating the small
meridian and relieving asthma, clearing heat-toxin and
calming cold. Modern studies show that Di Long can
effectively relieve bronchial spasm, and is anti-allergy. Yu
Xing Cao is for clearing heat-toxin and is antiinflammatory and improves immune system functions
Adjunct herb: Bai Shao, Su,Zi, Bai Xian Pi and Tao Ren.
Bai Shao has a sour taste and is cool and moist in nature.
It could inhibit the strong nature of Ma Huang to relieve
spasm, as well as being anti-inflammatory and anti-febrile.
Su Zi has a warm nature and pungent taste and could
descend the uprising Qi, moisten lung Qi and is antiasthma. Bai Xian Pi has anti-allergy effects. Tao Ren has a
function of resolving blood stasis, combining with Xing
Ren, entering the Qi level to send down uprising Qi and
relieving cough. Tao Ren also enters the blood level with
the function of resolving blood stasis. According to the
theory of blood stasis, due to Qi acuity and stagnation, Tao
Ren combined with Xing Ren have the function of
regulating Qi and blood, causing the balance of Qi and
blood and asthma being relieved
Guiding herbs: Gan Cao, Fang Feng. Gan Cao is able to
regulate the relationships of all herbs in this prescription.
Fang Feng holds the function of removing wind and
relieving spasms and is anti-allergy. Both herbs are taken
as guiding herbs.
All the above herbs are chosen from two aspects:
identifying zheng-syndrome and disease of Western
medicine. The former herb group has the function of
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removing wind-cold and sending down uprising Qi. The
latter group of herbs has the function of relieving spasms
of bronchial muscles, anti-inflammation and anti-allergy.
The prescription corresponds with theories of both TCM
and Western medicine.

6. Conclusion
The Chinese herbal prescriptions are effective in relieving
allergic asthma in children. The author sums up the
famous doctor’s experience, combined with my own
practice, to describe the methods of prevention and
treatment of asthma in children. I am hoping this paper
will benefit TCM practitioners who lack experience in
pediatrics.
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⬉䆱˖86-20-83543252ˈ83543909ˈ83543936ˈ83563493
Ӵⳳ˖86-20-83543936ˈ83543936
⬉䚂˖fly5151@sohu.com˗ daijw0708@126.com ˗ste2009@163.com
㘨㋏ᮍᓣ˖䇋ⱏܜᔩӮ㔥キ(Http://www.ictm.org.cn)㒓ৡˈৠᯊ䇋Ϣ⊼Ⳍⱘݠᑨ
ߚӮ㘨㋏Ҏ⹂䅸Ǆ

International Conference & Exposition on Traditional
Medicine 2009 (ICTM 2009)

Sponsored by:

Ministry of Science and Technology, P.R. China;
Ministry of Health, P.R. China;
State Administration of Traditional Chinese Medicine, P.R. China
Date: November 9 – 11, 2009.
Venue: 3rd floor, Guangdong International Science and Technology Center, No.171 Lianxin
Road, Guangzhou, Guangdong Province, P. R. China, 510033
Contact Persons: Shen Peng, Dai Jianwei, Zhang Yu
Tel: 86-20-83543252, 83543909, 83563493
Fax: 86-20-83543936
Email: fly5151@sohu.com; daijw0708@126.com, ste2009@163.com
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ሓ䏃㒧偠Ḝ
㹕 ゟ Ҏ
1. ࠡ㿔

咘ˈ㛝ᓺϸሎ⬹ᔅǄ
ᅰ㒻䖯ࠡ⊩ˈҹ߽⏙⛁㗠݊ৢǄ
ᮍ⫼˖㪆݀㣅 20  ܟᵁⱑ㡡 15 ܟ

Ёए䅸Ў, 㒧䚕⫳⛁ˈ✢➀⋹⎆㗠៤Ǆᬙ⏙

✢˅, ৄР㥃 6 ܟ

З∈Пϡ䖤ˈ∈ϡ䖤⇨ϡ࣪Ǆ⇨㸠߭∈ᬷˈ⇨⒲߭∈

᠕ 㪘 10  ܟ䌸㤃㢧 15 ܟ, ∈✢᳡ˈϝࠖǄ

ذǄᬙࡽ⇨࣪ˈ⭣ϝ⛺З߽࣪∈П݇䬂Ǆ࣪㗠⛁⍜ˈ

䞥䪅㤝 10 ܟ

݁ϔᬷ 10 ࣙ˄ܟ

⛁ǃ߽ǃ࣪Ў݊ℷ⊏Ǆ✊⛁П⬅ѢˈП៤

♦ⶹ↡ǃ咘ᶣ 10 ܟ,

ℸৢ䗑䆓Ѡᑈˈ⮛᮴থǄ

㒧ϡ៤Ǆϝ⛺⇨࣪ᕫ䗮ˈ∈ᕫҹϟ䕧㝔㛅ˈ㒧ৃ
䱣ሓᥦߎǄℸ⧚㗠ᅮ⊩ˈᓔ䚕㗠䇗݊⇨ˈᬷѢϞҹᅷ

ǏᣝǐℸЎ㒧ᗹ⮛Ḝ՟ˈᮍҹⱑ㬏ᓔ⧚㚎ǃ㚗П⇨㗠࣪

㚎ǃ䇗ѢЁҹᓔ䚕ǃ䗮Ѣϟҹ⬙䖒Ǆҹ䇗⇨ЎϟП

ǃР㥃ǃⷖҕ⧚㙱㚒П⇨㗠ℶ⮯Ǆⱑ㡡ӡ⫬㤝Ў㡡㥃⫬

ܜᇐˈ䕙ҹ⏙⛁ǃ߽ˈ߭ৃϟǄ

㤝∸˄㾕ǉӸᆦ䆎Ǌ˅ৃ㾷ᣯᗹ㗠ℶ⮯˗㪆݀㣅ǃ䞥䫊㢅

ᑈᴹˈԭᡓ⼪䆁ˈᣝℸ⊩߭䕽䆕㗠⊏⭫㒧ˈ↣

З⏙⛁㾷↦ǃ䗮⎟ПકǄࡴ䏃䏃䗮ҹ䗮㒣㒰˗⫼⒥ǃ

༣ᬜǄ⦄䗝ϝ՟⮙ḜˈЎܿѨᑈǃбѠᑈˈ䳊ܿᑈㄝϝϾ

⍋䞥ⷖҹ࣪Ǆܼᮍ݅कੇ㥃ˈ݅༣⧚⇨ǃ⏙⛁ǃ߽ǃ

ϡৠᯊᳳⱘⱘḜ՟ˈ݊⮛᳝⡍㡆ˈ䕼䆕⫼㥃г᳝ϡ

ℶ⮯ǃ࣪ПࡳǄϸ䆞ˈ⭫ϔ᳜᳝ԭˈ㗠ϟ⮛䰸Ǆ

ৠˈݍㅔ䗄Ѣϟ, ҹህℷѢৠ䘧Ǆ

гҸ䖭ԡϧᆊԧ偠њЁए⊏⭫ⱘᬜᵰǄ

2ˊḜ՟

ǏḜ՟ 2ǐᙷ㗙ᓴ X ⾔ˈཇˈ60 ቕǄ

ǏḜ՟ 1ǐᙷ㗙㢣⦞ˈ43 ቕˈཇᗻˈ▇߽Ѯ㈡ҎǄ

92 ᑈ 3 ᳜ 27 ᮹߱䆞

1985 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 15 ᮹߱䆞

ᑈ߱᳒さথ㚒㒲⮯㗠এए䰶ᗹ䆞ˈ㽓ए䆞ᮁЎĀ䕧
ሓㅵ㒧āˈ⫼Ā⊩ā⊏⭫ˈ䇈㒧ᏆǄᴃ

ᙷ㗙Ў࣫Ҁк佚(⦄Ёᆊк佚)㈡ϧᆊˈ

ৢˈ᳒ᥦߎ᭄㉦ˈԚϢॳ㒧ᇣⳌ↨ˈᥦߎ⫮ᇥˈ

1985 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 9 ᮹さথ㝄䚼࠻⮯ˈ⮐⮯䲒ᖡˈᗹ䗕णए䰶

ℸৢेϡ㾕᳝ᥦߎǄϔϾ᳜Пৢˈᙷ㗙ᘤᚻݡথ㚒

ᗹ䆞ˈ㒣㝍䚼ᑇ⠛Ẕᶹˈথ⦄䕧ሓㅵϟ↉㒧

㒲⮯ˈজᚻᗩخݡĀᴃā˄Ϟᴃৢˈᙷ㗙ᖗ

0.8x0.6cmˈ⹂䆞Ў㚒㒲⮯ˈ䕧ሓㅵ㒧Ǆќҹ㾷⮝ℶ⮯㥃

Ё乸ᡪˈ䲒ҹᖡফˈѻ⫳ᘤᚻ˅ˈ䘖∖⊏ѢЁएˈᓊ䆞Ѣ

˄ᴰދϕ 50mg, 䰓ᠬક 0.5mg/㙠㙝⊼ᇘˈ䱨 4 ᇣᯊ⊼ݡᇘ

ℸǄ

ϔ˅Ǆᑊਞ䆝ᙷ㗙ˈབᵰ߭ˈ⮯ݡ䳔㽕ᴃ⊏⭫Ǆᙷ㗙

ᶹ˖ᙷ㗙䴶㡆᮴ढˈ⍜⯺ˈষᑆষ㢺ˈϡ℆佂亳ˈѠ

ᚻᗩᴃˈᦤߎ䇋Ёए⊏⭫Ǆ㒣݊џ໘䙔䇋ˈԭࠡᕔ䆞

֓ᇮৃǄ㟠䋼⎵ˈ㟠㢨ⱑˈ㛝ᓺ㒚Ǆ䆕ሲᇥ䰇ˈќᇣ᷈㚵

㾚Ǆ

∸ࡴ࣪ޣ㺕Ў⊏Ǆ
⦄⮛˖েջᇥ㝍⮐⮯⡉ঞৢ㝄ˈ㟠㑶㢨咘ˈ㛝⒥⬹

໘ᮍ˖᷈ 㚵 10  ܟ咘 㡽 10 ⏙ ܟञ 4  ܟᄤখ

᭄Ǆ

10 ⫬⫳ ܟ㤝 4  ˈܟ䞥䫊㢅 10  ܟᎱ䋱↡ 4 ܟ

ℸЎ⛁ϟ⊼᠔㟈ˈᅰҹ⏙⛁߽ᇐ⒲П⊩Ǆ

 ܟ䔺ࠡᄤ 10 ✢∈ ˈܟ᳡ˈಯࠖǄ

䞥䪅㤝 30

ᮍ⫼˖ᵁⱑ㡡 15  ܟ䞥䫊㢅 15 ݁ ܟϔᬷ 10 ࣙ˄ܟ
✢˅, ৄР㥃 6 ܟ

㪆݀㣅 20  ܟ⍋䞥ⷖ 10 ܟ, 㓽ⷖҕ 3 ܟ

1992 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 4 ᮹ 䆞

ⱑ䈚㬏 2  ܟ䏃䏃䗮 10 ܟ, ∈✢᳡ˈϝࠖǄ
⮙Ҏ䖲᳡ϝࠖˈ⮯ˈޣ㒻᳡ϝࠖৢ⮯ℶǄℸৢˈᙷ
㗙জ䖲᳡कѨࠖЁ㥃Ǆ

ᙷ㗙㞾䗄ˈ᳡Ϟ㥃ϔࠖৢˈѢ᮹⏙᰼᳝ᥦሓᛳˈ
ৢܜᥦሓಯˈ䖲㓁ᥦ䰸㒧Ѡकԭ㉦Ǆᙷ㗙ᇚ㒧㺙
⫊Ёᏺ㒭៥ⳟǄ㒧Ў䍁㡆ˈᇣϡㄝ᳝ễ㾦ˈⱘབ

1985 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 25 ᮹䆞

咘䈚ˈᇣⱘབᇣ㉇㉦ᇣˈ݅䅵 23 ㉦Ǆ㒧ᥦߎৢˈᙷ㗙
ᛳ㾝䑿ԧ⏙⠑ˈᥦ֓ℷᐌˈ佂亳ǃⴵഛᅝǄ

ᙷ㗙㞾䗄Ϟ਼ϔᥦሓ䖛Ёˈᗑ✊㾝ᕫሓ䏃ฉ
าˈϡ䗖ˈ䘖ࡴ㝍य़⫼ᥦሓᯊˈ㞾㾝᳝⠽ᥦߎˈሓг

㟠㛝བࠡˈѢϞᮍࡴˈޣҹ݊ৢǄ
໘ᮍ˖᷈ 㚵 10  ܟ咘 㡽 10 ⏙ ܟञ 4  ܟᄤখ

䱣П䈕✊䗮⬙Ǆৢথ⦄ᥦߎ㒧ϔ㉦ˈ㢹咘䈚ᇣ

10 ⫬⫳ ܟ㤝 4  ˈܟ䞥䫊㢅 10  ܟᎱ䋱↡ 3 ܟ

˄0.5x0.7x0.9cm˅ˈ㒧៤ἁᔶˈч咘㡆Ǆᙷ㗙୰ᓖ

 ܟ䔺ࠡᄤ 10  ܟѥ㤃㢧 10 ✢∈ ˈܟ᳡ˈಯࠖǄ

ᐌˈᗹ℆ਞ៥Ǆ

䞥䪅㤝 20

ℸৢˈ䱣䆓ञᑈˈ㾕থǄ

⦄ᥦሓᏆ䗮⬙ˈ᮴⮯ᛳˈሓЎℷᐌ买㡆ˈ㟠ℷ㢨㭘⬹
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䴭Ǆ䆕㛝བࠡˈᅜᮍݡ䖯Ǆ
໘ᮍ˖⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝 6 ܟ, ⱑ㡡 20 ܟ, Ꮁ䋱 6 ܟ, ᶇ

Փ݊㒧ᕫҹᥦߎˈᖙܜお݊ॳǄҞ⮙Ҏ䴶᮴ढ㗠⍜
⯺ˈষᑆষ㢺㗠ϡ℆亳ˈ㟠㢨ⱑ㗠㛝ᓺˈ䆕ሲᇥ䰇᮴⭥Ǆ

ᅲ 8 ܟ, Р㥃 8  ˈܟ㪆݀㣅 30 ܟ, 䞥䪅㤝 30 ܟ,

ᇥ䰇छথП⇨ᔅˈϡҙӮᇐ㟈⏙䰇П⇨ϡछˈгᕅડ⌞䰈

20 ܟ, ⒥ 10 ܟ, ᷈㚵 5 ܟ, 䔺ࠡᄤ 10 ܟǄ5 Ҭˈ ∈✢

П⇨ϡ䰡ˈ℆Փ㒧ᥦߎˈᖙ݊⫳ܜ䰇㗠䰡݊䰈ˈՓԧݙ

᳡ˈ᮹᳡ϝǄ

⍋䞥ⷖ

छ䰡䇤ˈ߭㒧㞾✊ӮᥦߎǄᬙ⫼ᇣ᷈㚵∸ҹ㾷ᇥ
䰇ˈ䇗݊⇨ᴎछ䰡˗ড়Ꮁ䋱↡ҹᓔ㚎⇨ǃᬷ㒧ˈҹ߽㚎⇨

10 ᳜ 22 ᮹ए䰶ᶹ

ⱘᅷথǃ㙗䰡Пࡳ㛑˗䕙ҹ䞥䫊㢅⏙⛁ǃ䗮⎟˗㤃㢧ع㜒
߽˗䞥䪅㤝ǃ䔺ࠡᄤҹ⏙⛁ǃ࣪ǃ߽ሓǄ݅༣⧚⇨ǃ

ಯϾਞᰃ˖Ꮊ䕧ሓㅵϞ㒧Ԉ㚒Ⲗ䕧ሓㅵ䕏ᑺ⿃

⏙⛁ǃ࣪ǃᥦПࡳǄܼᮍ݅कੇ㥃ˈϸ䆞ˈ⭫Ў

∈Ǆℸˈए䰶އᅮѢϔ਼ݙЎᙷ㗙خᴃˈপߎ㒧Ǆ

ܿˈ㗠᳡⫼ϔҬ∸㥃Пৢ㒧ेᏆᥦߎǄгߌ⦄ߎ

ᙷ㗙Ⳍਞ⮙ᚙˈఅ݊㒻㓁᳡⫼Ё㥃Ǆ

њ⊏⮙㽕ⴔⴐѢᭈԧˈϡৃϔ㾕㒧ህᡩҹ䞣࣪ǃϟ

10 ᳜ 26 ᮹ԣ䰶ˈޚ㖠᮹ᴃǄ✊㗠 10 ᳜ 27 ᮹

㥃⠽ˈϡҙ᮴ᬜˈгᰃϔ⾡᮴䇧ⱘ⌾䌍Ǆ䇈ᯢњЁए䕼

ᴃࠡˈ⫼ X ܝᶹᯊ,ै䕧ሓㅵЁᡒࠄ㒧Ǆए䰶㾝

䆕䆎⊏ǃᭈԧ㾖ᗉⱘ䞡㽕Ǆ

ᕫ༛ᗾ˖ಯࠡẔᶹ㒧ᵰձ✊ৃ㾕㒧ˈЎԩҞ᮹ᡒϡࠄ
њ˛Ѣᰃˈজخњ CT  B 䍙ˈCT ਞᰒ⼎䕧ሓㅵথ⦄

ǏḜ՟ 3ǐᙷ㗙ᴢ X 㧡ˈ ཇˈ52 ቕǄ

㒧,B 䍙Ẕᶹгথ⦄㒧,ҙᎺ㚒᳝䕏ᖂ⿃∈Ǆ㗠⹂䅸
䕧ሓㅵᏆ㒣≵᳝㒧Ǆϡ䳔㽕خݡᴃǄ䱣े䅽ᙷ㗙ಲᆊ

2008 ᑈ 9 ᳜ 20 ᮹߱䆞

ӥݏǄ10 ᳜ 30 ᮹ˈᙷ㗙催݈ഄᇚℸ⍜ᙃਞ䆝ԭˈཌྷᏆܡফ
ᴃП㢺Ǆ

さথ㝄⮯Ѣ 2008 ᑈ 7 ᳜ 23 ᮹এए䰶ᗹ䆞Ǆ㒣Ẕᶹ
ᰃᎺջ䕧ሓㅵϞ↉㒧˄0.4x0.4cm˅ˈ㒧ฉาሓ䘧䗴

✊㒧㱑ϟˈԧݙԭ⛁ሑǄᅰҹ⏙⛁⭣䗮⊩ҹ݊
ৢǄ

៤㚒⿃∈㗠ԣ䰶ˈ7 ᳜ 30 ᮹ਞᰃᎺջ䕧ሓㅵϞ↉㒧Ԉ

໘ᮍ˖⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝 6 ⱑˈܟ㡡 20 ˈܟᎱ䋱 6 ܟ

Ꮊ㚒⿃∈Ǆ᳒خĀ⇨य़ᔍ䘧ᴃā䆩ᥦˈԚሓ䘧㒚

ᶇᅲ 8 ܟ

᮴⊩㾺ࠄ㒧ˈ≵᳝៤ࡳˈخৢܜњϝᴃˈ䛑≵

ⷖ 20 ˈܟ⒥ 10 ˈܟ᷈㚵 5 ˈˈܟ䔺ࠡᄤ 10 ܟǄ5 Ҭˈ

៤ࡳˈᴃৢ㾕༈ϟᴹǄজᘤ㚒⿃∈ˈᬙѢ䕧ሓㅵ໘ᬒ

∈✢᳡ˈ᮹᳡ϝǄ

ϔϾᬃᶊϔϾㅵᄤǄߚ⌕ᇐሓǄߎ䰶㾖ᆳǄ
9 ᳜ 19 ᮹ਞᰃᎺջ䕧ሓㅵݙջᆑˈݙ㾕ᯢᰒ

Р㥃 8 ˈܟ㪆݀㣅 30 ˈܟ䞥䪅㤝 30 ˈܟ⍋䞥

䗑䆓㟇ҞˈᏆ᳝कϾ᳜ˈᙷ㗙ᛳ㾝ϔߛℷᐌˈ
㾕থǄ

ᓖᐌಲໄˈেջ䕧ሓㅵᰒ⼎Ǆঠ㚒ԧ⿃ℷᐌˈ䕂ᒧ㾘
ᭈˈᅲ䋼८ᑺℷᐌˈಲໄℷᐌˈⲂ䋼⬠䰤⏙᱄ˈ䲚ড়㋏㒳
㾕ߚ⾏ˈᬷх˗Ꮊ㚒Ⲗߚ⾏Ǆ
ǃߚ⌕ᇐሓഛ༣ᬜˈᙷ㗙℆∖Ёए⊏⭫ˈᓊ
䆞ѢԭǄ䗮䖛㔥Ϟ㾚乥ќҹ䆞⊏Ǆ

ǏᣝǐℸḜ՟ϝ䆞ˈ⭫ϔ᳜᳝ԭˈ㱑㒣ˈԚℸৢ
㒧ҡᥦߎˈए䰶䇈ᰃĀሓ䘧㒚āǄᣝЁए⧚䆎ˈ
ҡᰃछ䰡༅ᐌ᠔㟈Ǆᬙᮍ⫼˖ǉӸᆦ䆎ǊП㡡㥃⫬㤝∸Ў
Џᮍˈ᠔ϡৠ㗙ˈᰃ⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝ৠ⫼ˈ⫳⫬㤝⋏☿㗠Ⲟ

Ꮊջ㝄⮯ˈ䝌㗠ᖂ㚔ˈ⬹㾝⮆ࢇˈ佂亳བᐌˈ֓

㜒ˈ⫼Ѣ⛁أ㗙˗♭⫬㤝㸹⇨ܗ㗠ℶ⮯ˈ⫼Ѣأ㰮

ৃˈᇣ֓⫼ㅵᄤᇐሓˈᇮ㾝乎߽Ǆ㟠䋼㑶ˈ㢨咘⬹㝏Ǆ

㗙Ǆ㢹䆕㾕㰮㗠⛁㗙ˈ߭⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝ৠ⫼Ǆǉⱛ∝एᄺǊ

ќҹ⏙⛁ᓔ䚕䗮⇨߽⊩Ǆ

˄᮹-∸ᴀ∖ⳳ㨫˅Ё䇈˖㡡㥃⫬㤝∸ৃ⊏⭫Ā㒧᠔㟈ⱘ

໘ᮍ˖⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝 6 ⱑ ܟ㡡 15  ܟᎱ䋱 6  ܟᶇᅲ 8

㚒㒲⮯āǄ䕙ҹ᷈㚵छ݊䰇⇨˄᷈㚵⫼䞣ᇥ݊ࡳ⫼г᳝

 ܟР㥃 8  ˈܟ㪆݀㣅 30  ܟ䞥䪅㤝 30  ܟ⍋䞥ⷖ 20  ܟ⒥

᠔ϡৠˈ3-5 ܟҹछ䰇ǃ6-9 ܟҹ⭣㙱⧚⇨ǃ10 ܟҹϞҹ⏙

 10  ܟ᷈㚵 5 ܟǄ 5 Ҭˈ ∈✢᳡ˈ᮹᳡ϝǄ

⛁㾷↦˅ˈᎱ䋱↡Ꮖᓔ㚎⇨㗠ᬷ㒧ˈࡽ㚎⇨ᅷথǃ㙗䰡ˈ
ҹਃ∈ПϞ⑤ˈᶇᅲǃР㥃߽㚒⇨㗠ℶ⮯ˈಯ㥃Ⳍড়ˈ᳝

10 ᳜ 15 ᮹ 䆞

߽Ѣϝ⛺䖤࣪㗠֗䖯ᥦ˗㪆݀㣅ǃ䞥䪅㤝ǃ⍋䞥ⷖǃ⒥
ǃ䔺ࠡᄤഛЎ⏙⛁ǃ߽ǃ࣪ПકǄ໘ᮍ⫼㥃कѠ

᳡Ϟ㥃ৢˈ㞾㾝᮴ᯢᰒব࣪ˈ⮛⢊ǃ㟠䈵ഛབࠡˈѢ
ࠡᮍᇚⱑ㡡ǃ⫬㤝䞣⬹ˈࡴ䔺ࠡᄤ 10 ˈܟ㒻᳡Ǆ

ੇˈ݅༣⧚⇨ǃ⏙⛁ǃ࣪ǃᥦПࡳǄ䯂˖ᙷ㗙᳡
㥃ᳳ䯈᮴ᯢᰒব࣪ˈЎԩఅ⮙Ҏമᣕ᳡㥃ˈϡৃ䯈ᮁ˛ὖ

໘ᮍ˖ ⫳ǃ♭⫬㤝 6 ⱑ ܟ㡡 20  ܟᎱ䋱 6  ܟᶇᅲ

ℸᙷ㗙㱑✊ᰃϔϾ᳜ࠡᠡথ⮙ˈ㗠ᅲ䰙Ϟ⮙݊䑿Ꮖ᳝

8  ܟР㥃 8 ˈܟ㪆݀㣅 30  ܟ䞥䪅㤝 30  ܟ⍋䞥ⷖ 20 ܟ

ᯊǄ7 ᳜ 30 ᮹ਞ˖ĀᎺջ䕧ሓㅵϞ↉㒧ԈᎺ㚒⿃

⒥ 10  ܟ᷈㚵 5  ˈܟ䔺ࠡᄤ 10 ܟǄ5 Ҭˈ ∈✢᳡ˈ᮹᳡

∈āेᰃᯢ䆕ǄᇍѢ⮙㓧᜶㗙ˈϡ∖ᗹࡳ䖥߽ˈ䅸ᅮ

ϝǄ

䕼䆕᮴䇃ⱘࠡᦤϟˈ䳔㽕ᅜᅮ⊩߭ˈϡџᓴˈ㓧㓧
ࡳǄࠡ䕜ኇ㕢Ё᳒ѥ˖⊏Āᗹᗻ⮙㽕᳝㚚᳝䆚ˈ᜶ᗻ⮙㽕

10 ᳜ 20 ᮹

᳝ᮍ᳝ᅜāˈℷℸᛣгǄ

Ҟᙷ㗙⮙Ꮖ᭄᳜ˈ㒧䖳䖳ϟˈԐҹᅜᮍҹᕙࡼ
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ࡳ㛑ᗻϡᇘ㊒⮛ⱘЁए⊏⭫ᮍ⊩
ぺऴ∳

ЏӏएᏜ

356 Sharrow Vale Road, Sheffield, S11 8Z
ϡᇘ㊒⮛˄non-ejaculation˅ᰃᣛ⬋ᄤ䰈㣢 ᗻѸЁϡ㛑㓈

⹀䍋Ԛҹᇘ㊒Ў㒧ᴳˈᗻѸ䖯ܹ催╂ᳳህ䖯ܹњ⍜䗔

ᣕമ⹀䍋ˈᑊ᳝ℷᐌⱘᢑ䗕ࡼˈԚᰃ᮴ᗻ℆催╂ˈгϡ

ᳳǄᗻ催╂ᳳ⬋ᗻ⫳Ⅺ఼ᅬⱘডᑨЎ䕧㊒ㅵǃ㊒ಞ㝎ǃᇘ

㛑䰈䘧ݙᇘ㊒ⱘϔ⾡ᗻࡳ㛑䱰ˈᰃ⬋ᗻϡ㚆ⱘॳП

㊒ㅵǃࠡ߫㝎ㄝࡃᗻ఼ᅬϢሓ䘧䰈㣢䚼ঞ㙯䮼ᠽ㑺㙠ᬊ

ϔˈሲѢЁएᄺⱘĀ㊒ϡ⊘āĀ㊒䯁āⱘ㣗⭈Ǆ

㓽ˈ㊒⎆㞾ሓ䘧ষᇘ㗠ߎˈ䅽⬋Ҏ䖯ܹᗻ催╂Ǆϡᇘ㊒㗙
ᗻѸЁৢᳳ≵᳝ࡃᗻ఼ᅬϢሓ䘧䰈㣢䚼ঞ㙯䮼ᠽ㑺㙠ⱘ

1. ⮙

䰉থᗻᬊ㓽ˈг≵᳝㊒⎆㞾ሓ䘧ষᇘ㗠ߎˈᬙ᮴⊩ѻ⫳ᗻ

ᇘ㊒ᰃϔϾ䴲ᐌᴖⱘ⫳⧚ডᇘ䖛ˈᰃ⬅Ёᵶ⼲

℆催╂᠔ᑨ᳝ⱘЏ㽕Јᑞ㸼⦄ǄԚЈᑞϞৃ㾕ࠄϡᇘ㊒㗙ҡ

㒣ǃѸᛳࡃѸᛳ⼲㒣ǃᗻ㝎⊠ߚݙ⫳Ⅺ఼ᅬㄝϾ㋏㒳

᳝Ṻ䘫⒥㊒⦄䈵ᄬǄᙷ㗙ϔ㠀㒧ီৢᣕ㓁ϔ↉ᯊ䯈ϡ

ⱘण䇗ࡼᵘ៤Ǆ㗠ϡᇘ㊒⮛ⱘ⮙↨䕗ᴖˈЏ㽕఼᳝䋼

ᇘ㊒ˈℸᕅડ⫳㚆ᠡህ䆞ǄЈᑞϞߚЎॳথᗻϡᇘ㊒˄Ң

ᗻ⮙ࡳ㛑ᗻ⮙ϸ㉏˖

ᴹ㛑䜡ي䰈䘧ݙᇘ㊒˅㒻থᗻϡᇘ㊒˄᳝᳒䖛ℷᐌⱘ
ᗻѸᇘ㊒Ṻ䘫ˈৢজϻ༅䖭ϔ㛑㗙˅Ǆ

˄ϔ˅఼䋼ᗻ⮙
ЈᑞϞ䕗ᇥ㾕ǄЏ㽕᳝˖˄1˅⫳⧚ㅵ䘧㾷ࠪᓖᐌ˖

3. 䆞ᮁ

བ⊠ሓ㋏⫳Ⅺ㋏ܜ㔎ᤳǃӸᗻৢሓ䘧䯁䫕ᓩ䍋㊒䘧䰏

ḍ⮙Ҏ⮙ǃЈᑞ㸼⦄䆞ᮁϡೄ䲒ǄЎњ⹂䆞ᖙ㽕ᯊ

าǃ㊒ಞ㑸㓈࣪ǃ䕧㊒ㅵ㔎བǄ˄2˅⼲㒣㋴˖བ㛞傧

ৃ䖯㸠ᗻѸৢሓ⎆Ẕᶹˈབ᮴ⱑ㡆㍂⢊㊒⎆ˈሓ⎆ЁϡӮ᳝

Ӹǃ㝄Ѹᛳ⼲㒣ߛ䰸ǃⲚ㜨ḍ⊏ᴃৢǃ䭓ᳳ᳡⫼ a-ফԧ䰏⒲

䞣ᵰ㊪ˈᰒᖂ䬰㾕ϡࠄ㊒ᄤेৃ⹂䆞Ǆ

ࠖঞ⪰ЭǃѸᛳ⼲㒣ࡳ㛑㹿ᡥࠊǄ
4. ⊏⭫
˄Ѡ˅ࡳ㛑ᗻ⮙˖

˄ϔ˅

ϔ㠀ᗻ⊏⭫˖

ЈᑞϞ䕗Ў㾕Ǆᔦ㒇䍋ᴹЏ㽕᳝˖˄1˅ᗻⶹ䆚㔎

ࡳ㛑ᗻ⮙ᓩ䍋ⱘϡᇘ㊒⮛ᖗ䞠㋴ࡴᔎњЁᵶ

У˖ᇍᗻ⫳⧚ǃ⫳Ⅺ఼ᅬ㾷ࠪǃᇘ㊒⫳⧚ǃᗻѸ࿓᮴ⶹǄ

ᡥࠊˈ⊏⭫ⱘⳂⱘᰃ⍜䰸⼲㒣Ёᵶᇍᇘ㊒ⱘᡥࠊǄ佪ܜ㽕䆺

ཇᮍᆇᗩᗻѸ⮯㗠ᢦ㒱ᗻѸˈᆇᗩᙷ㝔㛅♢䰤ࠊ䰈㣢䰈

㒚њ㾷⮙ˈ᳝䩜ᇍᗻⱘ⊏⭫ǄᇍѢ㊒⼲ᖗ⧚㋴᠔㟈

䘧ݙᢑࡼˈՓ⬋ᗻᗻࡼކফࠄᡥࠊ㗠ϡᇘ㊒Ǆ˄2˅ᗻ⎵ދ:

㗙ˈᑨᇍ⮙Ҏ䖯㸠ᖗ⧚䕙ᇐˈҹޣᇥᙷ㗙ⱘ⛺㰥ˈࡴᅝܼ

ᅫᬭֵӄᕅડ䘧ᖋ㾖ⱘأ㾕ˈ䅸ЎᗻѸЎϡ⋕ˈᇍᗻ⫳⌏

ᛳˈ֗䖯ᗻডᑨˈ㾷䰸ྏঠᮍϡ㡃ⱘᖗ⧚䋳ᢙǄৠᯊ⮙

㸼⦄⎵ދǄ˄3˅ᗻᡥࠊ˖ᇍီ࿏ϡ⒵ǃџϮᖗᔎϡᛇ

Ҏ䆆䗄ᇘ㊒ѻ⫳ⱘॳˈ䇗ࡼᙷ㗙ⱘ⿃ᵕᗻˈ㒭Ѣᙷ㗙ҹᅝ

⫳ᇣᄽᄤ䞛প㡖㚆ᮑᗩཇᮍᗔᄩǄ˄4˅⦃๗ᑆᡄ˖

ᡮǃᐂࡽǃᬃᣕࡱਞˈᇍ⮙Ҏ䖯㸠ᗻⶹ䆚ᬭ㚆ˈ֗Փྏ

བሙԣ᠓䯈⣁ᇣǃᗻ⫳⌏ফࠄᡥࠊ˗ঠᮍϞϟ⧁ᯊ䯈ϡϔḋ

ঠᮍߚܙњ㾷ᗻ఼ᅬⱘ㾷ࠪǃ⫳⧚ᗻডᑨ䖛ˈҟ㒡

ϸഄߚሙ䗴៤ᗻ⫳⌏ϡण䇗Ǆ˄5˅⫳⧚㾷ࠪ㋴˖བ⬋

ҟℷ⹂ⱘᗻ⫳⌏࿓ᮍ⊩ˈᥦ䰸ϡ߽Ѣᗻ⫳⌏㋴ⱘᕅ

ᗻࣙⲂ䖛䭓ǃᗻѸᯊࣙⲂጠ乓ǃ䰈㣢༈䖛ᬣϡ㛑㗤ফݙ

ડˈᔎ⮙Ҏ⊏⭫ⱘֵᖗˈᦤ催⭫ᬜǄ

䘧ݙᨽ᪺Ǆ˄6˅ᗻѸৢᥦሓԚϡᇘ㊒ˈ䖭ᰃϔ⾡ᇥ᳝ⱘ㔩
㾕⦄䈵Ǆ˄7˅ᗻࠎ▔ϡ˗བ᳝⎿дᛃ㗙ˈ䭓ᳳফࠄ

˄Ѡ˅

ሔ䚼ࠎ▔⭫⊩˖

⎿ⱘᔎ⚜ࠎ▔ˈℷᐌⱘᗻѸࠎ▔ϡ㛑▔থᇘ㊒ˈᗻѸᮍ

ᇍҹᕔ᳝⎿дᛃⱘᙷ㗙ˈЎ䰈㣢䭓ᳳফࠄ⎿ⱘࠎ

⊩ϡᔧˈϡ㛑䖒ࠄ䎇ⱘࠎ▔ᔎᑺǄ˄8˅݊Ҫ㋴:བᗻѸ

▔ˈℷᐌⱘᗻѸࠎ▔ϡ㛑▔থᇘ㊒ˈᇍ䖭㉏⮙Ҏৃ䞛⫼ሔ䚼

䖛乥ǃࢇ㌃ǃ䜫䜦ǃᖻ䚕ㄝ㋴ˈгӮᓩথيᇨߎ⦄ϡᇘ

ࠎ▔⊩˄ࣙᣀᗻѸԧԡⱘᬍবǃঠᮍ䜡ড়ण䇗ǃࠎ▔䰈㣢ㄝ

㊒Ǆ

ᮍ⊩˅䇅থᇘ㊒Ǆг᳝Ҏ䅸Ў⊏⭫ࡳ㛑ᗻϡᇘ㊒⮛㽕䅽ཇᮍ
䍋Џᇐ⫼ˈ䅽ྏ݅ৠখϢ⊏⭫ˈ䆁㒗ྏᄤ៤ЎϜⱘ᳝

2. Јᑞ㸼⦄
ℷᐌᚙމϟˈ⬋ᗻϔᗻѸҹᇘ㊒Ў㒧ᴳǄ䖭ϔ䖛
ὖ㒣ग़݈༟ᳳǃᣕ㓁ᳳǃᗻ催╂ᳳ⍜䗔ᳳㄝಯϾ䰊↉ⱘ

ᬜᗻӭԈǄϔᮺᇘ㊒៤ࡳˈेৃ∌䖰ᬍব⮙Ҏϡᇘ㊒ⱘ⢊
ˈމᇘ㊒៤ࡳৢˈঠᮍ䛑Ӯ⠶ᷥゟ䍋ֵᖗˈᓎゟ㡃ᗻ
ᕾ⦃ˈ䖒ࠄ⊏ᛜⱘⳂⱘǄ

ᗻডᑨ਼ᳳǄ㗠ϡᇘ㊒㗙ेᗻѸ䖛Ё䰈㣢㛑ᣕ㓁㓈ᣕമ
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˄ϝ˅

Ёए䕽䆕䆎⊏˖

20 ˈܟ㭣㢵ҕ 30 ˈܟ⒥ 25 ˈ˅✢ࣙ˄ܟ䗮㤝 10 ⎵ ˈܟ

˄1˅

䰈㰮☿ᯎൟ˖

ネ 6  ˈܟञ 10  ˈܟᎱᠥ 10 ˈܟ䏃䏃䗮 15 ⥟ˈܟϡ⬭

㾕Ѣ䴦ໂᑈˈᗻѸϡᇘ㊒ҙ᳝ᇥ䞣㊒⎆⌕ߎˈ䰇
ᔎᯧВˈᆤ䘫㊒ˈԈᖗ⚺ᇥᆤˈ⚺䑕ষᑆˈ⒆咘֓⾬ˈ㟠

㸠 15  ˈܟᶇ 10  ˈܟ⠯㝱 6 ܟǄ ∈✢᳡ˈ↣᮹ϔࠖˈᮽᰮ
ߚ᳡Ǆ

㑶ᇥ㢨ˈ㛝≝㒚᭄Ǆ⊏ᅰ⒟䰈䰡☿Ǆ໘ᮍ˖ⶹ↡ 20 ˈܟ咘
ᶣ 15 ⫳ˈܟഄ咘 30  ⋏⋑ˈܟ10 ˈܟቅ㥃 15 ˈܟቅ㨌㙝 20

˄ಯ˅

ˈܟЍⲂ 10 ˈܟ䔺ࠡ㤝 15 ˈܟഄ啭 5 ܟǄ∈✢᳡ˈ↣᮹ϔ

পえ˖ϝ䰈Ѹˈ݇ˈܗЁᵕˈ᳆偼ˈӮ䰈ˈܿ傢ˈ㚒ֲˈੑ

ࠖˈᮽᰮ᳡ϔǄ

䮼ˈ⇨ˈކ⍋ˈ㝄䰇݇ˈᔦᴹㄝ㒣えЎЏˈ䞛⫼ᑇ㸹ᑇ⋏

䩜♌⭫⊩˖

Ѹ᳓ᮍ⊩ˈ⬭䩜 10-20 ߚ䩳ˈ↣਼ 1-2 Ǆ㰮䆕ৃࡴ⫼㡒♌
˄2˅

㙱䚕࣪☿ൟ˖

⊩ˈপえৠ䩜ࠎ⊩Ǆ10-15 Ўϔ⭫Ǆ

䆕㾕ᗻ℆Ѷ䖯ˈѸϡᇘ㊒ˈᗻᚙᗹ䑕ˈ༈ᰩᖗ⚺ˈ༅
Ṻˈষᑆষ㢺ˈষ㟠⫳⮂ˈ㟠㑶㢨咘ˈ㛝ᓺ᭄Ǆ⊏ᅰ⭣

˄Ѩ˅

佂亳⭫⊩˖

㙱⋏☿Ǆ໘ᮍ˖啭㚚㤝 10  ˈܟ᷈㚵 10  ˈܟ咘㡽 10  ˈܟᷔ

˄1˅

䫕䰇㉹˖䫕䰇 30 ˈܟ㉇䗖䞣Ǆ❂㉹᳡⫼Ǆ

ᄤ 10 ⫳ ˈܟഄ咘 15  ˈܟ㦪㪆 10 ⎵ ˈܟネ 10 ⫬⫳ˈܟ

˄2˅

䗮㤝⣾䐘∸˖䗮㤝 15 ˄ܟᏗࣙ˅ˈ⣾䐘 3-4 াˈࡴ

㤝 6  ⋏⋑ ˈܟ10  ˈܟ㪆݀㣅 10  ˈܟ䗮㤝 6  ܟǄ∈✢᳡ˈ

∈᭛☿♪㟇㙝⚖ˈএ䗮㤝ˈࡴᇥ䞣Ⲥˈ佂∸亳㙝Ǆ

↣᮹ϔࠖˈᮽᰮ᳡ϔǄ

˄3˅

ৃḍ⮙Ҏষੇ⠅དߚ߿䗝⫼⬆剐ˈ劫剐ˈ㱩㳍ˈ

咏䲔ㄝ❂∸خ㦰㚈ˈⲞ㊒ໂ䰇ˈ䕙ࡽ⊏⭫Ǆ
˄3˅

㚒䰇ϡ䎇ൟ˖

䆕㾕ᗻѸϡᇘ㊒ˈᗻ℆ޣ䗔ˈ༈ᰩУˈ㊒⼲ϡᤃˈ
䴶㡆ᱫˈ㝄㝱䝌䕃ˈ㝄ҹϟˈޝދ㟠⎵㢨ⱑˈ㛝≝㒚≝

5. 乘䰆ֱع
1)

ᔅǄ⊏ᅰ⏽㚒ࡽ䰇Ǆ໘ᮍ˖㙝Ḗ 6 ৢ˄ܟϟ˅ቅ㥃 15 ܟ, ❳
ഄ咘 20 ܟ, ቅ㡟㙝 10 ܟ, ⋑⋏ 6 ܟ, ЍⲂ 10 ܟ, 㤃㢧 10 ܟ,

ᴃǄ
2)

㙝㢕㪝 10 ܟ, Ꮘ៳ 10 ܟ, ᗹᗻᄤ 15 ܟ, ҭ㣙 10 ܟǄ∈✢
᳡ˈ↣᮹ϔࠖˈᮽᰮߚ᳡Ǆ

ᇍ䰈㣢ࣙⲂ䖛䭓ᕅડᇘ㊒㗙ˈᑨሑᮽሑᖿഄᅲ㸠ࣙⲂ

ᇍ㔎Уᗻⶹ䆚㗙㽕ࡴᔎᄺдˈ䯙䇏᳝݇к㈡ˈᖙ㽕ᯊ䇋
ᬭϧ⾥ए⫳ᣛᇐǄ

3)

ᇍᗻࠎ▔ϡᓩথϡᇘ㊒㗙ˈᑨᦤࠡخᗻѸࠡޚǄ
བ㾖ⳟᗻᬭ㚆ᔩخˈⲬܝˈڣ䎇ᗻѸࠡ៣Ǆ

4)

䙓ܡ䖛乥ᗻ⫳⌏ˈ៦䰸⎿дᛃˈ䰆ℶᗻѸЁᮁǄ

䆕㾕ᗻѸϡᇘ㊒,ԈᗴУ, ᖗᚌᖗᜠ, ༅ᯧ䝦, 亳ᇥ

5)

ᑇᯊ䖯㸠ԧ㚆䬏⚐ˈ᳝Ⲟ㞾៥䑿ᖗ䇗⧚ˈ䕙ࡽ⊏⭫Ǆ

㒇ਚ,㟠⎵㢨ⱑ, 㛝≝㒚ᔅǄ⊏ᅰ㸹⇨ع㜒Ǆ໘ᮍ˖ܮখ 20

6)

བ⮙Ҏ᳡⫼ᶤѯ㥃⠽˄བ䬛ᅮࠖǃᅝ㥃㉏˅㗠ᓩ䍋

˄4˅

ᖗ㜒ϸ㰮ൟ˖

ܟ, ⱑᴃ 20  ܟ,⫳咘㡾 30 ܟ, ᔧᔦ 10 ܟ, ♭⫬㤝 10 ܟ, 㤃⼲

ϡᇘ㊒㗙ˈᑨঞᯊذ᳡ˈᡒए⫳ᣛᇐǄ

10 ܟ, 䖰ᖫ 10 ܟ, 佭 6 ܟ, 㸹偼㛖 15 ܟ, ቅ㨌㙝 10 ܟ, ♦ᵷ
ҕ 15 ˅✢ܜ˄ܟ, ⧹⦔㉝ 3 ކ˄ܟ᳡˅Ǆ∈✢᳡ˈ↣᮹ϔ
ࠖˈᮽᰮߚ᳡Ǆ

6. ൟ⮙՟
偀 XX ˈ 30 ቕˈ⊇࣫ⳕ催ᑫϾԧଚ᠋Ǆ߱䆞Ѣ 2004
ᑈ 4 ᳜ 28 ᮹Ǆ

˄5˅

⯔㸔䰏⒲ൟ˖

Џ䆝˖ီৢϡᇘ㊒ 6 ᑈˈ㚆Ǆ⮙˖㞾䗄ီ᳝ࠡ᳒⎿ᇘ

䆕㾕ᗻѸϡᇘ㊒, 䰈䚼㚔⮯, 㛌䯋ϡ㟦,ᗻᚙᗹ䑕, 㟠㋿ᱫ

㊒Ṻ䘫ǄԚီৢे᳝ᇘ㊒ˈ݊ྏᄩǄҢ 5 ᑈࠡᓔྟ∖

᳝⎸᭥, 㢨㭘ⱑ㛝≝⍽Ǆ⊏ᅰ⌏㸔࣪⯔, 㸠⇨䗮㒰Ǆ໘ᮍ˖

⊏ˈ᳒ࠄ䖛ᆊए䰶㒣Ё㽓एᮍ⊩⊏⭫ഛᵰˈ㢅䌍᭄ϛ

ḗҕ 15 ܟ, 䌸㡡 15 ܟ, ᷈㚵 10 ܟ, ⠯㝱 10 ⥟ˈܟϡ⬭㸠 15

ܗǄ㟈Փ㊒⼲䋳ᢙ㒣⌢䋳ᢙഛ䕗䞡Ǆ㞾䗄ᗻ⫳⌏ᯊ䰈㣢

ˈܟḌ 10  ࠎⱖˈܟ6 ˈܟᎱ㡢 10 ˈܟᔧᔦ 10 ⫳ˈܟ咘

䍋ℷᐌˈѸϡᇘ㊒ˈϔ㠀 30-50 ߚ䩳ৢ䰈㣢Ⲃ䕃ǄԈᖗ⚺

㡾 10  ˈܟ咏咘 2 ˈ˅ܹৢ˄ ܟᗹᗻᄤ 20 ܟǄ ∈✢᳡ˈ↣

༅Ṻˈᗻᚙᗹ䑕ˈ⚺䑕ᯧᗦˈষᑆষ㢺ˈᇣ֓ⷁ咘ˈ

᮹ϔࠖˈᮽᰮߚ Ǆ

֓ᑆ㒧Ǆᶹԧໂˈ㟠䋼㑶ˈ㢨咘㝏ˈ㛝ᓺ᭄Ǆ䰈㣢ᇣথ㚆
ℷᐌˈ᮴ࣙⲂ䖛䭓Ǆ㓐ড়䇌乍ˈ䆕ሲᚙᖫϡ䱣ˈ㙱䚕࣪☿⮛

˄6˅

⛁䰏าൟ˖

ൟࡳ㛑ᗻϡᇘ㊒⮛Ǆ㒭Ѣᅝᡮˈ哧ࢅˈᑇ㸵ᖗ⧚䕙ᇐˈᡩ

䆕㾕䰇ᔎϡˈצѸ㗠ϡᇘ㊒ˈᖗ⚺ᛣхˈ䰈ಞ╂ˈ

ҹ⭣㙱䚕ˈ⋏㙱☿ˈ䗮㊒䘧П∸ࠖ 30 ࠖˈূఅಲᆊ᳡⫼Ǆ25

䴶㡆⎵咘ˈᇣ֓⌥⌞ˈजৢ䑿⛁ˈ㢨咘㝏ˈ㛝▵᭄Ǆ⊏ᅰ⏙

ৢᴹ⬉䆱⮙Ҏ䇌Ԉ䱣⮛⢊ഛᯢᰒޣ䕏ˈ3 ᮹ৢজᴹ䰶䆞Ǆ

⛁߽ˈᅷ⬙⇨ᴎˈ䗮㊒ᓔちǄ໘ᮍ˖ᴣҕ 20 ⱑˈܟ㬏ҕ

ᶹ㟠䋼⎵㑶ˈ㢨㭘ⱑ⍺ˈ᮴ষᑆষ㢺ˈ֓ϔ᮹ϔ䗮⬙ˈ
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⾥ᄺᡔᴃߎ⠜⼒ˈ2000 ᑈ 8 ᳜ 1 ⠜Ǆ

᳝ 2 ᗻ⫳⌏ᇘ㊒ˈ催݈Пᚙ⑶Ѣ㿔㸼ˈ⡍䗕៥䫺᮫ϔ䴶ˈ
ϧᴹᛳ䇶एᡸҎਬǄ䱣䆓 4 Ͼ᳜ᕫⶹ݊ྏᏆᗔᄩǄ

Ǐ㗙ㅔҟǐ
ぺऴ∳ ˈ⬋ ˈ1982 ᑈ ↩ϮѢ咥啭∳Ёए㥃ᄺ ЁएϧϮˈ

7. খ㗗᭛⤂

एᄺᄺˈЏӏएᏜǄҢџЁए⾥ݙǃЁए⬋⾥ǃ䩜♌ϧϮ

˄ϔ˅

ЈᑞᎹ 27 ᑈǄ㣅Ёए㥃ᄺӮӮਬǃЁ䩜♌ᄺӮӮਬǃ

偀∌∳ˈᅝዛ䖄Џ㓪ˈЁ㽓ए㒧ড়⬋⾥ᄺˈЁЁ

ए㥃ߎ⠜⼒ˈ2001 ᑈ 1 ᳜ 1 ⠜Ǆ

ЁᗻᄺӮӮਬǃЁЁए㥃ᄺӮ⬋⾥ᄺӮྨਬǃ䰙Ёए

˄Ѡ˅

⬋⾥ᄺӮྨਬǃϪ⬠Ёए㥃㘨ড়ӮЁए⬋⾥ᄺӮ⧚џǄᑊᢙ

ᴢ乎ֱˈ߬㡇ㄝ㓪㨫ˈ⬋ᗻᗻࡳ㛑䱰Ϣϡ㚆䆞

⭫ 200 䯂ˈᄺ㢥ߎ⠜⼒ˈ2004 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 2 ⠜Ǆ

ӏǉЁढ⦄ҷЁ㽓ए㒧ড়ǊᴖᖫࡃЏ㓪ǃǉЁए㥃ᄺߞǊ

˄ϝ˅

ᴖᖫ㓪ྨǄখ㓪Ёएएᄺϧ㨫ಯ䚼ǃথ㸼㉏䆎᭛ 20 ㆛Ǆ

ᓔ䬯ˈ⥟⍺Џ㓪ˈЁए⬋⾥ⷨおᮄ䖯ሩˈ⋹

एḜϝ߭
— Јᑞ䕼⮙䕼䆕ԧӮ
㹕⚇㚰
Doncaster, UK
ᨬ㽕: ᴀ᭛ҹ֓㸔ǃ⮯㒣ǃሓ䏃㒧㒲⮯ϝϾൟ⮙՟䆞⊏Ў՟ˈ䇈ᯢЈᑞЁˈᑨᔧḍ⮙Ҏǃ⮙䆕ⱘᅲ䰙
ᚙˈމ䕼⮙Ϣ䕼䆕ˈ⊏ᷛϢ⊏ᴀˈ䩜♌Ϣ㥃⠽ˈ㥃⠽Ϣ亳⭫ЈᑞЁ᳝ᴎ㒧ড়ˈᮑ݊⫼㗠㾷އЈᑞ䯂乬ˈ㦋
ᕫ᳔ՇⱘЈᑞᬜᵰǄ

1. ֓㸔

2 , 㙯⮯ޣ, Ϩ᮴ߎ㸔,

㝍⮯Ѻ䰸, ㊒⼲гᰒ㨫ᬍǄҡ

Mr.Hamill, 22 ቕ, 2009 ᑈ 5 ᳜ 3 ᮹䆞Ǆ֓ᯊ㙯⮯, ֓ৢ

㒻ࠡ⊩⊏⭫ˈ㟇 5 ᳜ 23 ᮹, 㒣䩜♌ 6 ˈ֓᮹ 1-2 , ⒆⬙

㙯Ё᳝ᇥ䞣ߎ㸔ˈ㡆剰㑶, ए䆞Ў⮨⮂, ᳒Ϣ⫼㥃㝣⍖ᭋ㙯

៤ᔶˈ᮴㸔᮴⮯, 㒇Շ, 㝍⮯гݡ, ञᑈП⮒䳡✊㗠ᛜǄ

䮼,ᬜᵰϡՇǄ֓᮹ϝ㟇݁, ϡ៤ᔶ, ੇ㟁⿑, Ԉ㝍⮯Ǆ䇌

⮙䭓Й, ⏅ফ݊㢺, ᜓḍ⊏П, ࠡ䩜ࠎえএѠⱑ, ϔ਼ϔ

⮛Ꮖ䖥ञᑈ,ࡴ䞡 2 ਼Ǆ݊㛝≝㓧ሎᔅ, 㟠ᱫ㚪, ᳝啓⮩, Ԉ⯔

˗㥃ᬍ⫼㸹ЁⲞ⇨Ќড়䞥ं㚒⇨Ќ, ϔ᮹᳡ѠҹᎽ

⚍, 㢨ⱑḍ㝏ᖂ咘ᇥ⋹Ǆ㜒㚒ϡ䎇, 㙴㜥⛁, ⯔ݐ།⒲Ǆᅰ

ৢ, ⊏⭫ϔ᳜, 䇌⮛ሑ䰸ˈಲᆊذℶ⊏⭫Ǆ7 ᳜ 13 ᮹ةᆊҎ

߽㸠⒲, छ⏙䰡⌞, ⌏㸔ℶ㸔, Ⲟݐ㜒㚒Ǆ䩜♌ࡴЁ㥃⊏

ࠡᴹ㟈䇶ˈⶹথǄ

⭫Ǆ
1.3 ԧӮ
1.1 䩜♌
1)

ऻ׃ԡ,প᳆∴,ᡓቅ,⑰˄㚒ֲ˅,䭓ᔎ˄Ӯ䰇˅,

ৡ䆞ᮁ᠔ᴳ㓮Ǆ䕼⮙ⱘৠᯊˈ䖬ᔧЈᑞಯ䆞ᅲ䰙᠔ᕫ䌘᭭,

ড়䈋,Ѡⱑ,㙴ֲ,傢˄䕏ࠎ⊩ͲͲᖿ䗳᮴⮯䖯䩜,ᦤ

ԧߚᵤᙷ㗙ԧ䋼ᔎᔅঞ⮙ԡ⮙ᗻˈݐ།⮙ǃ䆕ˈᷛᴀܜ

ᦦ᥏䕀ᕫ⇨,䴭㕂⬭䩜 30 ߚ䩳ਃ䩜Ǆ佪䆞ϔ㠀ϡᮑ

ৢˈℸҹ⹂ゟ⊏⭫⊩߭Ǆ

⊩,Ѡ䆞䜠ᚙᦤᦦ᥏䕀˅ˈϔ਼ 2 Ǆ
2)

݊ϔˈЈᑞᑨ䕼⮙䕽䆕㒧ড়ˈԚ䆞⊏ᗱ䏃ैϡৃЎ⮙

݊Ѡˈ䩜♌Ϣ㥃, 䴶ᇍԧⱘ⮙⮛ˈ᳝ᯊ᳝ⷁ䭓, 㢹

㘇え䌈य़˖Ⳉ㙴,㙴,Ѹᛳ,㚒,㜒,ᎺেѸ᳓,5 㟇 7 

㛑ᙄࠄད໘ќҹ䜡ড়Փ⫼, ৃҹѦ㸹Ǆ᳝ᯊᙷ㗙ϡ֓᳡Ё㥃

ϔᤶ,అ݊↣᮹ᮽᰮ㞾㸠ᣝय़ 5 㟇 10 ߚ䩳Ǆ

✢ࠖˈ㗠ৃ䗝៤㥃ˈ⫼᳝䰤ˈ߭ৃࡽ׳䩜♌ҹ㸹݊ϡ
䎇ǄᇍѢϔѯ᜶ᗻ㰮ᔅᗻ⮒⮙ˈᑨ⫼䩜♌ҹ䇗㡖ᤃ༟⫳⧚

1.2 Ё㥃

ᴎ㛑ⱘৠᯊˈѺৃ䕙ҹЁ㥃㸹݊㛣㜥䰈䰇⇨㸔㗠コܼࡳǄℸ

㯓佭 12, ⊩ञ 10, 㤃㢧 10, 㤉䰜 10, ᶇ 6, 㭣㢵ҕ 15,

ᙷ㗙ϡ֓✢㥃ˈ㢹ҢĀ䆕āⱘᮍ䴶ܹ⊏Пˈ߭ৃ⫼㯓佭

㢡ᴃ 10, 咘ᶣ 7, ḗҕ 10, 㑶㢅 10, ഄ 15, ⫬㤝 6˄˅ܟǄϔ

ℷ⇨Ќҹ࣪䞠ˈछ⏙䰡⌞ˈḗ㑶ಯ⠽∸Ќҹ⌏㸔࣪⯔ˈ

᮹ϔࠖ, ᮽᰮϔǄԚ✢㥃ϡ֓, ᬍ⫼㯓佭ℷ⇨Ќড়ḗ㑶

ߛড়⮙ᴎ˗ԚᇍĀ⮙āП⊏ǃ⮨ߎ㸔Пᷛ䆕䩜ᇍᗻ߭ᰒϡ

ಯ⠽∸Ќ, ϔ᮹ϝǄ

䎇Ǆ㗠䩜♌ᮍЁѠⱑᡓቅ, Ѣ⭫⊏⮨⮯ߎ㸔, ヨ㗙ᑈስ䆩

5 ᳜ 5 ᮹, ᙷ㗙ࠡᴹ䆞ˈ䆝⮛⢊ᯢᰒད䕀, ֓↣᮹ 1-

ϡ⠑Ǆ᳆∴ড়䈋, Ѻ㙴ᴀ㒣ॳǃড়Пえ˗㙴ֲ, ᰃ㙴П
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㚠㜻え,݅পҹএ⏙⛁㗠䰸㙴㜥П⒲˗傢⏙ϟ⛺

ৃҹ㗤ফ, ञ᮹ेℶ, ԭ᮴ϡ䗖, ҡఅമᣕࠡ亳⭫ᮍᑊ᳡䗡䘹

⛁ˈ䭓ᔎӮ䰇Ѻ⭫⮨㽕え, ᬙ䖥পϝえҹᬜǄ⑰ǃ㚒ֲ

Ќҹ䇗㸹݊⇨㸔ކӏǄ

㸹㚒ᴀ,ࡽݐ㝔㛅⇨࣪㗠ᅲ֓Ǆ
݊ϝˈᴀ⮙㜒㚒ϡ䎇Ўᴀ, ᰃ⫳䝓⛁П⑤ǄԚ⛁ݙ

2.3 ԧӮ

㭈ǃЙ䚕,䰏⒲⇨ᴎ,ሔ䚼⇨㸔༅,㒰㛝⯔䰏㗠ߎ⦄ⱘ㙯⮯֓

݊ϔˈℸᙷ㗙ܜ⽔䌟أᔅ, 㙱㜒㚒㰮ǃ⇨㸔ϡ䎇, ᬙ᳜

㸔ˈݐ᭄֓ǃ④䕃ǃ㝍⮯Ўᷛ⮛Ϩᕅડ⫳⌏䋼䞣,Ў

㒣ᰮᴹǄ䇌㰮, 㒣↣ᓊᳳѠ਼ྟ㟇Ǆজҹ⇨㸔⯔⒲ᬙ,↣

ህ䆞Џ㽕Ⳃⱘ˗㢹④⊘ǃ㸔ߎㄝᷛ⮛ϡ⊏ˈЙП߭ᖙӸℷ

㒣㸠㝍⮯, Ϩ⎟ⓧϡ ޔ10 ᮹䆌, ߭㗫ᤳ㊒⼲㸔⇨, Փ㰮㗙

⇨ˈᴀѺ䲒Ǆᬙ䩜ࠎ⊩ᷛᴀݐ乒, 㥃߭݊⊏ܜᷛ˄⏙⛁䰸

㰮, 㰮ᅲⳌ, 㒃ҹ䗮⯔ℶ⮯, 㒃ҹ㸹㰮Ⲟᤳ, ⱚ䲒コܼࡳ,

Ԥҹ⌏㸔䗮㒰˅, ᷛ⮛এৢݡҹ㸹ЁⲞ⇨∸ǃ䞥ं㚒⇨Ќ

ᬙ㱑Й㒣⊏⭫, ҡ㓴㓉䲒ᛜǄℸ⮯⫼ৢܜ㒣ݙᓖ⠛ǃ䗡䘹

ع㜒㚒ḍᴀˈ㒜㦋ܼࡳǄ

Ќ⠛, ࡴ亳⭫⊩ˈ䗮˄⯔˅ǃ㸹ǃ䇗ϝ⊩ᑊ⫼, ᑊ㒧ড়䩜ࠎ⊩
⭣䗮㒣㒰, 䇗⧚㛣㜥ࡳ㛑, ⌏㸔㸔ҹℶ⮯˗݊ሙԣ䕗䖰,

2. ⮯㒣
ׂᇣྤ, 23 ቕ, 2009 ᑈ 4 ᳜ 27 ᮹䆞Ǆ⮯㒣݁ᑈǄ䖥᮹㒣
ᇚ㸠, 㾝㝍⮯ч㚔Ǆ㞾 17 ቕ㒣㸠ˈᐌᐌ䖳㟇 2 ਼Ꮊে, े 6

᳝ᯊϡ֓ˈᘤ⮯䲒㾷, ᬙজ⫼㘇え䌈⫼, ҹᑨϡᯊП䳔,ᑊ
ᮽᰮᣝय़, ҹ⭫ᬜǄℸϝ⊩ऩ⫼े䎇㾕ᰒᬜ, ড়П߭Ⳍ䕙Ⳍ
៤, ᷛᴀ㓧ᗹݐ乒, 㗠㦋ᮃᬜǄ

਼㸠㒣ϔ˗↣㸠㒣ࠡᇥ㝍े⮯ˈᣕ㓁㟇㒣ሑˈ᳝ᯊ⮯⫮䲒

݊Ѡˈ亳⭫ᮍ㾷Ǆ㾚ℸᙷ㗙, ᔧѢ⌏㸔ℶ⮯ৠᯊ, 㸹݊⇨

㗤˗↣Ԉ㝄⮴, ч᠓㚔⮯Ǆ㒣㸠⎟ⓧϡ⌘↣䖒 10 ᮹ᎺেǄ߱

㸔П㰮Ǆ㸹㰮П⊩,㥿བ亳гˈ亳জ㥿བ㙝ˈ⣾㙝ᇸᅰǄབ

ϝѨ᮹䞣, ᳝⯔ഫ, ৢ݁ϗ᮹߭䞣ᇥ㗠⎟ⓧϡޔǄⴵᏂ,

ǉ⥟ᄳ㣅एḜ.ЈѻǊेѥ˖Ā⣾Ў∈⬰, ݊㙝᳔㝈, 㸹㚒

㒣㸠ࠡৢᇸ䲒ܹⴵ, Ϩᯧ䝦Ṻ, ᆤ߭Ṻ㾕⅏Ҏǃ㾕儐ㄝᘤᗪ

䰈㗠⫳⋹⎆, ԭᇱ⫼⊏㚒∈ᶃ⎌П⍜␈, 䰈㰮䰇䍞П୬, ᑊ

᱃䈵; ᰐᵕ⮆УǄᑇᯊᏺϟ䞣ˈ㒇ৃ, Ԛ㒣ᳳ㒇ᏂǄ㟠䋼⎵,

㨫༛ᬜǄӆ⊏ᇥ䰈ઑ⮯⫼⣾㙸, Ѻপ݊㸹䰈㰮㗠៶⍂䰇

᳝⯔⚍, 㢨ⱑ㭘, 㛝ᓺሎᔅˈ䴶㡆ᱫ⒲Ǆ᳒ᮍ䆞⊏,ᑊ䭓ᳳ

гǄāᬙ⫼ПЎЏˈᑊӡҹⲞ㚒฿㊒㸹㸔Пᶌᴲ, 㸹㜒㊒

᳡⫼Ё㽓㥃⠽, ⭫ᬜϡ⧚ᛇ, ݊҆ҟ㒡, ⡍㑺᳜㒣ࠡҢӺᬺ

П⏂ቅ㥃˄ҹ㜒㚗ЎৢПᴀ, ⇨㸔⫳࣪П⑤г˅˗ঞݏ㸔

ࠡᴹ䆞⊏Ǆ1,⮯㒣˗2,᳜㒣㸡ᳳǄ㜒㚒ϸ㰮, ⇨㸔ϡ䎇˗ކӏ

⌏㸔Пᔧᔦ, ⧚⇨ЁП䰜Ⲃ, ⍜亳ع㚗Пቅ, Փ㸹㗠ϡ

༅䇗, 㙱䚕།⯔Ǆᅰ㸹㜒㚒, Ⲟ⇨㸔, 䇗ކӏ, ⭣㙱⌏㸔, ҹ䇗

㝏Ǆމቅݐ㛑⌏㸔⍜⯔, ৃᬊ㓽ᄤᅿ㗠⊏⯔ߎ㸔ǃ᳜㒣

㒣ℶ⮯, ᷛᴀ⊏ݐǄ

䞣ПዽⓣˈԚ乏ࠖྟ㛑㾕ࡳǄ䰜ᔦᴲቅ㥃ৠ⫼, 㥃ੇ
㱑ᇥ,㗠⍜㸹ৠᮑ , ⇨㸔ᑊ䇗, ѢℸᙷП⮙ᚙᇸᅰ,ৃҹЙ᳡Ǆ

2.1 䩜♌
1)

ሎ⋑,ϝ䰈Ѹ,ড়䈋,ކ,ഄᴎ,⇨⍋,݇ܗ,䎇ϝ䞠,䕏ࠎ
⊩བࠡ䗄˄ᗹ䞡ᯊࡴ傢˅Ǆ

2)

3. ሓ䏃㒧㒲⮯
㹕⫳ܜ, ⬋, 36 ቕ, 09 ᑈ 6 ᳜ 2 ᮹᰼ 8 ᯊ㑺䆞˄⊼˖ℸ՟

㘇え䌈य़˖⫳ݙⅪ˄ˈ˅⊠ߚݙ㜒,㚒,㙱,⼲䮼,ᮽ

ЎҞಲӥ؛П䰙ةӏᰧढएᏜ䆞⊏˅Ǆ᯼佂䜦䕗,

ᰮ㞾य़ 10Ͳ20 ߚ䩳,⮯⫮ᯊ㞾य़ПǄ

Ҟ᰼˄2 ᇣᯊࠡ˅さথে㝄࠻⮯㗠䝦Ǆ݊⮯ᣕ㓁, 䰉ࡴ࠻,
∫ߎ⎟ⓧ, ᓩᇥ㝍, 䲒ҹ㸠䍄, ᆊҎᗹҹ䔺䕑䗕ᴹ䆞Ǆ݊㛝

2.2 Ё㥃

ᓺ, 㟠ᱫ㑶, 㢨ⱑ㝏८, ে㚒ऎঽߏ⮯, 㝍䚼䕧ሓㅵᡩᕅऎय़㾺

1)

Ϣ⮯㒣ݙᓖ⠛ড়䗡䘹Ќ⠛˄ҹࠡഛ᳒⫼䖛˅˗

⮯Ǆᘤ㋏⛁Й】, 䜱䝓៤, य़䖿ሓ䘧, 䰏⒲⇨ᴎ, ϡ䗮߭

2)

ҹϟ㥃♪㙝,亳㙝ୱ∸˖ᔧᔦ 6Ͳ10ˈ⏂ቅ㥃 15Ͳ30,䰜Ⲃ

⮯Ǆ⊏ᅰ⏙⛁߽ሓ, ⌏㸔㸠⯔, 㾷⮝ᥦℶ⮯Ǆܜ䩜♌Пҹ㾷

3Ͳ6,ቅ 15Ͳ30,ᶌᴲᄤ 15Ͳ30˄˅ܟ,ϔ਼ 2Ͳ3 Ǆ

݊㢺,㒻ҹЁ㥃䇗⊏Ǆ

4 ᳜ 30 ᮹, Ѡ䆞Ǆч㚔㝍⮯ᰒ㨫ޣ䕏Ǆ⊏བࠡ⊩Ǆ5 ᳜
3 ᮹,ϝ䆞Ǆ᯼᮹㒣㸠᰼䯈ᇣ㝍㨫˄䖰䗞ѢҹࠡП⮯˅㑺ञ

3.1 䩜♌

ᇣᯊे㓧㾷Ǆҡབࠡ⊩⊏⭫Ǆ5 ᳜ 17 ᮹,ಯ䆞Ǆ㒣ࠡ䩜♌ǃ

ሎ⋑˄ঠ˅, ϝ䰈Ѹ˄ঠ˅,䰈䱉⊝, ⇨⍋, 䌿, Ҁ䮼, 䰈

Ё៤㥃ঞ亳⭫,ᴀ㒣㸠ҙ༈Ѡϝ᰼䯈㝍䚼᳝ϡ䗖ᛳ,ҹ

䈋, ⑰, ⑾, ✊䈋, ড়䈋˄ে˅,䖯䩜ᕫ⇨, 䜠㸠ᦤᦦᑇ㸹ᑇ

ৢݡ㾝ϡ䗖Ǆ᳜㒣༈ 3 ᮹䞣, Ԛᇥ᳝㸔ഫ, ৢ᮹䞣ᇥ, 7

⋏⊩, ↣ 10 ߚ䩳㸠䩜ϔˈ㝄⮯⏤ޣ,㝍⮯Ѻ㓧ޣǄ⬭䩜 1 ᇣ

᮹ेˈޔ䖥᮹ᏺϟѺ˗ޣ㒇Շ, ⴵᬍ, ԚҡṺ, ㊒⼲㾝

ᯊ, ݊⮯ᏆЎ㓧㾷, 㗠㝄䖥傊䚼⮯㨫Ǆ䘖ਃ䩜,佂⏽∈ϔ

དǄ㛝䕀≝ᓺ,㟠⎵㑶,㢨㭘ⱑǄ⊏བࠡ⊩, ࡴ䩜ᅝえǄ

ᵃৢ, ऻ׃, প㚒ֲ, ᖫᅸ, ⇨⍋ֲ, 傢, ⾽䖍, 㝄⮯

5 ᳜ 23 ᮹ˈ᮴ϡ䗖, ࠡ⊩ࡴ䰈䱉⊝ǃ⑰ǃЁᇕ, 䇗

⚍ˈ㗠㝄傊⮯乓ޣǄ⬭䩜 30 ߚ䩳Ǆਃ䩜ৢ, ݊⮯㢹༅, 

㒣ℶᏺ, 㸹㚒ع㜒ǃ⭣㙱⌏㸔, 䇗㸹ކӏҹᎽПǄ7 ᳜Ёᯀ

ᑇ〇, 㸠䍄㞾བ, ҙ⏅ᯊেᇥ㝍ᇮ᳝䕏ᖂ⮯ᛳǄᮟخᔽ

䱣䆓, 䖥 2 ᳜㒣ҡᓊৢ 7 , Ԛҙ㒣ࠡᇣ㝍᳝䕏ᖂϡ䗖ᛳ,

㡆᱂ࢦẔᶹ, 㙱㚚㜒㛄㝔㛅ഛℷᐌ, Ԛথ⦄েջ䕧ሓㅵϞ↉
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ݙᕘ 0.8cm, Ѣຕ䯈↉ঞϔ 0.5 – 0.3 cm ᇣᔎಲໄ, Ꮊջ

䩜ࠎˈৃҹ㾷⮝⌏㸔߽ሓˈ㛑᳝ᬜ㓧㾷݊ᑇ⒥㙠ⱘ⮝ᣯˈҢ

ℷᐌǄᦤ⼎ে䕧ሓㅵ㒧Ԉᠽᓴˈে㚒䕏ᑺ⿃∈Ǆ

㗠㓧㾷⮐⮯ˈՓㅵ㜨Ⳍᑨᠽˈᑊ㡃དⱘ߽ሓ⫼ˈ㗠᳝
ࡽ㒧ᥦߎǄ

3.2 Ё㥃

݊Ѡˈ䩜♌ѢЈᑞ, ϡҙ㛑⌏㸔䗮㒰, ⊏⭫偼݇㡖㙠㙝П

ܮখ 30, 䌸㡡 30, ᗔ⠯㝱 30, ᶇ 15, ހ㩉ᄤ 30, 䞥䪅㤝

⮯䆕, ᳝ᕜདⱘ䇗⧚ݙ㛣ࡳ㛑, ᇸ݊བ㙴ṫ䰏ǃ㚚㲨ǃ㙱㚚

30ˈ⫬㤝 12˄✢∈ˈ˅ܟ᳡, ϔ᮹ 1-2 ࠖ, 㤊䱣佂, ҹ㸹⇨

㒧ǃሓ䏃㒧㒲⮯ㄝᗹ㝍⮛ঞૂ୬ㄝ, ᳝ᕜདⱘ㾷⮝ǃℶ

⌏㸔, 㾷⮝ᥦℶ⮯, ᕙ㝄傊㝍ᅠܼ᮴⮯ৢᬍ 1 ᮹ 2 ᮹ϔ

⮯ǃᑇ୬ǃᥦ⫼, ヨ㗙䖥 20 ᑈЈᑞ, ҹ䩜♌ǃ䩜♌Ϣ

ࠖ,㓁᳡ 10-20 ࠖЎᅰǄ

Ё㥃㒧ড়, ⊏⭫ℸ㉏⮙⮛ϡϟⱒ՟, ⭫ᬜध㨫, ⱚℸ㉏г, ؐᕫ

6 ᳜ 10 ᮹⬉䆱䆝, 㒣ࠡ䩜♌ৢ, 㝄㝍Ꮖ⮯, 㒣᳡㥃

Јᑞ䞡㾚Ǆ

ϝ᮹, ⮐⮯ेᅠܼ⍜༅Ǆᔽ䍙ᶹ, 㾕㒧ᕅǄԚ䯈ⴵऻ
ᯊ᳝㚠㝄䝌ೄᛳǄℸЗ⇨㰮, ޔ, 㝔㛅㒣⇨ᇮϡ߽,䕀

Ǐ㗙ֵᙃǐ㹕⚇㚰ˈヨৡ㹕㚰ˈᏜҢᆊ㨫ৡЁए㥃ϧᆊ

ҹ˖ܮখ 15, ⱑᴃ 15, 㤃㢧 15, 㕠⌏ 12, 㭣㢵ҕ 30, ᶇ 10,

ᴢᄨᅮЏӏЁएᏜঞᔧҷ㨫ৡ䩜♌ᄺᆊᴼҟᆒᬭᥜˈǉ㣅

䌸㡡 15, ⫬㤝 6()ܟ, 10-15 ࠖ, Ⲟ⇨䰸, 䗮㒰⌏㸔⧚⇨

Ёए㥃ᄺӮӮߞǊǃǉЁ䩜♌ǊǃǉЁЁए㥃Ǌǃ

ৢǄϔ᳜ৢ⬉䆱䱣䆓, ԧع, ᮴ϡ䗖Ǆ

ǉᮄЁएǊǃǉЁЁएᗹ⮛Ǌǃǉᅲ⫼ЁएᴖᖫǊㄝথ㸼
ᄺ ᴃ 䆎 ᭛ 20 ԭ ㆛ Ǆ E-mail:yswcxl@126.com ˗ Tel:
07988266835 Ǆ 䗮 䆃 ഄ ഔ ˖ Dr. TCM, 51 Up South mall,

3.3 ԧӮ
݊ϔˈ㚒㒧П㒲⮯ˈᐌ㒧ṫ䰏Ѣ䕧ሓㅵПܹষǃ
䎼傖ᘏࡼ㛝໘ˈ䖯ܹ㝔㛅໘П⣁じϡ㛑䗮䖛ˈࠎ▔䕧ሓㅵ

Frenchgate, Interchange Shopping Centre, Doncaster, DN1
1TTǄ

ݙຕˈᇐ㟈䕧ሓㅵᑇ⒥㙠⮝ᣯ㗠㒲⮯Ǆ䩜♌䗝পড়䗖ⱘえԡ

ᕕ〓ਃџ
㣅Ёए㥃ᄺӮӮߞЎЁ㣅᭛ঠ䇁ᄺᴃᳳߞˈ↣ᑈϝ᳜б᳜থ㸠ϸᳳˈᑊৃᄺӮ㔥Ϟ䯙㾜ǄЎњᦤ催ᴀӮߞᄺᴃ
∈ᑇ䋼䞣ˈৠᯊՓᆊ׳ℸѦⳌ≳䗮ᄺдˈϡᮁᦤ催ϧϮ∈ᑇˈ䖢䇌ԡӮਬˈЁएৠҕঞ⬠䇏㗙ᝋ䌤〓ˈϢᆊ݅
ৠߚѿԴӀⱘЈᑞ㒣偠ˈ⮙՟ߚᵤˈ㸠एᖗᕫˈ⧚䆎䅼ⷨお៤ᵰǄᑊᓎ䆂ᆊ㤤ᴀߞ㒭⮙Ҏঞ਼݊ೈПҎ䯙䇏ˈ䅽
㣅⇥ӫⳟࠄᑊ҆䑿ԧ偠ࠄЁएП༛ᵰᬜˈҢ㗠ᦤ催ЁएПໄ䁝ˈᠽЁएПᕅડǄ
ᴹ〓Ё᭛㣅᭛ഛৃˈЁ㣅ঠ䇁ফ䖢Ǆᄫ᭄Ё᭛ 3000 ᄫҹˈݙ㣅᭛ 2000 ᄫҹˈݙᑊ䰘 200 ᄫҹݙᨬ㽕Ǆ᠔᳝ᴹ
〓ᖙ乏ᰃᇮ݊ᅗᴖᖫϞথ㸼䖛ⱘ᭛ゴˈгϡᕫৠᯊݡᡩ݊ᅗᴖᖫǄ㢹㓪䕥ᅵ〓ৢ䅸Ў䳔خᯢᰒᬍࡼˈᇚӮϢ㗙㘨㋏
ᑊᕕᕫৠᛣǄᴀӮߞֱ⬭⠜ᴗˈথ㸼ⱘ᭛ゴᇚϡ䗔〓Ǆᡩ〓ϔᕟҹ⬉ᄤ䚂ӊথᕔ info@atcm.co.uk. 䇋⊼ᯢĀᴖᖫᡩ〓āᄫ
ḋǄ
ϟᳳᴹ〓㟇᮹ᳳЎ 2010 ᑈ 2 ᳜ 20 ᮹Ǆ

Call for Papers
The Journal of ATCM is a bilingual TCM academic magazine that is published twice annually in March and September.
In order to hence and maintain the academic quality of the journal, the Editorial Committee welcome our members, other
TCM professionals and members of public contributing papers on TCM clinical experience, case studies, theory and
literature, or research reports etc.
Papers can be in Chinese or English, but preferably bilingual, with no more than 3000 words in Chinese or 2000 words
in English. An abstract of 200 words should be attached. All the submitted articles or papers are not being
simultaneously submitted to other journals, and also it has not been published in any other journals unless particularly
specified. Submitted articles are reviewed by our editors. If the editors suggest any significant changes to the article,
their comments and suggestions will be passed on to the authors for approval and/or alteration. The journal of ATCM
maintains copyright over published articles. Unpublished articles will not be returned unless specifically arranged with
the editors.
All the papers should be sent to the Editorial Committee via email info@atcm.co.uk. Please indicate "paper for Journal
of ATCM".
Deadline of submission for next Issue (Volume 17 Issue 1) is 20th Febrary 2010.
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Ϭ⮍ᗻ㤼咏⮍ⱘ䕽䆕ᮑ⊏
ᴅ↙
Ϭ⮍ᗻ㤼咏⮍ᰃᐌ㾕Ⲃ㙸⮒⮙ˈথ⮙Ϣ㱞㰿ূˈᶤ

Џ⮛˖⾟㾕ˈⲂ⮍㡆㑶⎵㑶ˈᇣ⮅Ϭ⮅⮍ˈԈ䕏

ѯ亳⠽ǃ㥃⠽䖛ᬣˈഄඳᗻ∈ϡ᳡᳝݇Ǆ㾕Ѣܓ

ᖂઇˈઑ⮯Ǆ㟠䋼⎵㑶ˈ㢨㭘ᏗǄ

スǄЈᑞ㸼⦄Ўἁᔶᇣ亢ಶḋⲂ⮍ˈЁᖗ᳝䩜ᇪᇣ∈

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙㚎Ǆ

⮅⮅ˈ⮅ຕ㋻ᓴˈ亢ಶⱘ䭓䕈ϢⲂ㙸㒍⧚ᑇ㸠ˈ᳝ⱘ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃḥǃᴣҕǃ⠯㩵ᄤǃḨṫǃ㡺ḍǃ

ߎ⦄Ӿ䎇ǄⲂ⮍᭄ⳂϡᅮˈⳌѦᕜᇥ㵡ড়Ǆ⯭⮦ᯢᰒˈ᧨

䰜Ⲃǃ⫬㤝Ǆ

ᡧৢˈᇐ㟈㸼Ⲃ࠹㱔ˈϹ䞡ᯊߎ⦄ሔ䚼ᛳᶧǄⲂ⮍㒧⍜
䗔ৢˈ⬭᳝䕏ᑺ㡆㋴≝ⴔˈৃ䗤⏤㞾㸠⍜༅Ǆ
㽓एҹᡫ䖛ᬣ⊏⭫ЎЏˈ⫼㥃∈⍖ᨑሔ䚼ˈ䍋ࠄℶ

6. 亢⛁ᣳ亳⒲
Џ⮛˖чᑐܓ㾕ˈⲂ⮍㡆㑶ˈ᳝ᇣ⮅Ϭ⮅⮍ˈԈ⍜࣪

⮦⍜♢⫼ǄЁए䞛⫼⭣亢⏙⛁ЎЏ㽕⊏⭫ॳ߭ˈ㛑᳝ᬜ

ϡ㡃⮛⢊Ǆ

㓽ⷁ⭫ˈ䙓ܡՓ⫼ᡫ䖛ᬣ㥃⠽⊏⭫ᯊ᠔ѻ⫳ⱘࡃ⫼Ǆ

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙⛁ˈ䇗⧚㜒㚗Ǆ

ḍЈᑞᎹԧӮˈᇍ䆹⮙ⱘЈᑞ䕽䆕ᮑ⊏ㅔऩҟ㒡

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃ㤃㢧ǃ䰜Ⲃǃ⛺ϝҭǃ䖲㖬ǃネǃ

བϟǄ

⫳⫬㤝Ǆ

1. 亢⛁ⲯ

7. 亢⛁Ӹ䰈

Џ⮛˖Ⲃ⮍߱䍋ˈ买㡆㑶⎵㑶ˈӾ䎇䱤䱤ৃ㾕ˈ㸼䴶᮴

Џ⮛˖⮙䕗Йˈ㋴ԧϡ䎇ˈⲂ㙸䕗ᑆ➹ˈⲂ⮍ᱫ㑶

∈⮅ˈ䱤㑺ৃ㾕䩜ᇪᇣ∈⮅Ǆ㟠䋼㑶⎵㑶ˈ㢨㭘

ᱫ㻤㡆ˈ⯭⮦䕗࠻Ǆ㟠㑶ˈᇥ⋹Ǆ

ⱑǄ

⊏߭˖ݏ㸔⍺㙸ℶ⮦

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙⛁Ǆ

໘ᮍ˖⫳ഄǃ呺ހǃ⥘খǃᔧᔦǃ咏ҕǃⱑ㪎㮰ǃ䰆亢ǃ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃ⍂㧡ǃ㴝㸷ǃ⠯㩵ᄤǃネǃ䫊㢅ǃ

ⱑ㮧ⲂǄ

䖲㖬Ǆ
8. 亢䙾Й㕕
2. 亢⛁ᣳ

Џ⮛˖Ⲃ⮍ਜᱫ㻤㡆ˈབ㒧㡖⢊ˈᮄᮻ᧨⮩ᯢᰒˈ㒧Ϣ

Џ⮛˖Ⲃ⮍买㡆╂㑶⎵㑶ˈ∈⮅ᇣབ䩜ᇪˈ᳝⮅ˈ

㸔⮩Ⳍ䯈ˈ⮙ডǄℸ㉏Ⲃ⮍ϢĀ㒧㡖ᗻ⮦⮍āⳌԐǄ

⮅ຕ㋻ᓴˈ⮅⎆⏙᱄Ǆ㟠䋼㑶⎵㑶ˈ㢨ⱑᖂ㝏Ǆ

㟠䋼⎵㑶ˈ㢨㭘ⱑˈϾ߿ᙷৃܓ㾕㟠㑶㢨ޔǄ

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙⛁߽Ǆ

⊏߭˖᧰亢⏙⛁Ǆ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃ㢡ᴃǃ㴝㸷ǃネǃ݁ϔᬷǃ㤃㢧Ǆ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃ㴝㸷ǃᔧᔦǃܗখǃ䖲㖬ǃⱑ㮧Ⲃǃ
ⱑ㪎㮰Ǆ

3. 亢⛁Ӹ㒰
Џ⮛˖থ⮙᭄᮹ˈⲂ⮍买㡆剰㑶ᱫ㑶ˈߎ⦄㸔⮅ˈ䌸

9. 亢⛁↦

㋿Ǆ㟠䋼㑶ˈ㢨㭘咘Ǆ

Џ⮛˖Ⲃ⮍㡆㑶ˈ᧨⮩ᯢᰒˈ㛧∈⎟ⓧǄ㟠䋼㑶ˈ㢨㭘

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙⛁ޝ㸔Ǆ

咘Ǆ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃЍⲂǃ⫳ഄǃ䫊㢅ǃ䖲㖬ǃネǃ㣙

⊏߭˖⭣亢⏙⛁ˈ㾷↦䰸

㡺ḍǄ

໘ᮍ˖㤚㡹ǃ䰆亢ǃ⍂㧡ǃ㤃㢧ǃ䞢㦞㢅ǃ݀㣅ǃഄϕǃ
ネǄ

4. ᱥ⛁ݙ

㓐Ϟ᠔䗄ˈᇍϬ⮍ᗻ㤼咏⮍ⱘ⊏⭫ҹ⭣亢⏙⛁ЎЏˈ

Џ⮛˖⮙ⲯˈⲂ⮍买㡆⎵㑶ˈᓴᗻ⮅ˈ⮅⎆⏙

ݐ乒ᄷ㡖㋴ᕅડˈབᱥǃ⾟➹Ǆ㒳㾖ܼ䑿ᚙˈމ㽕乒

╜Ǆ㟠䋼⎵㑶㚪⎵ˈ㟠㢨ⱑ㝏Ǆ

ঞ㜒㚗ࡳ㛑ˈع㜒࣪⍜⒲Ǆথ⮙᮹Йˈ㗗㰥ݏ㸔⍺㙸⍺

⊏߭˖㢇佭࣪⏙ᱥ

➹ǄЏ⮙ԡᖗǃ㚎ǃ㜒ˈᖗЏ☿ˈЏ㸔⛁ˈϢᱥ⛁Ⳍ

໘ᮍ˖㯓佭ǃԽ݄ǃネǃ咘㡽ǃ㤃㢧ǃ䫊㢅ǃ݁ϔᬷǄ

䗮˗㜒Џˈᯧ㹿ᱥП䙾᠔ೄ˗㚎ЏⲂ↯ˈ㒳ᨘϔ䑿П
⇨ˈЎिП㮽㇅ˈৃ㹿⾟➹П⇨᠔Ӹˈᬙ⏙ᖗǃࡽ㜒ǃ

5. 亢⛁Ӹ㚎

Ⲟ㚎ᰃЈᑞ䕽䆕⫼㥃ⱘ㽕⚍ˈҎ㗠ᓖˈ♉⌏ᥠᦵǄ
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ᓔᖗ㛊ಞᅲ偠ঞЈᑞⷨお䖯ሩ
䪕ݯ
ӺᬺЁ㧼ᄺЁए㥃Ёᖗ
ᓔᖗ㛊ಞᰃ⫼ᴹ⊏⭫ݴᖗ⮙ㄝ㔎㸔ᗻᖗ㛣⮙ⱘЁ៤㥃ˈ

ᖗᅸᵘൟᬍ࣪ˈࣙᣀᎺᅸ䞡䞣ˈᅸ䯈䱨䴶⿃ǃᅸ䯈䱨८

݊໘ᮍ⬅Ё㨫ৡЁ㽓ए㒧ড়ᖗ㸔ㅵ⮙ϧᆊ䰜䬰ড়ᬭᥜྟ߯Ǆ

ᑺǄথ⦄ᴀᮍৃҹᇍᡫᖗ㙠ṫ⅏ৢᖗᅸ䞡ᵘˈᑊਜ⦄ߎࠖ

໘ᮍࣙҹ㸹㰮ЎЏⱘᓔᖗ㛊ಞ 1 ো˄㽓⋟খˈ咘㡾ˈ呺䮼

䞣ձ䌪݇㋏ˈ݊⫼Ϣᓔम䗮㒘ⳌԐǄ

ˈހѨੇᄤˈḖᵱˈ ЍখˈⲞ↡㤝ˈ佭䰘ˈቅ˅ˈҹঞҹ⋏

䍉䴭ㄝ [10] 䞛⫼㸔⏙㥃⧚ᄺⱘᮍ⊩ˈ⫼ᴀᮍ㥃

ᅲЎЏⱘᓔᖗ㛊ಞ 2 ো˄㽓⋟খˈ佭䰘ˈቅ ˈ㢡ᴃˈᎱ㡢ˈ

㸔⏙⫼Ѣԧⱘݏ哴ᖗ㙠㒚㚲ˈᑊ⫼ࡴܹ㸔ㅵ㋻ᓴ

ቅᷔˈѨ♉㛖 ˈ㪆咘ˈ⼲᳆˅Ǆ㞾 1996 ᑈҹᴹ乍ⷨお

㋴Ċˈ䗴៤ᖗ㙠㒚㚲㙹ൟˈথ⦄ᴀᮍ㥃㸔⏙ৃ᳝ᬜ

䞥ⱘᬃᣕϟˈ݇Ѣᴀ㥃ⱘ⸔ЈᑞⱘⷨおⳌ㒻ሩᓔˈ㒣䖛क

ഄޣᇥԧⱘݏᖗ㙠㒚㚲㲟ⱑ䋼ⱘড়៤Ǆ

ԭᑈᴹⱘⷨおˈᇍѢᓔᖗ㛊ಞⱘ㥃⧚㥃ᬜᄺˈߚᄤᴎࠊˈࠊࠖ
ⷨおˈ↦⧚ⷨおˈЈᑞⷨおㄝᮍ䴶䛑পᕫњϔ㋏߫ⱘⷨお㒧

1.2 䇗ᭈ㸔㛖⫼

ᵰˈ⦄ᇚⳌ݇ⱘⷨお䖯ሩ㓐䗄བϟˈᑊᇍ݊㒘ᮍࡴҹ䅼䆎ˈҹ
ᳳᇍݴᖗ⮙ⱘЈᑞ䕽䆕⊏⭫᳝᠔খ㗗Ǆ

1ˊᅲ偠ⷨお㓐䗄
1.1. ᡫᖗ㙠㔎㸔⫼
ᖗ㙠㔎㸔ᰃݴᖗ⮙᳔ᴀⱘ⮙⧚ব࣪ˈᖗ㙠㔎㸔ᯊᖗ㙠
䝊ⱘ䞞ᬒⳈডᖗ㙠ᤳӸⱘᑺǄ䪕ݯㄝ[1] ҹ催㚚䝛但
ୖࡴൖԧৢ㋴⊼ᇘ䗴៤ᅲ偠ᗻݴᖗ⮙哴ൟˈҹᓔᖗ㛊ಞ
ᑆ乘⊏⭫ˈথ⦄⊏⭫㒘哴㸔⏙ 5 乍ᖗ㙠䝊 ⱘ䞞ᬒഛԢѢᇍ✻
㒘ˈ哴ᖗ⬉ᬍгਜ⦄ᰒ㨫ᏂᓖǄ
ϔ⇻࣪∂˄NO˅ᰃ䞡㽕ⱘ㟦ᓴ㸔ㅵᄤˈⲂݙ㋴˄ET˅
ᰃ䞡㽕ⱘᬊ㓽㸔ㅵᄤˈϸ㗙䛑᳝䇗㡖ݴ㛝ᕾ⦃ⱘ⫼Ǆᴢ
ᵒㄝ[2] ⷨおᦤ⼎ᴀᮍ㛑ᰒ㨫ᦤ催ᅲ偠ᗻᖗ㙠㔎㸔哴NO∈
ᑇ˗㭯ݯㄝ

[3]

ⷨおথ⦄ˈᴀᮍᇍ㊪ሓ⮙哴ൖԧৢ㋴ᓩ䍋

ⱘᖗ㙠㔎㸔ൟˈ㛑ᣂᡫ䰏ᮁETⱘ䞞ᬒˈ䰡Ԣ㸔⌚ET∈
ᑇǄ
ݴ⢊ࡼ㛝㸔ᷧᔶ៤Ёˈ6ˉ䝂ˉࠡ߫㝎㋴F1¢-˄6-ketoPGFˍ¢˅䍋ࠄֱᡸ⫼ˈ䍉䴭ㄝ [4 ˈ 5] ⷨおথ⦄ᴀᮍৃᬍൖ
ԧৢ㋴ᓩ䍋ⱘᖗ㙠㔎㸔ᑊᦤ催哴 6-keto-PGFˍ¢ⱘ䞣ˈ
݊⭫ᬜᰒ㨫ӬѢ䰓ৌऍᵫᇍ✻㒘Ǆৠᯊ䖬থ⦄ˈᇍⳈᇐ㟈㸔
ᷧᔶ៤ⱘ㸔ᷧ㋴B2 ˄TXB2˅г᳝ᰒ㨫ᡥࠊ⫼Ǆ
ᖗ㸔ㅵ㋏㒳ᑨ▔ডᑨЁ£-ݙଵ㚑Ӯᰒ㨫छ催Ǆ䍉䫟߽
ㄝ[6] 乘ܜ㒭Ϣ⢀ᓔᖗ㛊ಞˈ㾖ᆳᴀ㥃ᇍ⢀ᖗ䏇偸ذ㢣ৢᖗ㙠
ᤳӸⱘ䰆⊏⫼ˈ㒧ᵰᦤ⼎ˈ⫼㥃㒘㸔⏙£-ݙଵ㚑㢣ৢ
ᐙᯢᰒԢѢᇍ✻㒘Ǆ
ᖗ㙠ⱘ䍙ᖂ㒧ᵘҹঞ㙠䩭㲟ⱑT(cTnT)ˈг㛑Ⳉডњ
ᖗ㙠㔎㸔ᤳӸⱘᑺǄ㔫ᇣ᯳ㄝ[7] 㾖ᆳᴀᮍᇍ⢀ᖗ䏇偸ذ㢣
ৢᖗ㙠ᤳӸⱘ⫼ˈথ⦄⬉䬰ϟ⫼㥃㒘㒚㚲㒧ᵘᤳӸᑺ䕗
ൟ㒘䕏ˈcTnT⌧ᑺؐ㢣ৢ 90min 180minഛԢѢൟ
㒘Ǆ
਼䖢ㄝ[8ˈ9]䞛⫼㒧ᠢᎺݴ⢊ࡼ㛝Џᑆ䗴៤哴ᖗṫৢᖗ
ᅸ䞡ᵘൟˈᴃৢ㒭ќᓔᖗ㛊ಞ⊏⭫ˈ8 ਼ৢẔ⌟哴䴲ṫา
ऎᎺᅸᖗ㙠㛊ॳᘏ䞣ঞᕾ⦃ᖗ㙠ሔ䚼㸔ㅵ㋻ᓴ㋴Ċǃ䝯䝂
䞣Ǆ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎ˈᴀᮍৃᡥࠊ㛊ॳ㲟ⱑⱘড়៤ˈ䰡Ԣ㸔ㅵ㋻ᓴ
㋴Ċǃ䝯䝂䞣˗䞛⫼ܼ㞾ࡼߚڣᵤ㋏㒳ߚᵤ㒘哴Ꮊ

催㛖㸔⮛ᰃݴᖗ⮙ⱘЏ㽕ॅ䰽ᄤПϔˈ䪕
ݯㄝ [11] ⷨおথ⦄ᇍ催㚚䝛但ୖᅲ偠ᗻݴᖗ⮙哴
ൟˈᓔᖗ㛊ಞĉো᳝䰡Ԣᘏ㚚䝛˄TC˅ˈԢᆚᑺ㛖
㲟ⱑ㚚䝛˄LDL)⫼Ǆᓔᖗ㛊ಞĊো᳝䰡ԢTCˈ
LDL⫬⊍ϝ䝃˄TG˅ⱘ⫼Ǆᑊ᳝छ催催ᆚᑺ㛖㲟
ⱑ㚚䝛˄HDL)⫼Ǆ㭯ݯㄝ[12] 㾖ᆳњᴀᮍᇍ㊪ሓ⮙ড়
ᑊᖗ㙠㔎㸔哴ⱘ㸔㊪ǃ㸔㛖㸔⎆⌕বᄺⱘᕅડǄ㒧ᵰ
ᦤ⼎ᴀ㥃ৃҹᰒ㨫䰡Ԣൟ哴TGǃTC∈ᑇǃᦤ催HDL
∈ᑇǄ
1.3 ᬍ㸔⎆⌕বᗻ
㭯ݯㄝ[12] 䞛⫼њᅲ偠ᗻ㊪ሓ⮙ড়ᑊᖗ㙠㔎㸔ⱘ哴
ൟˈẔ⌟ࠄᴀᮍᇍ哴ܼ㸔㉬ᑺˈ㸔⌚㉬ᑺㄝ㸔⎆⌕ব
ᄺⱘ䇌乍Ⳃ᳝ᰒ㨫ⱘᬍ⫼Ǆ
1.4 ↦⧚ⷨお
⥟㧻ㄝ [13] 䗝ᢽᴀᮍϝϾϡৠࠖ䞣㒘ˈ⫼NIHᇣ哴ˈ
ҹঞSD哴䖯㸠њᗹᗻ↦ᗻ䆩偠ˈҹঞЎᳳञᑈⱘ᜶ᗻ
↦ᗻ䆩偠ˈ㒧ᵰ䆕ᯢᴀ㥃ⱘᅝܼᗻᰃৃ䴴ⱘǄ
1.5. ࠊࠖⷨお
䪕ݯㄝ[14] ↨䕗њᴀᮍϝ⾡ϡৠⱘᦤপᮍ⊩ˈҢЁ
ㄯ䗝ᰃ᳔ՇⱘࠊࠖᮍḜˈ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎ḍϡৠ㥃⠽ⱘ㛖⒊ᗻ
㗠䞛পⱘ∈䝛ߚ߿ᦤপ⊩㛑᳔ᑺⱘޣᇥᖗ㙠䝊ⱘ䞞
ᬒˈᬍᖗ⬉ˈ᳝䕗དⱘᡫᖗ㙠㔎㸔⫼ˈЎৃկ䗝ᢽ
ⱘ᳔ՇࠊࠖᮍḜǄ
1.6 ߚᄤᴎࠊⷨお
ᴀᮍߚᄤ∈ᑇϞᇍᖗ㸔ㅵ᳝䇗㡖⫼Ǆ㸔ᇣᵓ
㸡࣪⫳䭓ᄤ˄PDGF˅ৃࠎ▔ࡼ㛝ᑇ⒥㙠㒚㚲⫳ˈ
㗠Փࡼ㛝⹀࣪থ⫳ⱘ݇䬂⦃㡖ˈPDGF-Bঞ݊ফԧPDGFR mRNA ⱘ㸼䖒ৃҹ⹂ޚഄߚᄤ∈ᑇẔ⌟ࡼ㛝⹀࣪ⱘ䖯


[15-16]

Ǆ䪕ݯㄝ[17-18]⫼RT-PCRⱘᮍ⊩ ᠽ哴Џࡼ㛝

ຕPDGF-BঞPDGF-R mRNA, 㒧ᵰᦤ⼎ˈᴀᮍᇍPDGF-B
ঞ݊ফԧmRNA㸼䖒᳝ᰒ㨫ᡥࠊ⫼Ǆ
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Tollḋফԧ 4(TLR4)㚓⯸ണ⅏ᄤ¢(TNF-¢)mRNAˈ㒧ᵰᰒ

4 ਼⊏⭫ৢˈᖗࡳ㛑Ꮊᅸᇘ㸔ߚ᭄ǃ↣ᖗ᧣䞣ǃ↣ߚ䩳

⼎ˈᴀᮍ㛑ᯢᰒᡥࠊ䖭ϸ⾡ᄤⱘ㸼䖒ˈৃ㛑䗮䖛䰏ᮁ

ᖗ䕧ߎ䞣ㄝᣛᷛഛ᳝ᰒ㨫ᬍˈᘏ᳝ᬜ⥛䖒 89ˊ13ˁǄ

ޣᔅ⮛♢⭿ܡᄤⱘ䇅ᇐˈҢ㗠ޣ䕏㢣ᓩ䍋ⱘᖗ㙠㒚㚲

䌎䖤⊇ㄝ [32] ⫼ᴀᮍ䜡ড়㽓㥃⫼Ѣᗹᗻᖗ㙠ṫาⱘ⊏⭫ˈ

ⱘᤳӸǄ㔫⇣ㄝ[20] 䖬㾖⌟њᴀᮍᇍ㊪ሓ⮙ൟ哴ᖗ㙠㒚㚲

⒊ᷧᐌ㾘ⱘ㽓㥃⊏⭫ⱘ⸔Ϟˈࡴ⫼ᴀᮍˈথ⦄⊏⭫

p53 mRNA㸼䖒ⱘᕅડˈথ⦄ᴀᮍѺৃޣ䕏p53mRNAᓖᐌ

5 ৢˈᴀᮍ⫼㥃㒘ⱘᖗᕟ༅ᐌথ⫳⥛ᯢᰒԢѢऩ⫼㽓㥃

㸼䖒ˈ㓧㾷㊪ሓ⮙ᖗ㙠ᤳӸǄ

㒘Ǆ

ᅝ⍋➩ [21] ⫼ݴ㛝㒧ᠢ䗴៤哴ᖗṫৢᖗᅸ䞡ᵘൟǄ䞛

㭯ݯㄝ [33] ⫼ᴀᮍ⊏⭫ 2 ൟ㊪ሓ⮙ড়ᑊ催㛖㸔⮛ᙷ

⫼⭿ܡ㒘࣪SABC⊩Ẕ⌟ᖗᅸ䞡ᵘᮽᳳ哴ᖗ㙠c-Fosǃc-Junǃ

㗙ˈ 71 ՟ԣ䰶ᙷ㗙Ёˈ㒣䖛⊏⭫ৢᙷ㗙ⱘTCޣԢњ

c-Myc㸼䖒ˈⷨおথ⦄ᴀᮍৃᰒ㨫䰡Ԣ哴Ꮊᅸᖗᅸc-Fosǃc-

14%ˈTG䰡Ԣњ 36%ˈHDLछ催њ 11%ˈLDL䰡Ԣњ

JunǃcüMycⱘ㸼䖒ˈᇍ䞡ᵘ䖛Ёᖗ㙠㒚㚲ޟѵǃ㙹८ˈ㛊

24%ˈᰒ⦄ߎᴀᮍ㡃དⱘ䰡㛖ᬜᵰǄ

ॳ⫳ৃѻ⫳᳝ⲞᕅડǄ
㒚㚲䇗ѵঞ㒚㚲ֵোӴᇐᮍ䴶᳝ҹϟⷨお˖䍉䫟߽ㄝ

3ˊ䅼䆎

[22]䞛⫼ݴ㛝㒧ᠢ⊩㟈哴ᖗ㙠ṫาˈ⌟ᅮṫ⅏਼ೈᖗ㙠㒚㚲

Ёए䅸Ўݴᖗ⮙ⱘ⮙ᴎ݇䬂Ѣᴀ㰮ᷛᅲˈᴀ㰮䋷

ⱘޟѵᣛ᭄ bcl-2ǃp53 㲟ⱑⱘ㸼䖒ˈ㒧ᵰᦤ⼎ˈᴀᮍ⫼㥃㒘

ПѢ㚒㰮ǃ㜒㰮ǃᖗ㰮˗ᷛᅲ䋷ПѢ⇨⒲ǃᆦޱǃ⯄䰏ǃ

䕗ᖗ㹄ぎⱑᇍ✻㒘ⱘ㒚㚲䇗ѵᣛ᭄ޣᇥˈbcl-2 㲟ⱑ㸼䖒Ǆ

㸔⯔Ǆᓔᖗ㛊ಞҹ䙧䪕⍯ᬭᥜ݇Ѣݴᖗ⮙⯄⯔Ⳍ݇⧚䆎Ў

[23]

㊪ሓ⮙ᗻᖗ㙠⮙ব哴ൟЁ㾖ᆳࠄˈᴀ

ձ㗠㒘ᮍˈ⊏⭫Ϟԧ⦄њᷛᴀݐ乒ˈᷛᴀৠ⊏ⱘ⡍⚍ˈ

ᮍ㛑ᡥࠊᖗ㙠㒚㚲ޟѵˈ㊪ሓ⮙ᗻᖗ㛣⮙ⱘথ⮙Ё䍋䞡㽕

ĉোᮍҹ⫳㛝ᬷࡴҹЍখǃ佭䰘ǃⲞ↡㤝ㄝ⌏㸔ǃ㸠⇨ˈ

㔫ᇣ᯳ㄝ
[24]

ⱘⷨお䖬ᦤ⼎, ᴀᮍᇍѢ㢣⢀ᖗ㙠㒚㚲ϱ㺖㋴⌏

咘㡾ҹ㸹⇨ˈḖᵱҹ⏽䗮ᖗ䰇ˈܼᮍᬏ㸹ݐᮑˈҹ㸹㰮Ў

࣪㲟ⱑ▔䝊 (MAPK) ֵো䗮䏃᳝䇗㾷⫼ˈ㢣ൟ㒘ⱘ

Џ˗Ċোᮍҹ䍞䵴Ќড়༅ュᬷࡴܹࡴˈޣ㽓⋟খҹⲞ⇨ݏ

MAPK⌏ᗻᰒ㨫催Ѣ؛ᴃ㒘ˈ㗠Ё㥃㒘᮴ᯢᰒব࣪˗䱊䲾亲

䰈ˈ㱑ѺЎᬏ㸹ݐᮑˈԚҹ⊘ᅲЎЏǄЈᑞϞৃҹḍ䕼

⫼Ǆ㔫⇣

ㄝ

[25]

⫼ELISAᮍ⊩Ẕ⌟ϡৠ㸔⏙ЁNFü«B䞣ˈথ⦄催㸔

䆕П㰮ᅲˈ䱣䆕ࡴޣǄ

㛖ൟ哴NF-«B䞣ᯢᰒछ催ˈᴀᮍ催ࠖ䞣㒘ᯢᰒϟ䰡ˈ

ݴᖗ⮙㹿⿄Ў㣅ⱘϔᴔˈ㣅ि⫳䚼ⱘ㒳

Ϣൟ㒘Ⳍ↨᳝ᰒ㨫ᏂᓖǄᦤ⼎ᴀ㥃ᇍ㸔ㅵⲂݙֱ᳝ᡸ⫼Ǆ

䅵[34]ˈ㣅↣ᑈ᳝ 140 ϛҎᙷᖗ㒲⮯ˈ27 ϛ 5 गҎᙷᖗ
㙠ṫาˈ11 ϛҎ⅏Ѣݴᖗ⮙Ǆሑㅵ᳝བℸ催ⱘথ⮙⥛ˈ

2ˊЈᑞⷨお㓐䗄

Ԛ㒱᭄᭄㽓ᮍᙷ㗙䛑াᰃᇏ∖㽓एⱘ⊏⭫Ǆ㽓㥃ⱘ

[26]

ᑨ⫼ᴀᮍ⊏⭫ 70 ՟ݴᖗ⮙ᙷ㗙Ǆ㒧ᵰᰒ⼎˖

䰡य़㥃⠽ˈ䰡㸔㛖㥃⠽ˈഛ㛑ᬊࠄ㡃དⱘᬜᵰˈԚ䭓ᳳ᳡

Јᑞ⮛⢊ᘏ᳝ᬜ⥛Ў 88.75%ˈᖗ㒲⮯᳝ᬜ⥛Ў 85.94%ˈᖗ⬉

㥃ᇐ㟈ϔ㋏߫᮴⊩䙓ࡃⱘܡ⫼ˈݴ㛝⒊ᷧ⭫⊩জফࠄ⊏

[27]

⭫ᯊ䯈ⱘ䰤ࠊˈPTCAㄝҟܹ⊏⭫㱑✊ৃҹ䖙䗳㾷䰸ᖗ㒲

ᵫਃ䫤ㄝ

ᬍ᳝ᬜ⥛Ў 74.28%Ǆথ⦄ᯢᰒ↦ࡃ⫼Ǆᄳ㐕⫺ㄝ

ᇚ 80 ՟ݴᖗ⮙ᙷ㗙䱣ᴎߚЎ⊏⭫㒘Ϣᇍ✻㒘 40 ՟ˈߚ߿㒭

⮯ˈԚᰃ 35-50%ⱘ⮙՟ 6 Ͼ᳜ПݙӮ᳝ݡ⣁じথ⫳
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Kaixin capsules are patent herbal medicines which are used to
treat myocardial ischemia in coronary heart disease (CHD).
Kaixin capsule ĉ more tends to invigorate deficiency, it
contains American ginseng , Huangqi, Maimengdong,
Wuweizi, Guizhi, Danshen, Yimucao, Xiangfu, Shanzha;
Kaixin capsule Ċ more tends to reduce excess, it contains
American ginseng, Xiangfu, Shanzha, Cangzhu, Chuanxiong,
Zhizi, Wulingzhi, Puhuang, Shenqu.
Since 1996, a series of laboratory and clinical research on
these medicines have been carried out. In this paper, we
summarized these research reports and discussed its clinical
applications.
Laboratory research
1. Effect on anti- myocardial ischemia
Myocardial enzyme, nitrogen oxide, endothelin, 6-ketoPGF1Į, thromboxane B2, ȕ –endorphin, troponin T,
angiotensinĊ were detected before and after Kaixin capsule
administration on different experiment animal models of
myocardial ischemia.
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2. Effect on regulating blood lipid
Plasma total cholesterol, triglyceride, LDL, VLDL, HDL were
detected on hyperlipoidemia animal model.
3. Effect on improving hemorheology
The viscosity of whole blood and plasma in different shear rates
was detected.
4. Research on toxicology
Acute and chronic toxicity test were detected in NIH mice and
SD rats, with optimistic results.
5. Research on pharmaceutics
Three different extract methods were compared. The compound
extraction which is extract by water and ethanol individually
showed better effect on pharmaceutics.
6. Research on molecular biology
The mRNA expression of PDGF and its receptor were detected
by RT-PCR method. The gene expression of p53, bcl-2, c-Fos, cJun, c-Myc were detected. Some experiments on apoptosis and
cellular signal transduction were also carried out.
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Clinical research
Eight clinical reports showed that Kaixin capsule had a very
good clinical effect in releasing angina, improving ECG, and
regulating blood lipid, with significant difference comparing
to the control groups.
Discussion
Kaixin capsules were herbal patents from Professor Deng
Tietao’s clinic experience in the treatment of CHD. The
formulae were modified into two patent herbal medicines
according to syndrome differentiation diagnosis.
CHD is the biggest killer in U.K. More than 1.4 million
people suffer from angina, 275,000 people have a heart attack
annually. CHD kills more than 110,000 people in England
every year. Most of patients seek to modern medicine
treatment after been diagnosed CHD though many side effect
has been proved. As a matter of fact Chinese medicine can
play an important role in the treatment of CHD.

The Management of Sprain, Strains and Trauma
- Part One
Alon Marcus
This article was originally published in Chinese medicine online journal – Chinese Medicine Times.
For a free subscription to Chinese Medicine Times, click on the link: www.chinesemedicinetimes.com
Sprain, strains, and other traumatic injuries should be treated as early as possible to prevent the
development of complications. When treating sprains/strains and many other musculoskeletal disorders,
attention to Blood and circulation is of utmost importance. This is true especially for extracellular
bleeding and Blood-stasis. In chronic disorders, disturbed Blood/blood circulation, and inadequate
nourishment from Blood are often underlying causes of tissue degeneration. Obstacles to circulation may
arise from any of the Pathogenic Factors and dysfunction in any of the systems that affect the Blood
(Lungs, Spleen, Liver, vessels, etc.). Table 10-1 through Table 10-6 summarize contemporary TCM
classifications and treatment of sprains and strains.

1. Ligamentous Sprain
Sprains
are
injuries
to
ligaments.
Sprains
characteristically are due to some sort of extrinsic force
placed on the joint that moves the joint beyond the limits
of the physiologic barrier. They can also be due to fatigue
failure and hysteresis. When a sprain occurs, some degree
of “subluxation” can result. Overall failure of ligaments
(and tendons) is usually sudden and is preceded by the
micro failure of the attachments between collagen fibres
within the tissue and loss of the ability of the ligament
(and tendon) to recover its length. It is important to
distinguish between an eventual failure due to a
sustained load (creep failure, hysteresis) and sustained
cyclic loading and unloading (fatigue failure), from acute
overload in excess of physiological tolerances. Treatment
of subluxations and ligamentous congruity and strength is
necessary if the joint is to regain full function.

Figure 10-1 Far reaching effects of ankle sprain (From
Kuchera WA and Kuchera ML, Osteopathic Principles in
Practice, KCOM press 1993, with permission).
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2. Grading of Sprains
Sprains, like strains, are graded from mild to severe.
o Mild or Grade I: Sprains result in no detectable
lengthening of the ligament and therefore no obvious
abnormal laxity of the joint. However, the joint is
dysfunctional and joint play is often abnormal.
o Moderate or Grade II: Sprains are distinguished by
lengthening or partial tearing of the ligaments, and
almost always are associated with some degree of
subluxation. The joint may be hypermobile, but joint
stability is retained mostly.
o Severe or Grade III: Sprains result in a complete loss
of joint stability. The distinguishing factor on
examination is the end-feel, which lacks the normal
capsular or leathery end-feel and increased range
(unless limited by oedema). Usually there is no or
only a little pain, and the patient has fears of “giving
way.”
It is also helpful to grade strains/sprains as: acute
(first 48 hours), subacute (48 hours to 6 weeks) and
chronic (more than six weeks), each of which grades is
related to a different stage of the inflammatory cascade.
This classification is rather arbitrary, and the
difference between grades I and II is always subjective.
Evaluation of a patient should be done as soon as possible
after the injury (especially in mild and moderate sprains),
since swelling and pain may make accurate examination
more difficult. Tenderness and localized oedema indicate
the anatomical site of the tear in most instances (Ombregt
et al ibid).
With sprains the patient is often aware of the injury
as soon as it occurs. However, since symptoms are
delayed often, the patient may continue with his activities
and miss the opportunity to minimize bleeding and
swelling. Pain (Garrick and Ebb ibid) from severe (grade
III) sprains may disappear within minutes and be
disproportionately mild. Mild sprains often remain painful
for a long time, especially when left untreated.

3. Muscle Strain
The term muscle strain is used to describe injuries to
the musculotendinous unit, also called the “contractile
unit.” Strains can occur anywhere within the contractile
unit: In the tendon body, the tenoperiosteal junction, at the
musculotendinous junction, or at the muscle belly. Strains
can also initiate reflex contraction of the extrafusal fibres
(spindles) with resulting viscous cycle of spasm,
inhibition, and pain.

4. Causes of Muscle Strain
Strains usually occur due to intrinsic tension within
the musculotendinous unit, most commonly when tension
is suddenly and actively increased. This can occur with
excessive muscle effort, such as in weight lifting. Strains
may be due to overstretching, as well. Increase in tension
can result from abrupt contraction of antagonistic (during
eccentric contraction) muscles and tendons, causing
muscle fibres to fail before the muscle lengthens. Tension
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in the contractile unit is greatest during deceleration
(eccentric action), requiring the muscle to have some
ability to lengthen at the same time as it maintains the
contraction. Muscle stiffness, with decreased ability to
lengthen during deceleration, is a common cause of strain.
Another cause, which in part may also depend on muscle
flexibility, is a sudden interruption of motion during
activity. This occurs frequently during sport activities
(Garric and Ebb ibid). Muscles that cross two joints, such
as the hamstrings, biceps, and gastrocnemii are
particularly at risk at their musculotendinous junction
(Ombregt et al ibid).
The position of a muscle at a point of strain can
change the way in which the afferent (sensory) nerves are
changed. If the muscle is in a lengthened (eccentric)
position, the afferent stimuli generated immediately after
will be decreased, whereas if the muscle is in a shortened
(concentric) position, the subsequent afferent will be
increased (Donaldson et al 2001).
TENDON AVULSION is a strain-type fracture that
results from a tendon and its bony attachment tearing
loose from the surrounding bone. Such fractures vary in
size from a small flake that is barely visible (as is
occasionally seen with “tennis elbow”) to the large
avulsions (many centimetres in length) seen when the
hamstring origin avulses a portion of the ischial tuberosity
(Garric and Ebb ibid).
GRADING OF STRAINS Strains are graded in severity
as mild, moderate, or severe.
o Mild / grade I strains are generally viewed as
microscopic disruptions resulting in no defect in the
unit on examination.
o Moderate / grade II strains involve significant but not
complete disruptions of the musculotendinous unit.
o Severe / grade III strains are complete ruptures of the
contractile unit.
It is also helpful to grade strains as: acute (first
forty-eight hours), subacute (forty-eight hours to six
weeks) and chronic (more than six weeks), each of which
is related to a different phase in the inflammatory cascade.
MUSCLE CONTUSIONS Muscle contusions result
from a direct impact to the muscle belly. This results in
bleeding and swelling. Intramuscular bleeding (as
opposed to intermuscular) can result in severe pain that
may last for a long time, as it may be difficult for the
body to disperse the blood. If possible, the blood should
be aspirated within three days to minimize the chance of
myositis ossificans development (Brown ibid).1 After the
blood is aspirated, a pressure wrap should be applied. The
next day, active contractions with the muscle in a fully
shortened position are helpful to prevent the formation of
adhesions (Ombregt et al ibid). Trauma may be followed
by deformation of the sarcomeres in the longitudinal and,
more rarely, transverse direction. This may impact the
ability of the actine and myosin filaments to slide by each
other and cause the muscle to shorten. This can lead to
abnormal stimuli and abnormal muscle tension. Such
deformations may slightly change the axis of muscular
contraction and distort the mobility and motility of a part
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of the body. Regions of hyperdensity may be formed at
the beginning of trauma, oedema, and fluid stasis. Some
scarring processes may begin, as well (Barral and
Croibier 1999). For more information on treatment see
chapter 6.
MYOSITIS OSSIFICANS Myositis ossificans is a
benign condition that often results from trauma to muscle
tissue. It can also be inherited. The condition is
characterized by heterotopic bone formation, which
occurs after injury to muscle fibres, connective tissue,
blood vessels, and underlying periosteum (Gilmer and
Anderson 1959). It occurs most often in males fifteen to
thirty years old and the muscles at most risk are the
brachialis and quadriceps. This condition is some-times
found in the hip adductors and pectoralis major and the
bony deposit (in the muscle) is often connected to the
underlying bone. The patient usually suffers from pain at
the affected muscle: The muscle is shortened and resists
stretch¬ing and often a firm mass is palpable. Often the
range of movement in the neighbouring joint becomes
restricted. Radiographic changes are only evident two to
four weeks following trauma. This condition does not
respond to conservative treatment, although the
administration of diphosphonates may prevent the
deposits of bone. Traumatic myositis ossificans may
resolve on its own in the course of one to two years
(Ombregt et al ibid).

5. Treatment of Acute Sprain/Strain
Treatments of acute injuries follow four steps that
address bodily responses to trauma (Kunnus ibid).
Treating the area with PRICE: protection, rest, ice,
compression, elevation, and support is recommended
early on.
1) Immediately after injury ice and compression are
used to minimize bleeding and swelling (mostly
during first seventy-two hours).
2) During the first one to three weeks after injury
(depending
on
severity),
protection
by
immobilization or just rest of the injured tissue/area
usually allows healing without extensive scarring.
Elevation helps drain oedema and clear injured cells.
3) When soft-tissue regeneration begins, controlled
mobilization and stretching of muscles and tendons
stimulate healing.
4) Later at six to eight weeks post-injury, the
rehabilitative goal is full return to pre-injury level of
activity.
It must be stated, however, that, though the first step
involves immobilization, most experimental and clinical
studies demonstrate that early controlled mobilization is
superior to immobilization for the primary treatment of
acute soft-tissue injuries. Care should be taken not to
bring the fibres under longitudinal stress in order not to
disrupt the healing breach. Therapeutic movements are of
short duration and amplitude, but repeated frequently
(Ombregt et al ibid). PRICE is therefore used with
flexibility.
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6. Treatment Principles
The following treatment principles are the most
important aspects in the treatment of sprains, strains, and
contusions.
The treatment of acute injury should be directed
toward minimizing bleeding, oedema, and protection from
further injury.
MINIMIZE BLEEDING Most injuries involve the
rupture of small blood vessels. Microscopic capillary
bleeding in deep neck muscles, for instance, has been
shown to persist for up to five days after motor vehicle
collision injuries (Aidman 1987). At the beginning of
treatment, preventing or arresting hemorrhaging is the
primary concern. The extraversion of blood will produce
far more disability than, say, the loss of a few fibres of
muscle, tendon, or ligament (Garrick and Ebb ibid).
Most sprains and strains are mild or moderate (1st or
2ed degree). Therefore, by definition, the injured structure
retains anatomic continuity and ability to function. The
accompanying bleeding, however, may distort normal
anatomical relationships, resulting in pain and loss of
motion/function. Bleeding and inflammation are in fact
essential for proper healing. However, it is best to prevent
the blood from seeping into unaffected tissues that then
suffer unnecessary inflammation and stasis which will
further inhibit circulation and drainage of the affected
tissues. Also, inflammatory responses are often excessive
and may be out of proportion to the severity of the injury
and may lead to excessive scarring.
COMPRESSION Compression is the most effective
means of stopping bleeding, but to be effective,
compression must be selective. Compression must be
directed toward, and be in contact with, the bleeding site.
For example, tissues injured around the ankle joint are
deep to the bony surfaces. They lie in a depression under
the malleoluses, where a pressure wrap or tape may be
applied. Therefore, to effectively transfer compression to
the tissues, a U-shaped pad should be used, or else
compressive force will probably only redistribute the
swelling to areas where it will do more harm (Figure 102).Manual pressure should be applied as soon as possible:
within minutes of the injury.

Figure 10-2 An herbal plaster and the U-shape pad that
serves to transfer the tapes or elastic wrap pressure to
the ligaments.

CRYOTHERAPY, LOCAL ANAESTHESIA, AND
ANTI-INFLAMMATORY MEDICATIONS Cold
application is helpful, but not as important as immediate
compression. The efficacy of cold therapy has been
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studied on ankle sprains, showing an average of fifteen
days reduction in the time of recovery (Knight et al 1980).
Cryotherapy has several effects, including reduction of
cell metabolism and oxygen consumption. These
reductions can prevent secondary hypoxic injuries in
uninjured tissues (Knight 1978). Cold also has an
analgesic effect by acting as a counter irritant and
decreasing inflammatory responses (Cailliet 1991). At the
same time, cold/cryotherapy has been criticized, as it can
cause oedema, especially in the acute phase of an injury
and, therefore, may lead to the inhibition of the healing
process (Leduc et al 1979). Many TCM physicians are
biased against cold therapy and state that it leads to the
development of arthritis and scarring. Others use cold
therapy during the first twenty-four hours.
Cold packs or ice should be combined with
compression early on. Crushed ice or frozen gel capable
of contouring around the anatomy should be applied for a
minimum of twenty minutes, repeating every two to four
hours. Icing of the spine, however, to treat deep-seated
lesions is ineffective, and in fact may be detrimental by
causing muscle cooling and spasm. In sprains of the
sacroiliac (SI) joint, ice is often helpful but should be
applied over the SI only, avoiding the lumbar muscles.
Icing is helpful for interspinous liga-mentous injuries,
costotransverse
and
costosternal
sprains,
hyperextension/flexion injuries (whiplash) in the neck,
tendinitis (acute and chronic), and in the early stage of
muscular strain. Cryotherapy is especially helpful in
peripheral joint sprains and musculotendinous injuries.
The application of heat in acute injuries has been
shown to be detrimental in the early stages (Hohl 1975).
Heat is helpful in the chronic stage. In TCM, however,
heat is recommended by some physicians in the acute
phase (also see page 369).
The immediate induction of local anaesthesia at the
site of the lesion effectively blocks the nociceptive
impulses which are responsible for muscle spasm. This
may prevent changes within the nervous system that lead
to sensitization. Cryotherapy may work in the same way,
since it has local anaesthetic effects. The use of topical
Toad venom (Can Su) is effective in some superficial
lesions. Hua Tuo’s Powder Containing Venenum Bufonis
(Doing Su San) may be used as an anaesthetic (taken with
a little wine) or used topically. Iontophoresis, ultrasound,
or DMSO may be used to increase penetration. 2 Here is
the formula for Hua Tuo’s Powder:
Venenum Bufonis (Can Su) 3g
Rhizoma Pinelliae (Ban Xia) 2g
Radix Aconitii (Chuan Wu) 6g
Radix Rhododendri Mollis (Yang Zhi Zhu) 2g
Fructus Piperis Nigri (Hu Jiao) 6g
Fructus Piperis Longi (Bi Ba) 6g
Pericarpium Zanthoxyli (Chuan Jiao) 6g
In general, effective analgesia is said to be capable
of preventing the onset of complex regional pain (or
RSD), or other pathogenic changes in the nervous system.
Thus the use of narcotic medications should always be
considered if the patient is in severe pain.
Steroids injected within the first forty-eight hours of
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ligamentous sprains can reduce traumatic inflammation
and prevent most structural and reflex changes. Pain also
disappears, enabling the patient to move the joint in a
normal way. Steroids injected during the granulation and
repair stage, however, lead to fewer fibroblasts,
diminished collagen fibre formation, and result in a
weaker repair. Thus, in acute/early stages of ligamentous
sprain, steroids have a beneficial influence, while they
may have a harmful one in the later stage. Steroids seem
to have larger negative effects on tendons. They are safe
intra-articularly in most stages of traumatic arthritis
(Ombregt et al ibid).
ELEVATION Elevation, or at least avoidance of weight
bearing, is another element in the initial treatment of an
acute injury. Painful movements should be avoided, but
other movements should be encouraged in order to
prevent the development of weakness and adhesions from
disuse. If the injury is severe, however, a period of rest
and immobilization may be needed.
THERAPEUTIC MOVEMENTS AND EXERCISE
Immediately after the injury, one may need to protect and
rest the injured area. Strapping the joint to protect it from
unwanted movements may be needed. Premature and
intensive mobilization leads to enhanced type-3 collagen
production and weaker tissues than those produced during
an optimal immobilization/rest period (Kanus ibid). Some
acute inflammatory processes may last up to three weeks.
Depending on severity, the patient may need to remain
immobile or rest for that length of time. This is true
especially if sprains are of the 2nd and 3nd degree (i.e.,
involve clearly torn tissues). However, some movement of
tissues by cross-fibre massage and passive motions may
be indicated to prevent adhesions and encourage collagen
deposition to align in the direction of stress. Movement
also stimulates proteoglycan synthesis and tissue repair
(ibid).
Passive movements in the direct or indirect direction
(limited/painful or non-limited/non-painful) should be
within the allowable joint play and/or soft tissue range,
and should be painless. They should start as soon as
possible, especially in mild to moderate sprains/strains.
After three weeks or so, a controlled mobilization in
increasing magnitude should be started, even in severe
sprains.
For muscle tears, mobilization should start after
three to five days of immobility. This limits the size of the
connective tissue area formed within the injury site,
reducing scarring and inflammation (Kanus ibid).
Stretching and resisted movements should be avoided.
Ombregt et al (ibid), however, advocate light cross-fiber
massage and active or electrically induced contractions,
with the muscle in a fully shortened position to be started
on the second day post- injury. They warn against using
strong passive stretching or resisted movements. Return to
sport activity can be allowed when the strength of the
injured limb has been restored to within 10% of that of
the unaffected limb (three to six weeks).
For tendinous lesions, a gentle passive tissue
mobilization by cross-fibre massage together with passive
movements are used to orient the randomly distributed
collagen. They are performed for no more than a minute
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or two, starting on the day after injury (Ombregt et al
ibid).
For ligamentous lesions, a gentle passive
mobilization in the non-painful range together with crossfibre massage are used, as well. Active movements can be
used as long as no pain is elicited. There should be no
attempt to increase this range in the acute or subacute
stage (Ombregt et al ibid).
For traumatic arthritis, it is essential to restore full
range of movement as soon as possible. This is true
especially in middle-aged and elderly people, as posttraumatic adhesions are apt to form. Movements should
be performed to the point of discomfort, but not pain. All
possible movements should be attempted, one by one, and
a small but definite increase in range should be achieved
each day. If this fails, intra-articu-lar steroid injections
may be needed (Ombregt et al ibid). Other treatments
such as functional techniques, muscle energy (MET), joint
distraction, acupuncture, and herbs are useful as well, for
both the acute and chronic stages.
MASSAGE Starting on the second day post injury, crossfibre massage can be used, gently, for a minute or two,
and may help prevent adhesions. Effleurage can diminish
swelling and pain and encourage restoration of normal
movement. Effleurage strokes should always be directed
towards the heart.
BLOOD
LETTING
AND
ACUPUNCTURE
Bloodletting of visibly congested blood vessels (a TCM
technique) in the area and Well/Jing/Ting points is helpful
to reduce local pressure and encourage circulation, often
leading to immediate reduction of pain and throbbing
sensations (Figure 10-3). The Sinew channel(s) is
activated by needling or bleeding one fen proximal to the
Well/Jing/Ting point on the affected channel’s side. The
Well/Jing/Ting point on the other side is moxaed; then
superficial local needles are inserted to surround the area
that shows stasis and swelling. No strong or deep
stimulation should be attempted at local areas, as this
often only increases inflammation and pain. The
appropriate Connecting channel is used often. This also
helps in dispersing congestion and stasis.
LASER THERAPY Laser therapy has been reported to
both prevent and treat oedema and to be generally useful
when used early in the treatment of sprains and strains.
MEDICINAL HERBS Medicinal herbs are prescribed
according to the stage of the injury (see part two).

Figure 10-3: Bleeding congested vessels around the
ankle.

SURGERY Although surgery may be necessary at times,
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several studies have shown that, for example, nonoperative management and early mobilization of medial
collateral ligament ruptures of the knee have as good an
outcome as surgery. However, if the knee is very unstable
and both the medial collateral and ACL are torn, exercise
may have an adverse effect. Comparable outcomes have
been shown for surgical and non-operative management
of acromioclavicular (AC) joint separation, partial
Achilles tendon tears, patellar dislocations and complete
ruptures of ankle ligaments (Kunnus ibid).

7. Sub acute Stage
Treatment is again predicated on severity. The sub
acute stage starts about thirty-six to seventy-two hours
post-injury, approximately when oedema has stabilized.
The practitioner is advised to treat swelling as quickly
after the injury as possible, because, once established,
oedema becomes harder to manage. When patients
present at the office a day or two post-injury, the
treatment principles remain the same, first arresting all
swelling, then eliminating oedema, and then restoring
function.
1) Electrogalvanic Stimulation. Once swelling is
stabilized,
the
addition
of
high-intensity
electrogalvanic or interferential stimulation with the
muscle in the shortened position can help eliminate
swelling and prevent adhesions from forming. This,
however, should not be started too early. Active
muscle contraction with the muscle in the shortened
position may prevent adhesions as well.
2) Blood Letting and Acupuncture. Techniques as
described for the acute stage are still used.
3) Topical Herbal Soaks. Topical herbal soaks and
plasters with or without massage are helpful.
4) Contrast Therapy. Contrast therapy (alternating hot
and cold baths) should start at this time, first soaking
the affected area in warm water, or herbal decoction
(at 100o F) for about four minutes, followed by one
minute of cold icy water bath.
Heat can increase blood flow, reduce pain and
muscle spasm, and relax joints. Encouraging active
movement during the heat treatment is very important, as
this will facilitate lymphatic and other fluid movements
and drainage.
Thermotherapy. At one time, thermotherapy was
seen mainly as a component of the post-cryotherapy
rehabilitative process (contrast therapy). However,
recently new information has emerged demonstrating that
thermotherapy (heat) allows the patient to attain pain
relief through the effects understood in the well-known
gate-control theory, a concept now known as “thermal
analgesia.” When muscles and tissues are tight,
circulation to the area is restricted, resulting in
progressive ischemia and increasing pain. Properly
applied heat allows muscular tissue to relax, facilitating
increased circulation and relieving pain by allowing
metabolic toxins to be removed from the area and
increasing tissue oxygenation. While hot water bottles
conform well to various body surfaces, they cannot be
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easily secured to the body. Further, the water in them
cools quickly, requiring the patient to continually refill
them. Heating pads are usually a safe source of heat.
However, the FDA and Consumer Product Safety
Commission have logged many cases of injury and death
with their use, estimating a total of 1,600 new burns and
eight fatalities each year. A patient who wishes to work or
carry out sports activities while receiving heat cannot use
a heating pad, since it is dependent on an electrical source.
Prism technologies manufacture a small plastic bag
containing a solution of sodium acetate and a small metal
disc. This “Heat Solution” (also known as Zap PacR) is
activated by grasping the metal disc inside the bag and
clicking it once (Figure 10-4). This action forms a
nucleate crystal, which initiates a cascade of exothermic
crystalline precipitation. The heat produced may last as
long as one hour. The bag can be indefinitely recharged
by placing it in boiling water or a microwave oven.
Another alternative for heat therapy is the ThermaCareR
which only begins to heat after the package is opened, and
reaches its target temperature of 104°F in about thirty
minutes. It provides a consistent heat over an eight-hour
period. Two versions are available for musculoskeletal
use: a back wrap for low back pain, and a neck-to-arm
wrap that treats the neck, shoulders, arms, and wrists.
These heat wraps conform to body contours and are fully
portable, allowing the patient to carry out normal
activities while wearing them.
Heat therapy is mostly suitable for late-stages and
chronic disorders. A recent study has shown that heat is
superior to icing (or other modalities) in the treatment of
chronic low back pain (Mooney 2004).
Exercise and Mobilization Therapy. Mobilization therapy
within the no painful range is for the most part passively
started. Passive motion should be applied first in the
indirect direction (toward the no restricted barrier) and
initiated within the allowable and comfortable joint-play
and soft-tissue range. These measures may prevent the
formation of troublesome adhesions, establish appropriate
proprioception, and reduce noxious nervous stimulation.
Direct movement into the restricted barriers is carried out
as tolerated and with care (i.e., without causing any pain
or discomfort). Stretching and resisted movement should
be avoided at this stage. It may be necessary to
immobilize the affected tissues for up to three weeks in
some severely injured patients.
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responsible for such movements become less active, and
the joint loses the stability normally afforded by these
muscles. This increases the likelihood of a recurrent injury.
Strengthening exercises at the sub acute phase should not
be started too soon (especially if a tendon/ligament is
involved) before the tissue has had a chance to form a
breaching scar. Active exercises are started about two to
three weeks after the injury. Light isometric muscle
contractions are usually safe. They will not aggravate the
condition unless a tendon or fracture is involved, and they
should be gauged appropriately. Recently, even fracture
care has been changing, and early mobilization, which has
been the practice in TCM for a long time, is increasingly
being applied. The patient is taught particular exercises
and instructed to perform about five repetitions hourly
while awake. Vigorous activity should only be resumed
after normal function has been restored. Otherwise,
immature fibrous healing may rupture and maintain the
disability. Also, the body will try to compensate for the
dysfunction and establish abnormal patterns that may
place unfamiliar stresses on numerous muscles and joints.
This will cause a cascading increase in symptoms that
may be much more difficult to deal with than those
directly resulting from the original injury (Brown ibid).

8. Late and Chronic Stages
The same treatment approach can be used in the
chronic stage, with more aggressive techniques. However,
in tendinitis or muscular strains, excessive strain from
exercise can be detrimental. Often muscle length must be
restored first. With instability, strength and length are
addressed at the same time. A Rupturing of the adhesion
may be needed. For trau-matic arthritis in the late stage
(Ombregt et al ibid), stretching out the capsule requires
many repetitions of long steady pushes maintained for a
minute or so, as long as the patient can bear it. No
increase in range can be expected for several visits, and
persistence is required. Heating the joint prior to
treatment is helpful.

Figure 10-5: Fracture care using splints and herbal rap.

Figure 10-4: Zap Pac.

Patients usually respond to pain with guarding and
avoidance of painful movements. The resulting prolonged
disuse leads to muscle weakness. Furthermore, because
movements become uncomfortable, the muscles

A recent multi-site, randomized, actively-controlled,
investigator-blinded study compared heat wrap to oral
ibuprofen (400 mg TID) and acetaminophen (1,000 mg
QID) for lower back pain. Topical heat-wrap therapy was
superior to acetaminophen and/or ibuprofen in pain relief,
lateral trunk flexibility, decreased muscle stiffness, and
disability reduction. Further, investigators discovered that
the improvements persisted for over forty-eight hours
after removal of the heat wrap, far longer than the
duration experienced with non-prescription oral
analgesics (Pray 2003).
Many TCM manual therapy techniques can be used
in the management of sprain and strains.
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Are you allowed to love your patients?
An exploration of the therapeutic relationship by Andreas Feyler,
based on the work of Suzanne Keys, July 2009
Preface The following is a personal meditation on the patient-practitioner relationship in a therapeutic setting.
My thoughts were in the greatest part inspired by a CPD workshop I attended a few weeks ago. The workshop
was held at Glyndwr University, presented by Suzanne Keys, and titled Love in person-centred psychotherapy.
My thanks go to her for giving me a logical framework to make sense of this subject. I have reproduced some
of Suzanne Keys’ notes here and added my own reflection.
I have been working in private practice in this
country for more than a decade now, and my evolution as
an acupuncturist and TCM herbalist has greatly shifted
from the traditional pain management to a much greater
emotional support particularly relating to the field of
fertility. The subject of ‘love’ in the therapeutic setting
continuously provides me with inspiration and the
potential for self-development.
The Codes of Ethics and Professional Practice of our
professional body clearly indicate that practitioners are not
to be personally involved with their patients, especially in
a romantic or sexual way. But how far should my
involvement with my patients go? What does it mean to
‘love’ what you do and ‘love’ giving the care to fellow
human beings? How do you look after someone and
nurture their body and soul without feeling ‘love’ for them?
The word Love has a lot of different meanings; I
might argue even a different meaning for each of us. The
word Love is probably overused in everyday language and
therefore somewhat ‘watered-down’ in some of its
traditional powerful connotations. Any meaningful
exploration of this emotional charged (right-brain) subject
in a written format such as this, likely warrants a
structured (left-brain) approach using words and abstract
logical models. If you were to ask me to sing and dance
about Love, my approach might be different. I can neither
sing nor dance, and therefore have chosen to write about it.
In the following, I want to explore different types of
love in their context of spiritual, sexual, political, and
ethical aspects. This framework was directly adopted from
Suzanne Keys’ lecture notes. The four types of love, I
want to explore, are Agape (unconditional positive regard),
Storge (contact and perception love), Philia (empathy),
and Eros (congruence). As mentioned earlier, most of
these terms come from the field of psychotherapy in
general, but have been assimilated in this particular format
by Suzanne Keys. They have given me valuable tools to
express myself. I would further like to support my
explorations with some specific examples of my practice.

Agape
Agape is a classical Greek word, often translated as
divine, unconditional, self-sacrificing love. Personally, the
closest I have come to feelings of agape, for example is
when I sit in my car and listen to emotionally moving

classical music, and then become overwhelmed by these
all-encompassing feelings of awe for the universe telling
me that the only purpose in life is to help others.
In a therapeutic setting, for example, I experience
feelings of agape more and more, in situations when
women approach me to help them in their desperate wish
to have a baby and to try to address their infertility issues.
There is nothing more awe-inspiring and eliciting feelings
of thankfulness to the universe, if you see that sparkle in
her eye upon the news that she is pregnant!
Suzanne Keys says that in the therapeutic
relationship, agape is mostly translated as unconditional
positive regard love that is generous, compassionate, and
altruistically outpouring. It is this kind of love that has the
greatest spiritual potentiality. It has a meditative, mindful,
and prayerful quality and discipline, Suzanne Keys argues.
For me personally, this comes closest to what the ancient
Chinese called “to treat with your heart” or seeing with
your “third eye”. Other authors have referred to this as
double vision (Thorn, 2006, source cited by Suzanne
Keys). On the one hand, seeing the here and now, but on
the other hand maintaining the potential for divinity or
acting and seeing with your Buddha nature. This awe,
reverence, and gratitude for the existence of the other
strongly underpin the spiritual potentiality of this kind of
love, Suzanne Keys further explains.
In terms of physical or sexual aspects of this kind of
love, it embodies connecting according to Suzanne Keys.
It warms the heart and irradiates my aspirations. It
possesses a caressing tenderness that is way beyond the
physical or emotional. For me, it truly transcends the
everyday emotions, and is felt in moments of true awe
such as sobbing to moving music or similar as described
above.
This brings me to the political aspects of agape. One
of my favourite pieces of music is Beethhoven’s 9th
Symphony, where the Ode to Joy has been adapted as the
Anthem of the European Union. Many times have I cried
to the words: “Alle Menschen werden Brueder” – German
for “All humans become brothers.” It is this feeling that
we are all One that pervades every fibre of my being and
give me great inspiration to be alive. A very famous man
in history once said: “Agape is the concern for others,
which discovers the neighbour in every man it meets.
Agape is not a weak, passive love. It is love in action or
nonviolent resistance. Agape is a willingness to go to any
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length to restore community. Agape means recognition of
the fact that all life is interrelated. All humanity is
involved in a single process, and all men are brothers. To
the degree that I harm my brother, no matter what he is
doing to me, to that extent I am harming myself.” (Martin
Luther-King Jr., this quote is directly adopted from
Suzanne Keys notes). It is this equality yet diversity
property of agape that makes it so useful in a therapeutic
setting.
The ethical qualities of agape are easily seen,
particularly since many Christian qualities and values
underpin the ethical framework of many Western societies.
I feel that Jesus Christ embodied to the extreme this
ethical humility associated with agape. Suzanne Keys
explains that it is this non-abusive connecting and ethical
loving through knowing and accepting strengths and
weaknesses in our patients that makes agape a very
powerful tool in the therapeutic relationship. Even further,
a therapeutic relationship without agape might even be
seen as unethical, cold, and lacking of love and good
intentions.

Storge
Storge is a classical Greek word, often translated as
natural affection, such as parental love and the attachment
associated with it. (Gerhardt, 2004, source cited by
Suzanne Keys) Personally, I come across these feelings
numerous times throughout the day - not only with my
own children, but also with a number of my patients. This
contact and perception love could be seen as a struggle to
perceive each other, says Suzanne Keys, such as the
diagnostic struggle to interpret the conflicting symptoms
and signs that patients present with. As a practitioner it
takes some trained discipline of hanging in the therapeutic
relationship in spite of “ambivalent, simultaneous feelings
and contradictory needs” (Suzanne Keys). It is not easy to
listen to some patients who have seen me for years, but
each time complains that they are not really getting much
better. But there is certainly that feeling of appreciation
that I am not giving up on them and trying different
treatment strategies.
Suzanne Keys further explains that in terms of
spirituality, storge is closely linked to faith. This spiritual
interdependence is essential to our existence (Totton, 2006,
source cited by Suzanne Keys). In clinical practice, my
patients depend on me showing up for their appointment
time and vice versa. They depend on my commitment to
the therapeutic relationship and that I am open to listen to
them and interpret this information. My diagnostic
interpretation and following treatment very much depend
on the willingness of the patient to reveal innermost pains
and imbalances. It takes a lot of faith on both sides that
“the struggle for contact is worth it in spite of actual
difficulties, conflicts and pain” (Suzanne Keys).
Being an acupuncturist and Chinese massage
therapist, the physical and sensual aspects of this type of
love are very important. It has an extremely nurturing
quality that should not be underestimated to induce
healing. The human body responds lovingly to another
body without the involvement of the logical (neo-cortex)
part of the brain, Suzanne Keys argues. Many times I
observe myself instinctly holding my patients’ hands or
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arms when they are in pain after inserting some
acupuncture needles. It certainly adds an element of
nurturing to our therapeutic relationship. Virginia Ironside
said: “A few human touches can make all the difference”
(Ironside, 2003, source cited by Suzanne Keys).
The political aspects of storge are characterized by
the power dynamics of connecting, says Suzanne Keys.
The relationship between a parent and a child are
inherently asymmetrical because of inherent power
imbalances. Similarly, the relationship between a therapist
and the patient are unequal in terms of this power dynamic.
I strongly discourage my patients to approach me with the
attitude: “Here is my body, you know what is wrong with
it, please fix it for me.” I like to reply: “You must take
responsibility for your life style. You know your body
much better than I do, you are with it 24/7. I will attempt
to “walk with you for a while” and will try to help.” This
mutuality in this kind of love relationship is paramount to
the success of the therapeutic encounter.
In terms of ethics, storge demands a non-abusive
connecting. “This type of loving needs a lot of courage to
withstand the struggle of coming face to face, to take the
risk of depending and being dependent upon, and to have
resilience to live with the powerlessness and helplessness
of the unknown outcome of the healing process” (Suzanne
Keys). A number of my patients come to see me very
regularly, usually once per month, for a number of years. I
know that my appointment in their diary is underlined
three times and I have known some that have organized
their lives around these times. I feel that this consistency
to care for them on a regular basis year in and year out is a
form of love.

Philia
Philia is a classical Greek word, often translated as
friendship or companionship love. The spiritual qualities
of this kind of love are based on trust in what can be and
has been created, something beyond two persons, explains
Suzanne Keys. This empathetic type of love transcends the
purely connecting because it brings to the fore what
emerges in-between – the shared and common
understanding and purpose of the co-creation of a unique
relationship according to Suzanne Keys. I believe that
Philia is one of the most valuable forms of love, e.g. true
friendship is priceless.
The physical aspect of this type of love is
characterized by ‘dialogic resonance’ (Mearns and Schmid,
2006, source cited by Suzanne Keys).This energy of what
is co-created in-between this therapeutic relationship is
certainly not new to ancient Chinese medicine. This
concept of Qi between the therapist and the patient is
fundamental to related therapies such as Reiki, reflexology,
and massage, as well. The embodied connecting qualities
of Philia possess an intimacy in shared vulnerability and
the delight in the company of the other, Suzanne Keys
describes.
The political dimension of Philia is characterized by
the power dynamics of connecting. Suzanne Keys says
that it is a form of solidarity knowing the world of the
other and acting from that knowledge. For example, many
of my referral letters to GPs and other healthcare
providers contain the phrase “my patient …”. By having
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cared for that individual I automatically act as an advocate
in front of someone else. By being alongside in this type
of love, I create a form of active energy transformed into
action to help them (Suzanne Keys).
Wisdom is the ethical quality associated with philia.
Suzanne Keys further explains that there are different
ways of knowing, such as rational thought, intuition,
knowledge, experience, relationships, ethical frameworks,
and institutional policies. According to her, the
underpinning qualities and values in the non-abusive
connecting associated with empathy love give us a strong
sense of what is right and what is wrong in a particular
situation. It is this kind of wisdom of where to draw the
line in the therapeutic relationship that provides the ethical
insurance policy for this type of friendship love.

Eros
Eros is a classical Greek word, often translated as
desire, yearning, passion for ‘divine’, and intercourse.
Probably of all the types of love, eros is the most taboo
when discussed in a therapeutic relationship. It has
attached to it the most stigmas, misconceptions, and
societal censorship. I have yet to find a Code of Ethics and
Professional Conduct of any therapeutic profession which
does not expressively forbid sexual contact between
practitioner and clients. Arguably, eros is absolutely
fundamental to the propagation of the human species, but
certainly should be viewed in terms of the boundaries of
integrity of fellow human beings (Suzanne Keys).
Eros or congruence love has an ascending searching
quality, Suzanne Keys explains. The inspiration that agape
gives to me seems to originate from the heaven or
universe above. The deep biological desire that eros seems
to ignite in my body seems to originate from the earth
(below) but searches for something higher. Maybe that is
one of the reasons why lust in the literature is often
viewed as coming from the devil (below) and love as
coming from God (above). Eros contains a deep and
existential search to live in ‘right relationship’ (Heyward,
1999, source cited by Suzanne Keys) with self, other, and
the world. Suzanne Keys argues that, Eros is ideally only
to be reached in moments of epiphany, orgasm, and flow
(Grafanaki et al, 2007, source cited by Suzanne Keys)
Congruence love is not longing for merging or unity,
but to come together, connect, and encounter, Suzanne
Keys further explains. Eros is together, yet separate. It
contains a transformative (Mann, 1997, source cited by
Suzanne Keys), creative, playful energy with a lust for life.
The spiritual dimension of eros is clearly hope. This is a
hope of yearning for and going beyond the self and
beyond pain of incongruence of life to reach the other and
to connect and to be in congruence, argues Suzanne Keys.
Other therapeutic practitioners have addressed the
journey of using eros in a therapeutic relationship some
time ago. Carl Rogers writes: “these strange behaviors
turn out to be right, in some odd way: it seems that my
inner spirit has reached out and touched the inner spirit of
the other. Our relationship transcends itself and becomes a
part of something larger. Profound growth and healing and
energy are present.’ (Carl Rogers, 1980, 129, source cited
by Suzanne Keys).
The sexual or physical dimension of eros is clearly
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characterized by erotic desire.
Suzanne Keys articulates this as a desire to co-create,
pro-create, re-produce, to penetrate and be penetrated,
embrace and be embraced. It is often associated with a
feeling of being turned on or attracted. Are therapists
being allowed to be aware of erotic fantasies – if not why
not? Are we not all sexual and embodied beings and for
therapist to deny or suppress this aspect of relating, does
this mean to practice unethically, Suzanne Keys questions?
Abuse ‘is not simply a matter of touching people wrongly.
It is basically, a failure to make right-relation, a refusal to
touch people rightly’ (Carter Heyward, 1994: 10, source
cited by Suzanne Keys).
During my explorations of this topic with the
counsellors and psychotherapist at the workshop, it
became quickly apparent to me that their profession has an
important safety net in place to address problems arising
with these feelings. Every counsellor has to undergo so
many hours of supervision per hours of client-based work.
I think that this is a wonderful idea, which is lacking in the
acupuncture and TCM communities. Although we have a
mentor or fellowship scheme in place, but I think that this
is an important area of development to address potential
risks associated with the dangers of an involved
therapeutic relationship. I guess that by the stage of
coming to a professional misconduct hearing, often things
have gone too far and could have been avoided.
The political dimension of Eros is associated with
justice. Suzanne Keys explains that the desire for just,
right, and truthful relationships with the self, the other,
and the world leads to a desire for social and
environmental justice. Carter Heyward put it succinctly:
“Justice-making is love-making.” (Heyward, 1999, source
cited by Suzanne Keys). Similar ideas originate from
Ghandi: ‘congruence is being and becoming the change
you want to see in the world’ (Cornelius-White 2007: 179
– based on Gandhi, source cited by Suzanne Keys)
The ethical aspects of eros are underpinned by the
integrity of non-abusive connecting. Suzanne Keys
explains that the practice of congruence leads to a sense of
acceptance, understanding and integration from the
internal to the relational and ecological. In this way
congruence is the core condition of the person-centred
approach, realized not only or most importantly in therapy,
but in our every action (Cornelius-White, 2007: 178,
source cited by Suzanne Keys). Suzanne Keys further
explains that there should be an interplay of all aspects of
loving so not only erotic and yearning but also wisdom of
empathic loving, courage of struggle of contact, humility
of non-exploitative, non-possessive, unconditional loving
with the acknowledgement of tension of wanting and
accepting (congruence and agape).
In summary, I have attempted to make sense of the
various forms of love as they relate to the therapeutic
encounter. I believe strongly that love has to have a role in
healing in order for the therapy to be really successful. I
am often overwhelmed by the awe of feelings of agape –
the unconditional positive regard, which makes my life
worth living. I can certainly relate to the faith aspect of
storge, as so many treatment modalities in my field of
work do not have sufficient research evidence. Without the
faith of my patients that I can help them, it would not be
possible to practice at all. The trust and empathy that is
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associated with philia is a crucial ingredient to a
successful therapeutic encounter and I think that the
human touch element should not be ignored. Obviously,
the most difficult aspect of love in a therapeutic
relationship for me to come to terms with is the hope of
eros or congruence love. Like most people, I am also
conditioned to shy away from such taboo subjects, but
believe that the potential of such a powerful force in the
universe at least deserves further rational discussion and
academic debate.
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ˈഄˈҎѺǄඳЁ᳝ಯˈҎሙ݊ϔ⛝āǄ䖭䞠ˈ

՚Ǆ ǉ਼⼐·ഄᅬ· ⇣Ǌ᳝ “ᬣᖋ, ҹ⚎㸠ᴀÿÿ ⱘ䂪䗄Ǆ

䘧ᆊϔᮍ䴶ᔎ䇗ϛ⠽ᰃᑇㄝⱘˈഄП䯈ˈ Ҏ໘ѢϢ

᠔䃖 “ᬣᖋÿÿ, ህᰃਞ䀈៥ץ㽕ᬣѢゟᖋˈᑊᡞᖋЎ㸠

ഄৠⱘഄԡ˗ৠᯊгᣛߎҎⱘ⫳ੑⱘ䞡㽕Ϣ㞾✊ⱘ

Ўⱘḍᴀ߭ޚǄᵅ⓶ᰖᳳⱘ㍧ᅌᆊ䜁⥘(127-200) ᇡ “ᬣ

䇤Ǆǉᑇ㒣Ǌ䇈˖Ā䘧ᙊᴔ㗠ད⫳ā, ᯢ⹂ഄ㸼䖒њ

ᖋÿÿѠ ᄫخњᕜདⱘ㾷䞟, Ҫᣛߎ “ᬣā㟛 “ᖋāᰃܻ

ᇞ䞡⫳ੑⱘᗱᛇǄԯᆊҢഄৠḍˈϛ⠽ϔԧˈӫ⫳ᑇㄝ

ⱘ䮰֖, े “ᖗ⚎ᖋÿÿ, “ᮑП⚎㸠ÿÿ,ᯢ⺎ഄᣛߎ

ⱘ㾖ᗉߎথˈЏᓴᕙϛ⠽ᇞ䞡⫳ੑˈᑊ䲚Ёഄ㸼⦄

Āᖋÿÿᰃ㸠Ўⱘ⸔ˈԚᰃˈҎϡᑨऩᡞĀᖋāᖗЁ

Ā᱂⏵ӫ⫳āⱘᚆᚙ⧚ПЁǄᘏПˈˈۦ䘧ˈԯ 䛑Ңϡ

(ᗱᛇᛣ䆚)ПЁˈ䙘ឝ⭊㸼⧒㸠ࢩϞҹᾟ៤ǄĀᖋ㸠ÿÿ

ৠⱘ㾦ᑺ㸼䖒њ䞡㾚⫳ੑⱘᗱᛇǄ

 “ક㸠ÿÿǄ ǉㅵᄤ·ᖗ㸧ϞǊ䁾: “ᖋ㗙䘧П᳗ÿÿ, 䗭㺵
ⱘ “䘧ÿÿ, ህᰃᣛ Ҏⱘℷᐌ㸠⚎⚎, ᕲ㗠䘆ϔℹ ᣛߎ
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᠔㨫 ǉ⾥ℷᅫǊ(1617) Ё䇈˖Ā⮙ᆊᇣ䋿ᆠҎㄝˈ
एЗҕᴃ˖ ϢЁসҷⱘ䞡⫳ˈᇞ⫳ˈֱ⫳ⱘ⧚ᗉᆚ

䇋㾖㗙֓ৃᕔПˈ࣓ᕫ䖳ᓊॠᓗāǄ䖬䇈: Ā␌亳ˈڻ䘧ˈ

ߛ㘨㋏ⱘ ᰃ Ёए㞾সህᇐⱘþएЗҕᴃÿⱘᗱᛇǄ䖭ᰃ

㸭䮼Ꮒᕍㄝˈᴹⳟ⮙ˈϡৃ㽕Ҫ㥃䪅ˈাᔧ༝㥃Ǆݡ䘛

⏅ফۦᆊ᠔ᇐⱘҹҕЎЁᖗⱘ䘧ᖋᗱᛇ᠔❣䱊ⱘ㒧ᵰǄ

䋿䲒㗙ˈᔧ䞣ᖂˈᮍЎҕᴃǄϡ✊᳝㥃㗠᮴☿亳ˈੑ

ǉ⼐䆄·ЁᒌǊ䇈: “Ҏ㗙ˈҕгˈ҆҆ЎҕāǄᛣᗱᰃҎ㽕

Ѻ䲒ֱāǄৃ㾕Ҫᇍ䋿㢺⮙ҎϡԚᮑए༝㥃ˈϡপߚ

⠅Ҏབ҆Ǆǉ䆎䇁Ǌ䇈: “ҕ㗙ˈᏅ℆ゟ㗠ゟҎˈᏅ℆䖒

᭛ˈ䖬✻乒ࠄ⮙Ҏⱘ⫳⌏Ǆ

㗠䖒Ҏāˈ ᰃ䇈㞾Ꮕ៤ゟњˈ䖬㽕ᐂࡽ߿Ҏ៤ゟǄᓩ⬇ࠄ

ҹϞ 㟝ቔњܜ䊶ⱘϔѯ⊏⮙ᬥ Ҏ਼△䉻㢺⮙Ҏⱘ

एᄺˈेएᄺᰃゟҎ䖒ҎⱘҕᖋПᴃǄ 儣ᰟᯊᳳⱘⱘ

џ՟, ᛣ  㸼ᯢ ܜ䊶㟈ᮐҕᖋП䘧ⱘ㊒⼲.ㄚ㗙䁡⚎ҹ䝿

ᄺᆊᴼ⊝㨫ⱘǉ⠽⧚䆎ǊЁ䇈: “ए㗙ˈ䴲ҕЗϡৃᠬ

⚎ ⫳, ᬊপ⮙Ҏⱘ䘽⭊ฅ䝀 ᰃ ℷ ⭊ ⱘ, Ԛ পϡℷ⭊↉,

гˈ䴲㘾ᯢ⧚䖒ϡৃгˈ䴲ᒝ⋕㒃㡃ϡৃֵгĂā ҹϞ

এ䃔 ϡ㕽П 䉵ˈࠛᰃϡ䘧ᖋⱘǄ

䖭ѯ䆎䗄䎇ҹ䇈ᯢएᄺⱘᴀᗻ䋼ᑨᰃҕᖋम⠅Пᴃˈᅗ

䅸ⳳ䋳䋷 亢ℷ⌒ ˖ ए⫳ⱘ㸠Ў亢 Ⳉ݇㋏

᠔㽕䌃ᕏᠻ㸠ⱘᰃҕ⠅Пᖋˈ⌢Ϫ⌏ҎǄᅟҷߎ⦄њĀϡ

ࠄ⮙Ҏᅝॅˈ㽕∖ए㗙佪ܜ㽕ߛᅲᥠᦵए䘧ˈᑊ᳝Ϲ㙗

Ў㡃Ⳍˈ֓Ў㡃एāП䇈Ǆ䖭ϔ䇈⊩ᰃ⑤㞾ᅟҷⱘৡˈۦ

䅸ⳳ䋳䋷ˈϔϱϡ㢳ⱘᎹᗕᑺǄℸᮍ䴶 ǉݙ㒣Ǌᮽ᳝

ৢᴹᔧњ㞷ⱘ㣗ӆ⏍˄989-1052˅ⱘᬙџǄЁসҷⱘ

䆺㒚ⱘ䆎䗄Ǆ՟བˈǉ㋴䯂·⭣Ѩ䖛䆎㆛Ǌᣛߎएᄺⱘ䘧⧚

䇏кҎᰃᛇ䍄ϞЎᳱᓋᔧᅬⱘҩ䗨ⱘǄ㣗ӆ⏍ᔧ

⏅༹ˈ ए⫳Ј䆕ᖙ乏ᥠᦵⳌᑨⱘ⊩߭ᐌ㾘ˈܼ䴶㒚㟈ⱘ

ᅬࠡˈ᳒এᑭЁ∖ㅒˈ 䯂ҹৢ㛑৺ᔧᆄⳌˈㅒ䇁ਞҹϡ

㾖ᆳњ㾷⮙⮛ˈᑊߚᵤњЈ䆕ϞⱘѨ⾡䫭䇃ˈᦤߎ Ј䆕

ৃǄѢᰃҪজᢑѠㅒˈ䯂ᰃ৺ৃҹᔧ㡃एˈㅒ䇁㸼䖒гϡ

ᯊⱘѨϾᮍ䴶ⱘ䖛䫭ˈᣛߎ㽕ᥠᦵ⊩߭ᐌ㾘ˈࣙᣀ ⮙Ҏ

ৃǄ᳝Ҏ䯂ҪˈᔧϡϞ催䌉ⱘᆄⳌˈЎԩ㽕ᔧഄԡथᖂⱘ

ⱘݙ⦃๗ˈ བᖙ乏㒧ড়ᯊഄ⧚ˈҎџˈᑈ啘ˈԧ䋼ˈ

एҎǄҪಲㄨ䇈˖Ā সҎ᳝ѥˈᐌᬥҎ, ᬙ⛵ẘҎ; ᐌ

㛣䈵ˈ㛝㡆ˈㄝㄝˈᠡ㛑ᕫࠄདⱘ⭫ᬜǄǉ㋴䯂·ᕕಯ༅

ᬥ⠽, ᬙ⛵ẘ⠽ǄϨϜПѢᅌг, ℆䘛⼲㘪П৯, ᕫ㸠

䆎Ǌᡍ䆘њⳟ⮙㤝⥛ˈϡ䅸ⳳ䋳䋷ⱘए⫳ˈ䅸Ўᰃ Ā㊒⼲

݊䘧Ă ᮷ϡৃᕫ, 㛑㸠ᬥҎ߽⠽Пᖗ㗙, 㥿བ㡃

ϡϧˈᖫᛣϡ⧚ˈⳌݙ༅āˈᑊߚᵤњए⫳Ј䆕Ёⱘಯ

䝿ĂǄÿÿ ᛣेসҎ䇈ᐌѢᬥҎⱘҎˈϡӮᡯᓗҎ˗ ᐌ

⾡䖛༅ˈᑊਞ៦ए⫳ᑨ᳝䏣ᅲˈࠏ㢺ᄺд䪏ⷨˈϡ㽕㞾

㽕ᬥ⠽ⱘҎˈϡᡯᓗ⠽ǄϜ㟈Ѣᄺˈᴀᰃᛇ䘛Ϟ䋸ᯢ

偘چǄǉݙ㒣Ǌⱘ䖭ѯ䆎䗄ˈϡҙᦤ⼎њए⫳Ј䆕পᕫ⭫

ⱘ৯Џҹ㸠݊䘧Ǆབϡ㛑ᔧᆄⳌˈ㽕ᅲ㸠ᬥҎ߽⠽Пᖗˈ

ᬜⱘ㽕乚ˈ 㗠Ϩᰃ䙓ܡए⑤ᗻ⮒⮙ⱘˈ߭ޚЎৢϪएᆊⱘ

≵᳝↨㡃एড়䗖ⱘњǄᣛߎњ 㡃Ⳍ.㸠ҕᖋПᬓˈ㡃ए㸠

एᖋ᪡ᅜ༴ᅮњ⸔Ǆ՟བˈᯢҷৡए啮ֵ᠔᪄ⱘ

ҕᖋПᴃˈᡞ㡃ए↨㡃Ⳍˈ㸼䖒њए⫳ⱘᑨ᳝ⱘ催ᇮ⇨

ǉᯢएㆈǊЁˈϔᮍ䴶㸼ᡀњᔧᯊⱘ催ᇮⱘए⫳ˈৠᯊݭ

㡖˄㾕ਈ᳒ǉ㛑ᬍ᭟⓿ᔩǊˈो 13˅䖭⾡ᗱᛇᕅડϟˈ

њǉᒌएㆈǊˈᇍϡ㡃ⱘᒌए䖯㸠њᣛ䋷ˈ བϟ˖

䆌䇏кҎ䱤ˈҹঞҩ䗨໘Ѣϡ߽ഄԡⱘҎ䕀њ

ǉᯢएㆈǊ˖ĀҞПþᯢएÿˈᖗᄬҕНˈम㾜㕸

एᄺǄᯢҷ᳒ܜᕠӏ䝿, ᕵ䝿ঞ䝿䰶䰶߸ⱘएᆊ咘

кˈ㊒䗮䘧㡎Ǆ ⋲ᰧ䰈䰇ˈᯢⶹ䖤⇨Ǆ䕿㥃⏽ˈޝ㛝ߚ㸼

(15 Ϫ㋔) 䇈ᕫད˖ Āएˈҕᴃгˈ㢳㊒ПˈѺ䎇ҹ⌢Ҏˈ

䞠Ǆ⊏⫼㸹⋏ˈ⮙ᅵ㰮ᅲǄ⮙⊏ᮍˈᇍ䆕ᡩࠖǄ⊩

ቖᖙᅬৃ㸠ᖫТ˛āᛣेएᄺᰃҕᴃˈ བ㛑㊒䗮ˈг䎇ҹ

ᖗˈবϡ⒲Ǆϡ♿㰮ৡˈᚳᳳम⌢Ǆϡ䅵݊ࡳˈϡ䇟݊

⌢Ҏˈϡᰃᖙ乏ᔧᅬᠡ㛑ሹ㸠㞾Ꮕⱘ⌢ҎПᖫǄ

߽Ǆϡ䆎䋿ᆠˈᮑ㥃ϔࠖǄ䍋⅏ಲ⫳ˈᘽৠഄǄབℸᯢ
एˈ㢇ൖϛϪǄā

ᇍ⮙Ҏϔ㾚ৠҕˈϡࠏᛣѢৡ߽˖ҷৡएᄭᗱ䙜

ǉᒌएㆈǊ˖ĀҞПᒌएˈ♿༛ゟᓖǄϡᄺ㒣ন

᠔㨫ǉग䞥㥃ᮍ·ए㊒䆮Ǌ᳝˖Āए⊏⮙ˈᖙᔧᅝ⼲

кˈϡ䗮ᄫНǄམ㞾㹓༌ˈҹℎᔧϪǄ Ϣѝ䍟Ҏ䮼ˈϡ䗳

ᅮᖫˈ᮴℆᮴∖ˈܜথᙏ䱤Пᖗˈ䁧ᜓᠥᬥ㟡♉П

㞾㟇Ǆᯊ⤂㢲㣈ˈ 䯂⮙ЎᛣǄ㞾䗲Ꮕ㛑ˈⱒ㠀䋵䇁Ǆ⮙ᆊ

㢺Ǆ㢹᳝⮒क़ᴹ∖ᬥ㗙ˈϡᕫ䯂݊䌉䌅䋿ᆠˈ䭓ᑐཡႌˈ

ϡᅵˈ㊞໘⊏Ǆϡᶹ⮙⑤ˈ䚼ߚ㰮ᅲǄϡ⬣⫳⅏ˈᄳ⌾

ᗼ҆টˈढ་ᛮᱎˈ᱂ৠϔㄝˈⱚབ㟇҆Пᛇāㄝ䆎

ϔᯊǄᗑ✊⮙বˈᗹ㞾ᬷএǄ䇃ҎᗻੑˈᏠᖂ߽ˈབℸ

䗄Ǆ

ᒌएˈৃ㘏ৃᖠǄā

Ёए㥃Ϟ䆄䗄њ䆌एᆊЏᓴᇍ⮙Ҏϡߚ䌉䌅ˈ

ϔ㾚ৠҕˈ⫮㟇ᮑए㥃ᐂࡽ䋿㢺⮙Ҏⱘџ՟Ǆϝᯊᳳᆊ

⛁⠅ϧϮ,ϡᮁ䪏ⷨᦤ催 ˖ ǉ䆎䇁·䲡гǊ䇈: “ ⶹП

ሙशቅⱘएᆊ㨷༝㸠एϡপߚ᭛ˈᇍ䞡⮙ᙷ㗙⊏ᛜৢ㽕∖

㗙ˈϡབ དⶹ㗙˗དⶹ㗙ˈϡབФⶹ㗙āǄᡞ䖭䆱ᓩ⫼ࠄ

݊ԣ໘⾡ᴣᷥѨ᷾ˈ䕏⮙Ҏ߭⾡ϔ᷾Ǆ᭄ᑈৢˈ݊ԣ໘

ࠄएᄺϞˈेᄺएⱘˈϡབ୰དएᄺⱘˈ㗠୰དएᄺⱘ,জ

ᴣᷥ䚕✊៤ᵫˈᵰᅲ㌃㌃Ǆ᳝Ҏࠡএфᴣˈϡᬊ⦄䞥ˈা

ϡབ⛁⠅एᄺⱘǄǉᯧ㒣·ђ·᭛㿔Ǌ᳝ “৯ᄤ䖯ᖋׂϮāП

䳔⫼ϔ఼᭫䈋ᄤᬒܹҪⱘ䈋ҧЁˈ֓ৃ㞾পϔ఼᭫ৃ㺙ⱘ

䇈ˈᛣᗱᰃ৯ᄤҎ㽕ϡᮁഄׂݏ䘧ᖋˈ᠔ҹЎᮑ㸠ҕᴃ

ᴣᄤ㗠এǄ㨷༝֓⫼ᤶᕫⱘ䈋ᄤএᬥ⌢䋿ೄⱘҎ㸠ᮙⱘ

ⱘए⫳ˈϡҙ㽕⛁⠅㞾ᏅⱘϧϮ, 䖬㽕ϡᮁഄ䪏ⷨϮࡵ,㊒Ⲟ

かҎˈ↣ᑈ᳝ϸϛԭҎП(ᅟ.䞟ᚴ䘴ǉⲻቅ㿬⬹Ǌ, 㽟⏙·

∖㊒,ᠡ㛑পᕫདϮ㒽থᡀҕᴃǄ

ǉᅜቅ䭷শǊ)Ǆ㨷༝ᇍ⮙Ҏϔ㾚ৠҕᬥࡽⱘџ䗍ϡҙ

ǉ㋴䯂·Ѩ㛣߿䆎Ǌᡞएᄺ⿄ЎĀ㟇ᖋǃ㟇ᎻÿÿП

ᰃЁए㥃Ϟⱘᅱ䌉Շ䆱ˈৠᯊгᰃৢϪ䆌एᆊ᠔䙉ᕾ

ᴃ˗ ǉ㋴䯂·♉݄⾬䆎ǊᇍѢएᄺ᳝Ā㟇䘧ᖂāⱘ䇈

ᇐⱘǄ՟བˈᯢҷएᆊ啮ᓋ䋸˄16-17 Ϫ㑾˅᠔㨫

⊩ˈᛣᗱᰃएᄺᰃ⏅༹ᖂПᴃˈᄺएⱘҎ䳔㽕ϟࡳ䪏

ǉϛ⮙ಲǊЁ䇈˖ĀएЗ⫳⅏᠔ᆘˈ䋷ӏࣾ䕏ˈቖৃ

ⷨǄᯢҷएᆊᕤ⫿˄16 Ϫ㑾˅᠔㨫ǉসҞए㒳ܼǊ

݊䋿ᆠ㗠៥Ў८㭘ઝāǄ⾥ᄺᆊ䰜ᅲࡳ˄1555-1636 ˅

˄1556 ᑈ˅Ё䇈: “एᄺ䌉㊒ˈϡ㊒߭ᆇҎࣾ㒚āˈᯢ⹂ᣛ
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䞡⏽ǉए㊒䆮Ǌ

ߎЎ݇㋏ࠄҎӀⱘ⫳㗕⮙⅏ⱘएᄺⱘ䞡㽕ᗻˈϮएⱘҎ
ᖙ乏㊒䗮एᴃˈ৺߭ϡԚ᮴Ⲟ,⫮㟇Ӯ䌏ᆇѢҎǄ
Ёए㥃ᄺ䆄䕑ⴔ䆌⛁⠅㞾ᏅⱘएϮ,ᄰᄰϡ䪏

䪕ݯ

ⷨϮࡵ㗠পᕫЄᆠϮ㒽ⱘएᆊǄ՟བ∝ҷᵄߎएᆊᓴӆ᱃
(݀ ܗ2-3 Ϫ㑾), ᚃѢᔧᯊ⮒⮙⌕㸠, 䆌⫳♉⅏ѵ, Ѣᰃඟ
༈≆≆㢺ᄺ, ࢸ∖স䆁, म䞛ӫᮍ, ᑊᘏ㒧њ㞾ᏅⱘЈᑞᖗᕫ

ǉए㊒䆮Ǌᰃҷ㨫ৡएᆊᄭᗱ䙜݊ҷ㸼ǉग

㒣偠, ݭ៤ǉӸᆦᴖ⮙䆎Ǌϔк, ༴ᅮњЁएЈᑞ䕼䆕䆎

䞥㽕ᮍǊⱘᓔ㆛䆎䗄ˈᰃݙЁए䰶᷵ᬭᄺᖙ䇏П㒣ˈ

⊏ⱘ⸔Ǆজབᯢҷⱘᵄߎएᆊᴢᯊ⦡( 㑺 1518-1503 ), 䡈

✊㗠ҢϮᑈৢˈ᳝ᇥҎ䖬᳒䆄ᕫ䖭㆛ϔगᑈࠡⱘ

Ѣग़ҷᴀ㤝ⱘ⊼㾷᳝⭣ⓣ䈀䇃, 䘖か᧰म䞛ग़ҷ᳝݇ᴀ

㨫ৡएᖋ䆎㨫ˈজ᳝ᇥҎЈᑞᎹЁߛᅲ䏉㸠ⴔए

㤝ⱘ᭛⤂ 800 ԭ⾡,ᑊᅲഄ䇗ᶹ,㗗স䆕Ҟ,ग़䖥 3 0 ᑈ, ϝᯧ

㊒䆮П㊒⼲˛ᔧࠡ㒣⌢߽Ⲟ偅Փϟˈᕜए㗙Јᑞᅲ

݊〓,㨫៤ ǉᴀ㤝㒆ⳂǊ(1578 ᑈ )52 ो, 䲚Ёᯢҷҹࠡᴀ

䏉Ё⾏أњए㊒䆮ⱘ㊒⼲ˈ䞡⏽ᄭᗱ䙜ⱘǉए㊒䆮Ǌ

㤝ᄺП៤ˈ᭛ᑊ㣖,៤ЎЁϪ⬠ए㥃म⠽ᄺϞ

ৃҹᦤ䝦៥Ӏ↣ϔϾ⍋ⱘЁएᯊࠏֱᣕӬ㡃ⱘ㘠Ϯ䘧

ⱘϡᴑᎼ㨫Ǆ

ᖋǄҹϟህᰃϾҎᇍǉए㊒䆮Ǌ⚍䆎䗄ⱘ㾷䇏ԧ

䇺㰮䇼ᜢ, Ѣᄺд,ᬊҪҎП䭓ˈৠ䘧П䯈ѦᭀѦ

ӮǄ

ࡽ˖ ए⫳䳔㽕᳝䇺㰮䇼ᜢᅲџ∖ᰃⱘᗕᑺǄЎए⫳ˈ
⊏⮙᳝ᬜ,ᴀᑨᰃᴀߚ,ϡৃ㞾چ㞾༌Ǆ䖭ᴀᰃЁए㞾সህ᳝

1. Āܜথᙏ䱤Пᖗā

ⱘӬ㡃亢Ǆ᳔ᮽ㹿䆄䕑ѢЁϔ䚼䆄Ӵԧⱘ㈡ǉ
䆄ǊЁⱘৡए᠕吞˄⾺䍞Ҏ˅( 㑺݀ ࠡܗ5 Ϫ㑾), ᬥ⊏њ

ᄭᗱ䙜䖭䞠ਞ䆿ए⫳䆞⮙ПࠡᇍѢᙷ㗙㽕᳝

㰶ᄤПৢ,ҎӀ⿄䌲Ҫ᳝䍋⅏ಲ⫳Пᴃ,᠕吞ಲㄨ䇈: Ā䍞

ᚆⱘᙏ䱤Пᖗˈ㾚⮙ᙷП㢺ЎᏅП㢺ˈℸᖗᗕⱘ

Ҏ䴲㛑⫳⅏г,ℸ㞾ᔧ⫳㗙,䍞Ҏ㛑ՓП䍋ᇨÿÿǄ∝ҷৡए

⸔ϞЎᙷ㗙䆞⮙ᮍЎ㡃एᑨ᳝ⱘ㋴䋼Ǆए㗙ⱘᖗᗕकߚ䞡

⏇Ѣᛣ(݀ ࠡܗ3 Ϫ㑾), ⊏⮙ᐌ᳝㡃ᬜ, ∝᭛Ᏹ䯂Ҫ Ā䆞⮙

㽕ˈা᳝㡃དⱘℷ⹂ⱘᖗᗕˈϔ㋏߫ⱘ䆞⭫䖛Ё

⫳⅏އ, 㛑ܼ᮴༅Т?ÿÿǄҪㄨ䘧Āᯊᯊ༅Пˈ㞷ᛣϡ㛑

ᠡ㛑ⶹ䘧ᑨ䆹خҔМˈᗢḋএخǄ↨བϔϾᙷ㗙᠔⮙ᵕ

ܼгāǄ⏇Ѣᛣ䖬㒭ৢϪ⬭ϟњҪⱘࣙᣀ 25 Ͼ⮙՟ⱘ Ā䆞

㢺ˈ㗠Դⱘ⊏⭫⹂ᅲৃҹᐂࡽ㾷䰸᠔⮙П㢺ˈԚᙷ㗙ै䋳

㈡ÿÿˈ݊Ёᯢ㿔᳝ 10 ՟ⱘ⊏⭫㒧ᵰᰃ⅏ѵǄ⬅ℸৃ㾕ৡ

ᢙϡ䍋⊏⭫᠔䳔ⱘܼ䚼䌍⫼ˈ䖭⾡ᚙމᗢМࡲ˛ᛇᛇᄭᗱ

ए བ᠕吞⏇Ѣᛣⱘ䇺㰮ᅲџ∖ⱘ㕢ᖋǄҷᄭᗱ䙜

䙜ⱘएᖋ㊒⼲៥ӀህӮ᳝њℷ⹂ⱘ䗝ᢽǄ䖭⾡ᙏ䱤П

ᯢ㿔ᡍ䆘䙷ѯ Ā♿㗔ໄৡˈ䀒↕䇌एˈ㞾ⶰᏅᖋÿÿⱘए

ᖗ䗮ᐌᏺᴹདⱘ⼒ӮᬜⲞˈгӮՓए㗙ᙷ㗙ᖗЁᓎゟ

⫳ᰃҪץ㞾ᏅᙷϞњ Ā㝣ⳆП⮒ÿÿǄϞ䴶ᦤࠄⱘৡ ए啮

㡃དⱘষǄ

ᓋ䋸 ᠔㨫 ǉϛ⮙ಲǊЁᣛߎ: Ā䘧Ё᳝ㄝ᮴㸠П
ᕦˈϧϔ ༌ᏅП䭓ˈ㸠ҎПⷁˈ↣㟇⮙ᆊˈϡ䯂 ⮒⮈ˈᚳ

2. ĀϡᕫᘗᏆ᠔䭓ˈϧᖗ㒣⬹䋶⠽ā

↕ࠡएП䖛ˈҹ偛ᙷ㗙Ǆ䆒Փࠡए⫼㥃ሑᰃˈԩҪ∖˛
ⲪЎϔᯊ᳝᠔ˈأ㛑༣ᬜˈቖৃⲪࠡ㥃Ўᒌ㘊˛ā䖭

䖭ϔহᰃᙏ䱤ПᖗⱘԧᓊԌˈৠᯊ᳝ᑓ⊯

䞠ˈҪϔᮍ䴶ᅶ㾖ഄᣛߎ⬅Ѣϔѯॳˈए⫳ⱘ⊏⭫ϡৃ

ⱘˈ⎉ݙᇍѢ䙷ѯϡᄬ㒣⌢䋳ᢙ䯂乬ⱘᙷ㗙ˈए㗙ᰃ৺

㛑↣ᮍഛ㛑༣ᬜˈৠᯊᇍ䙷ѯϧ䮼ҹᣥࠨ߿Ҏ㗠ᦤ催㞾Ꮕ

ህৃҹ⒵㽕Ӌ˛བᵰᰃ䙷ḋˈए㗙ᕫࠄⱘᰃ䋶ᆠˈ༅এ

ⱘए⫳䖯㸠њᡍ䆘Ǆ㨫ৡ⾥ϧᆊ䰜ᅲࡳ᠔㨫ǉ⾥ℷ

ⱘ߭ᰃ↨䪅䋶ৃ䌉ⱘໄ䁝Ǆᄭᗱ䙜ᇍ⮙Ҏⱘ䗕⼐ϔᕟᢦ

ᅫǊЁᦤߎњ䝿⫳ⱘþѨ ៦ क 㽕ÿ, 䙘䇈: Āеѩৠ䘧

ᬊˈབᙷ㗙ᠻᛣ㽕䇶ˈህఅ݊ỡᴣᷥѢৢቅˈᬙ᳝Āᴣ

Пˈϡৃ⫳䕏ւچ᜶Пᖗˈߛ㽕䇺䇼ᜢǄᑈᇞ㗙ᙁᭀ

ᵫāП⿄ⱘ⏞⑤ǄҢস㟇Ҟ㡃एⱚҹ䆞⮙⭫⮒ЎᏅӏˈଃ

Пˈϡঞ㗙㤤ᢨПǄབℸ㞾᮴䇸ᗼ, ֵЎ䌉гǄÿÿ

ৡ߽ᰃ⠽㗙䲒Ў㢡⫳एǄ

㒧䇁

3. Ā䭓ᑐཡႌˈढ་ᛮᱎˈ᱂ৠϔㄝā

Ϟ䴶ㅔ䗄њЁए㥃Ϟⱘएᖋⱘᗱᛇ㚠᱃ˈҹঞܜ䋸
Ӏ݇Ѣएᖋⱘ䆎䗄㣗ˈҢЁৃⶹዛᇮएᖋᰃЁएⱘӬ

ᳱᰃϔϾᇍѸ⌕䕗ⱘᯊҷˈ⬅䖭ϔহৃҹⳟߎ

㡃Ӵ㒳Ҏ䘧ЏНⱘ⡍⚍ˈ䖭 Ϫ⬠एᄺϞᰃさߎⱘǄ

ᔧᯊᏆ᳝ᴹ㞾ᓖ䙺ⱘህ䆞⮙Ҏˈᄭᗱ䙜ࡱ䆿ए⫳ᇍᕙϡৠ

Ϫ⬠ܼ⧗࣪ⱘ╂⌕ЁˈЁए㥃䗤ℹ䍄Ϫ⬠ˈᏆফࠄ

ᑈ啘ǃⳌ䉠ǃ⾡ᮣǃᬭᙷⱘݏ㗙ഛᑨϔ㾚ৠҕǄǄᔧࠡ៥

⬠Ҏ⇥᳝݇ᔧሔⱘ⊼ᛣˈᑊߎ⦄⾡㻦䌀ϡৠⱘ䅸䆚

ӀᎹϔϾܙ⒵Ϫ⬠Ͼϡৠ⇥ᮣⱘ⦃๗ˈᑨ䆹ᨦᓗ

ᗕᑺǄヨ㗙䅸Ўˈ䖭⾡ᚙމϟˈಲ乒⏽дЁएⱘए

ϔߛ⾡ᮣⱘأ㾕ˈᑇㄝᇍᕙ↣ϔԡϡৠ㙸㡆ˈϡৠᑈ啘ˈ

ᖋӴ㒳⡍⚍ˈᇍ⍋ҢџЁए㥃ᎹⱘҎˈᔧ᳝⡍⅞

ϡৠᗻ߿ⱘᙷ㗙Ǆ

ⱘᛣНǄᅗᦤ⼎៥Ӏᑨᔧᡞ㒻ᡓথᡀ ЁएⱘӬ㡃एᖋӴ

4. Āϡᕫ䍋ϔᗉ㡹㩖Пᖗā

㒳ЎᏅӏˈЎᅗϡҙϾҎⱘϮࡵথሩ᳝Ⳉⱘ݇㋏ˈ
⍝ঞᭈϾЁए⬠Ё᭛࣪ⱘᔶ䈵.

Ā㡹㩖ā↨ஏᖗ䞠ⱘϡ⒵ϡᛝᖿǄए⫳↣䆞
⾡ḋⱘ⮙Ҏˈᙷ㗙⽔ᗻᓖˈВℶ㿔㸠ᓖǄए⫳ϡᑨ
Ўᙷ㗙ⱘϡড়䗖ⱘ㿔㸠㗠ᇍᙷ㗙ᖗᄬ㡹㩖Ǆ䆹ᛇࠄᙷ
㗙↩コᰃᙷ㗙ˈ䒃ԧ⮒⮙ӮᕅડࠄҪӀⱘᖗ⧚ˈ㗙ᴀ䑿
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ህᙷ᳝ᖗ⧚⮒⮙Ǆए⫳㽕᳝ࡴᓔ䯨ⱘ㛌㼳ˈϡ㽕㹿ᙷ㗙

ᢀ催㞾ᏅǄᔧҞᯊҷ⹂᳝ϡᇥҎ≵᳝㛑ࠄخ䖭ϔ⚍Ǆৠ

ⱘϡ㡃ᚙ㒾᠔ᕅડˈ㗠ᑨ䆹⿃ᵕഄᐂࡽᓩᇐᙷ㗙ᨚ㜅ϡ㡃

㸠П䯈ᄺᴃ㾖⚍Ϟⱘϡৠᰃৃҹᔧ䴶䅼䆎⫮㟇ѝ䆎ⱘˈԚ

ⱘᚙ㒾ˈৠ⮙Ҏֱᣕ㡃དⱘعᒋⱘएᙷ݇㋏Ǆ

ᙷ㗙䴶ࠡߛϡ㛑䆟↕݊Ҫए⫳ⱘ䆞⊏ǄџᅲϞᰃĀ䀒
↕䇌एˈ㞾ⶰᏆᖋāⱘҎᕔᕔᕫࠄⱘᰃϢ݊ᜓᳯⳌডⱘ㒧

5. Āमᵕए⑤ˈ㊒ࢸϡā

ᵰǄᔧࠡĀ䇌एāⱘὖᗉᑨ䆹ࡴᑓ⊯ˈ䰸њЁएৠ㸠
Пˈ䖬ᑨࣙᣀ㽓एҹঞ݊Ҫ᳓ҷएᄺⱘϾ䮼㉏Ǆ៥Ӏ

ᑊ䴲া㽕᳝Ӭ㡃ⱘएᖋህ㛑⊏ད⮙Ҏˈ㽕᳝㊒

ϡ㛑াᰃᔎ䇗㽓एⱘࡃ⫼ㄝ㔎⚍ˈᑨ䆹䇈Ё㽓ए㒧ড়Ѧ

ⱘएᴃǄ↣Ҏ䛑Ӯ᳝ⳟϡདⱘ⮙՟ˈᓘϡᯢⱑⱘ䯂乬ˈ݇

㸹ᰃདⱘ䗝ᢽǄᇍѢ݊Ҫ䮼㉏ⱘ᳓ҷएᄺˈ↨བॄᑺए

䬂Ѣ㽕ࠄخĀ㊒ࢸϡāǄ䘛ࠄ䯂乬ᶹ䯙кᴀˈ㔥Ϟ᧰

ᄺˈ㽓ᮍ㤝㥃ˈℷ偼⭫⊩ˈᣛय़ᴃㄝㄝˈ៥Ӏা㛑䇈᠔ⶹ

㋶ˈϢৠџ䅼䆎ˈখࡴ㉏㒻㓁ᬭ㚆乍Ⳃⱘᄺдˈ䛑ᰃད

⫮ᇥˈϡ㛑ќҹ䆘Ӌˈއϡ㛑ќҹ䆟↕ˈ䖭ᰃ䆹᳝ⱘ

ⱘᮍᓣǄ᮴䆎Ёए䖬ᰃ㽓ए䛑䳔㽕ϡᮁᮄ㞾Ꮕⱘⶹ䆚㒧

एᖋӥݏǄ

ᵘǄĀᏜস㗠ϡ⊹Ѣসāᰃग़ҷৡएⱘ݅䆚ˈ៥ㄝѺᔧ݅
࢝Ǆ

Ў⍋Ёए៥Ӏ䑿໘ⱘ㸠ए⦃๗↨ᔧᑈᄭᗱ䙜䖬㽕
ᴖবˈԚᰃᄭᗱ䙜ⱘएᖋ亢㣗∌䖰ᰃؐᕫ៥Ӏᭀӄ
ⱘˈ䞡⏽ǉए㊒䆮Ǌˈ䗑⒃ܜ䋸ⱘዛ催કḐˈ䞡ลЁए

6. ߛ࣓Ā䀒↕䇌एˈ㞾ⶰᏆᖋā

ϪҎᖗⳂЁⱘᔶ䈵ˈ㗠ϡᰃ㞾↕ᔶ䈵ˈ䖭ᰃᯊҷ䌟ќ៥
Ӏ↣ϔϾЁएҢϮ㗙ⱘՓੑǄ

ᄭᗱ䙜ᣛߎˈए⫳П䯈ᑨѦⳌᇞ䞡ˈϡ㛑䌀ԢҪҎҹ

Wining Answers to Case Study Competition (4)
Yingzi Yang
From Editor: We published Case Study Competition
(4) in last issue of ATCM Journal with an award of £50.
As the only participant, Yingzi Yang won the prize
again. We hereby publish the case again as below
followed by Yang’s winning answers.
Case 4 A female patient, 38, consults you as she has suffered
from chronic diarrhoea for 7 years. She used to have bowel
movements 2-3 times a day with loose stools but it has become
worse over last 1.5 years. Now it is 5-7 times a day and can be
urgent in the morning. Her stools can be very loose and even
watery, with no mucus or blood. She also suffers from dull
abdominal pain sometimes combined with distension. Her
appetite is poor and greasy or dairy food can easily make her
diarrhoea worse. She always feels tired with no energy even to
do ordinary housework. Her facial complexion is pale and
usually she tends to feel cold.
Her tongue is pale with teeth marks on the edge. The tongue
coating is thin and white. Her pulses are overall weak and thin,
slightly slow. The right pulse is deep and empty in the middle
position.
Winner’sAnswers:
1. Differentiation of syndromes and pattern Diagnosis
According to the principles of TCM, this case fells into the
catalogue of interior, cold and deficiency syndrome, mainly
involving spleen, kidney, stomach and large & small intestine.
The chief complaint of this female patient was having diarrhoea
chronically for 7 years and clinical manifestations were
characterized by increased frequency of bowel movements, loose
or watery stool with no mucus or blood, abdominal pain and
distension, poor appetite, triggered by greasy or dairy food,
combined with pale facial complexion, lacking of energy, cold

feelings, pale tongue with teeth- marks on the edge and thin &
white coating, while her pulse is thin and weak, slightly slow,
plus deep and empty pulse in the middle of right hand.
1.1 Traditional chinese medicine diagnosis
Diarrhoea (Spleen Qi and Kidney Yang deficiency)
1.2 Pathogenic mechanism
The pathogenic mechanism for this case is that the
dysfunction of spleen’s transportation and transformation due to
the long-term illness, retention of cold-damp in the middle Jiao
and disharmony of stomach and intestines.
As the main organ of digestive system, spleen controls
transporting and transforming food and water, while stomach
governs reception. Only in cooperation with the spleen’s
function of transportation-transformation can stomach’s
functions be performed properly.
When pathogenic damp attacked spleen, causing
impairments of its functions, thus affected the reception and
descending actions of stomach, gave rise to poor appetite, gastric
distension. On the way around, improper diet or dyspeptic
retention of stomach would exacerbate the dysfunction of sleep’s
transportation & transformation and of the descent of stomach Qi,
bringing about abdominal distension and diarrhoea.
Being the foundation of postnatal life, spleen is the source
of production and distribution of Qi and blood and controls the
blood of whole body. In this case, her tiredness, pale facial
complexion and feeling cold were symptoms of Yang-Qi
insufficiency, caused by the impairment of warming action of Qi.
Her pale tongue with thin and white coating, combined
with teeth marks of the edge, the overall weak and thin, slightly
slow pulse, especially the deep & empty pulse in the middle
position of her right wrist indicated inactivation of spleen Yang
and Qi deficiency.
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2. Treatment principles and prescriptions
z

strengthspleenandtowarmmiddleJiao.

z

regulatethefunctionofintestinesandstomach.

2.1 Chinese herbal medicine (CHM) prescription
Modified Shenlingbaizhu Decoction:
renshen (10g)

fuling (12g)

caobaizhu (12g)

shanyao (15g)

lianzirou (12g)

baibiandou (12g)

yiyiren (15g)

sharen (3g)

jiegeng (3g)

rougui (3g)

ganjiang (6g)

zigancao (6g)

The Jun (Monarch) herbs, which have effect to invigorate
Qi, reinforce Spleen, are renshen (sweet and slightly bitter in
flavour, warm in nature, therefore can tonify the deficiency),
fuling (sweet and tasteless in flavour, neutral in nature, can
invigorate Spleen and induce diuresis) and caobaizhu (being
sweet and warm for invigorating Qi, bitter and warm for
removing dampenss and activating Spleen).
The chen (minister) herbs are used to strengthen Spleen and
excrete dampness, so as to arrest diarrhoea. Shanyao (good at
invigorating Qi and Yin of Spleen channel, promoting the
function of transportation and transformation), lianzirou (to
tonify Spleen, to check diarrhoea), baobiandou and yiyiren (to
enhance the function of Spleen and remove dampness).
The zuo (assistant) herbs are able to enliven Spleen and
promote Qi flow and to normalize the functions of Slpeen and
Stomach. Sharen (pungent in flavour, warm in nature, it acts on
the Spleen, Stomach and Kidney channels. Its fragrance can
dispel dampness and pungent flavour is dispersing and
promoting Qi flow), jiegeng (its lightness and floating-up
characters enable it to introduce drugs into upper Jiao, help
Spleen Qi move upward), rougui and ganjiang (having the effect
of warming the middle-Jiao, dispersing cold to treat yangdeficiency of Spleen and Kidney and conducting the fire back to
its origin).
The Shi (guide) herbs are zigancao (strengthening Spleen
and moderating other herbs).
All the herbs should be brewed to drink, half in the
morning and half in the evening, 1hour after meal. All in all, the
prescription has the effect of tonifying Spleen Qi, excreting
dampness and eliminating Qi stagnation, giving rise to
promotion of function of Spleen’s transportation and
transformation and can descend the Stomach Qi as well.
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and eliminate distension. Zhongwan is needled perpendicularly
1.0-1.5 inches to cause a local sensation of heaviness and
distension or a feeling of contraction in stomach. Tianshu is
needled perpendicularly 1.0-1.5 inches and zusanli 1.0-2.0
inches to cause a local sensation of heaviness and distension.
Shenque (Ren. 8): moxibustion on this point can warm the
lower Jiao to dispel cold. It is treated with direct moxibustion
with a moxa stick for five to ten minutes each time or indirect
moxibustion with ginger (7-10 moxa cones per time).
Pishu (U.B. 20) and zhangmen (Liv. 13), a combination of
the Back-shu and Front-Mu points, strengthen Spleen and tonify
Qi. The combination of acupuncture and moxibustion on both
points may invigorate Spleen Yang and strengthen the function
of transportation and transformation. It is needled obliquely
toward spinal vertebra 0.5-1.0 inch to cause a sensation of
soreness, numbness and distension in the local area which may
also radiate to the lumbar region. Zhangmen(Liv. 13) is needled
perpendicularly or obliquely 0.8-1.0 inch to cause a sensation of
distension in the side of the abdomen.
Shenshu (U.B.23) and Mingmen (Du 4) have the ability to
warm and tonify Kidney yang so as to assist the spleen in
transportation and transformation. Shenshu (U.B. 23) is needled
perpendicularly or obliquely 1.0-2.0 inches to cause a sensation
of soreness and distension in the lumbar region which may
radiate downward. Mingmen (Du 4) is needled perpendicularly
1.0-1.5 inches to cause a sensation of distension in the local area
or an electric shock sensation to radiate downward.
Guanyuan(Ren 4) warms and tonifies the lower jiao.It is
needled perpendicularly or obliquely downward 1.0-1.5 inches to
get a sensation of soreness and distension in the local area which
may radiate downward.
The reinforcing method is applied to above points.
Gongsun (Sp. 4) , the Luo (connecting) point of the Spleen
channel, can strengthen the spleen and harmonize the stomach. It
is needled perpendicularly 1.0-1.5 inches with the even method
to cause a sensation of soreness and distension in the local area
which may sometimes spread to the base of the foot.
3. Treatment
The treatment is given once daily or every other day. The
points on the back are needled first; after withdrawing these
needles, the points on abdomen and other areas are treated. 10
sessions make a course.

2.2 Acupuncture prescription
zhongwan (Ren. 12)

shenque (Ren. 8)

tianshu (St. 25)

zusanli (St. 36)

pishu (U.B. 20)

zhangmen (Liv. 13)

shenshu (U.B. 23)

mingmen (Du. 4)

guanyuan (Ren. 4)

gongsun (Sp. 4)

Points of the Ren and Stomach channels and the Back-shu
points are selected as main points. Reinforcing and even methods
are applied, combined with moxibustion.
Zhongwan (Ren. 12), the Front-Mu point of Stomach and
tianshu (St. 25) with zusanli (St. 36), will regulate the functions
of stomach and intestines, therefore be able to check diarrhoea
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Ёएक㒣ҟ㒡 (3)
㓪㗙ᣝ: Ёएक㒣,ᰃᣛЁएথሩᮽᳳⱘЁए⧚䆎, 䆞⭫,ᮍ㥃,䩜♌䇌乚ඳ᳝༴ᛣНⱘ 10 䚼䞡㽕᭛

⤂. 䰸њ<ݙ㒣㋴䯂>, <ݙ㒣♉ᵶ>, <Ӹᆦ䆎><䞥ं㽕⬹>䖭ಯ䚼ЎݙЁए䰶᷵ᖙׂ䇒, 㗠ᆊ䛑ᕜ❳ᙝ
ⱘ㒣㨫П, ᴀߞߚᳳҟ㒡݊ᅗ 6 䚼㒣.

᮶ডњॳкॳᛣˈজ֓Ѣ 䇏㗙 ᄺдⷨおˈᰃ䇁䆥

咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴

ǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴ǊⱘϞՇПǄ

ए㒣㨫Ǆজ⿄
ǉ㋴Ǌˈᰃǉ咘Ᏹݙ
㒣Ǌⱘϔ⾡ᮽᳳӴᴀǄࣙ

Ё㮣㒣

ᣀǉ㋴䯂Ǌǃǉ䩜㒣Ǌ
˄ेǉ♉ᵶǊ˅ϸ䚼ߚⱘ

㓐ড়ᗻЈᑞए㨫Ǆজ

ݙᆍǄॳк䱟П䰙㒣

ৡǉढ⇣Ё㮣㒣ǊˈӴ

ᴼϞ䞡ࡴ㓪⊼䞞ˈ

䇈Ўढԫ᠔ˈ᳝ৡ䙧

ᠽЎϝकोˈҞᏆ⅟㔎Ǆ

໘Ё㗙ᇱЎ䆹кᑣˈ

ߞݙᴀা᳝ѠकϝोǄ

㿔ℸк㋏Ңढ⇣ᆱᅸ䘫

ᴀкϡҙֱᄬњǉ咘Ᏹݙ

㮣Ё㦋ᕫˈ✊䇁ᗾ

㒣ǊЁϔѯॳ᭛ⱘ䕗ᮽᔶ

䆲ˈ乛ϡ䎇ֵˈϨǉ䱟

ᗕǄܼк㗗᷵ᄫНˈ䆴
䞞থᓩᔩসएкԮ᭛

кǊঞᮄᮻǉкǊഛ
咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴

㨫ᔩˈ⭥Ў݁ᳱҎ᠔

ㄝᮍ䴶ˈᇍⷨおǉݙ㒣Ǌ

ˈ⡍؛ᠬढԫПৡ㗠

᳝ϔᅮⱘখ㗗ӋؐǄ

ᏆǄ៤кᑈҷᇮ᮴ᅮ

ᴀкᰃᮽᳳߚ㉏㓪㑖ǃⷨおǃ⊼㾷ǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣Ǌⱘ

䆎Ǆ

䇁䆥ᴀǄᴀкҹϢ݊៤ྞྍ㆛ⱘǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴᷵⊼ǊЁⱘ

кߚ 3 ो ǉᅟк•㡎᭛

ǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣Ǌᴵ᭛Ўᑩᴀˈֱᣕњॳкԧ՟ǃߚ㉏ˈᇍ㔎Ԯ

ᖫǊ“ϔो”Ǆ᳝ “Ѡ

Пो᳝᠔㸹Ǆॳ᭛䚼ߚሑ䞣ޣᇥњ䗮؛ᄫǃসҞᄫǃᓖԧ

ो”ᴀ“ܿो”ᴀˈݙᆍ

ᄫˈাᇍॳ᭛Ё⫳ۏস༹ⱘᄫ䆡ᴃ䇁خњㅔ㽕⊼䞞Ǆ䇁䆥

ⳌৠǄ㗠ǉЁ㮣㒣Ǌⱘ

䚼ߚҹⳈ䆥ЎЏˈখҹᛣ䆥Ǆ ܼк 30 ो(㔎ोϔǃಯǃ

кৡ佪㾕Ѣ ǉᅟᖫǊ Ǆ᳝ҎЏᓴˈए䆎Ϣ䰘ᮍ䚼ߚ៤к

ϗǃकܿǃѠक)ˈҡֱᣕǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴Ǌⱘԧ՟ǃߚ

ѢϡৠᑈҷǄܼкࠡञ䚼ሲ⸔⧚䆎㣗⭈ˈৢञ䚼ЎЈ

㉏Ǆᇍܼк↣ोॳ᭛Ёⱘ⫳ۏস༹ᄫ䆡Ёएᴃ䇁ˈ㞾✊

ᑞ䆕⊏ݙᆍ˄ҹ⾥ݙᴖ⮙ЎЏ˅Ǆए䆎䚼ߚ݅ 49 ㆛ˈ㘨

↉ќҹ⊼䞞Ǆ䇁䆥Ꮉᰃᴀк䞡⚍ˈҹⳈ䆥ЎЏˈ䯈খ

㋏㛣㜥⫳៤⮙⧚ҹߚᵤ䆕㛝䈵ˈᑊ䆎Ͼ㛣㜥ⱘ

ҹᛣ䆥Ǆܼк䆥᭛⏅ܹ⌙ߎˈᰧ⬙䗮䖒ˈ᮶ডњॳкॳ

㰮ᅲᆦ⛁ˈ⫳⅏䗚乎П⊩Ǆᴀкए䆎䚼ߚЁᇍ㛣㜥䕼䆕

ᛣˈজ֓Ѣ䇏㗙ᄺдⷨおˈᰃ䇁䆥ǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴ǊⱘϞՇ

ⱘ䆎䗄ᇍৢϪᯧ∈ᄺ⌒᳝䕗ᕅડǄ ᠔䗄⮙䆕ࣙᣀ 䰈ॹ

ПǄ  ᴀкᰃᮽᳳߚ㉏㓪㑖ǃⷨおǃ⊼㾷ǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣Ǌ

ǃ ࢇӸǃЁ亢أᶃǃ㛮ᔅǃ∈㚓ǃ⯍䆕ǃ⮲䆕ǃ⯩⿃㘮

ⱘǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣㋴Ǌⱘ䇁䆥ᴀǄᴀкҹϢ݊៤ྞྍ㆛ⱘǉ咘

ㄝݙᆍǄݐ䆎⾥ᐌ㾕ⱘ⭨⮂ǃ⮜⮑ㄝ⮙ˈкЁᇍϔᑺ

Ᏹݙ㒣㋴᷵⊼ǊЁⱘǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣Ǌᴵ᭛Ўᑩᴀˈֱᣕњॳ

ⲯ㸠П“᳡佉”᳝䕗ЎЁ㚃П䆘ᵤǄЈᑞ䚼ߚ߭ҟ㒡⾥⊏

кԧ՟ǃߚ㉏ˈᇍ㔎ԮПो᳝᠔㸹Ǆॳ᭛䚼ߚሑ䞣ޣᇥњ

⭫ᮍ㥃ঞЏ⊏⮙䆕Ǆ᠔߫䇌ᮍ䜡ӡϹᆚˈ᳡⊩Ѹҷ

䗮؛ᄫǃসҞᄫǃᓖԧᄫˈাᇍॳ᭛Ё⫳ۏস༹ⱘᄫ䆡ᴃ

⏙ἮǄϡᇥᮍࠖ㉏Ԑ㒣ᮍˈᮍ䆎Ѻ᳝㊒НˈЎৢϪЈᑞ

䇁خњㅔ㽕⊼䞞Ǆ䇁䆥䚼ߚҹⳈ䆥ЎЏˈখҹᛣ䆥Ǆ ܼк

ᆊ᠔⦡㾚Ǆℸк᳝⾡ߞᴀˈ⦄ᄬ᳔ᮽЎᯢ ǉए㒳ℷ

30 ो(㔎ोϔǃಯǃϗǃकܿǃѠक)ˈҡֱᣕǉ咘Ᏹݙ㒣

㛝Ǌᴀˈ᳝ᯢ⏙⾡ߞᴀঞ᮹ࠏᴀǃ⦄ҷᥦॄᴀㄝǄ

ǉЁ㮣㒣Ǌ

㋴Ǌⱘԧ՟ǃߚ㉏Ǆᇍܼк↣ोॳ᭛Ёⱘ⫳ۏস༹ᄫ䆡
Ёएᴃ䇁ˈ㞾✊↉ќҹ⊼䞞Ǆ䇁䆥Ꮉᰃᴀк䞡⚍ˈҹ
Ⳉ䆥ЎЏˈ䯈খҹᛣ䆥Ǆܼк䆥᭛⏅ܹ⌙ߎˈᰧ⬙䗮䖒ˈ
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Members at AGM
ATCM president Dr Huijun Shen

Members at AGM
Special guest speaker Lord Clement-Jones

Chinese Television (㡯兎◺展) covers AGM
TCM gynaecological seminar at AGM
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Herb Garden

Do you know what they are?

1

2

3

4

5

6
See answers on page 20
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